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INTRODUCTION 
All spaees under diseussion are separable and metrizable. 
This monograph is an investigation into the internal topological structure 
of zero-dimensional absolute Borel sets. The problem of finding topological 
characterizations of zero-dimensional absolute Borel sets was first stated 
explicitly in 1928, by Alexandroff and Urysohn [I]. Before this, Brouwer 
[4] and Sierpifiski [50] had obtained the following characterizations of, 
respectively, the Cantor set C, and the space of rational numbers Q: 
- up to homeomorphism, C is the only (non-empty) zero-dimensional compact 
space without isolated points; 
- up to homeomorphism, Q is the only (non-empty) countable space without 
isolated points. 
Alexandroff and Urysohn added to these: characterizations of C\{p} (i.e. 
the Cantor set minus one point), the space of irrationals P, and the pro-
duct of the rationals with the Cantor set Q x C : 
- up to homeomorphism, C\{p} is the only zero-dimensional locally compact, 
non-compact space without isolated points; 
- up to homeomorphism, P is the only (non-empty) zero-dimensional topolo-
gically complete space which is nowhere compact; 
- up to homeomorphism, Q x C is the only (non-empty) zero-dimensional a-
compact space which is nowhere compact and nowhere countable. 
These three spaces, together with the Cantor set, were called irredueible 
Borel sets by Alexandroff and Urysohn. More precisely, they defined a zero-
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dimensional space to be irreducible if it is of one of the following types: 
I. compact, dense in itself; 
2. locally compact, non-compact, dense in itself; 
3. a-compact, nowhere compact, nowhere countable; 
4. topologically complete, nowhere compact. 
Thus, from the above characterizations they concluded that of each of the 
types I through 4 there is exactly one space, up to homeomorphism, and that 
this space is homogeneous. Although Alexandroff and Urysohn also defined ir-
reducibility for arbitrary Borel sets, this notion seems too general to 
allow characterizations of all such zero-dimensional spaces; in particular, 
there are many non-homogeneous spaces which are irreducible in that sense. 
Let us now have a look at the above results against the framework of the 
Borel hierarchy in the Cantor set. The above spaces are all Borel sets of 
class I, i.e. they are a-compact or complete <=topologically complete). And 
from the characterizations it is easily deduced that, apart from the dis-
crete spaces, they are the onZy homogeneous zero-dimensional absolute Borel 
sets of class I; this can be read from the following diagram, bearing in 
mind that a homogeneous space which is not locally compact (not complete, 
not a-compact) is also nowhere compact (nowhere complete, nowhere a-compact): 
;'isolated points: finite spaces 
compact\ 
no isolated points: C 
/isolated points: infinite d1'.screte space 
compact,
0 
"n isolated points: C \{p} 
/locally 
non-compact\ 
nowhere 
/complete: P 
compact\ 
"nowhere 
/nowhere a-compact •••••••• 
complete\ /countable: Q 
a-compact\ 
nowhere countable: 
QxC 
In Chapter 2 of this monograph, proofs of all these old characterizations 
will be given. 
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We now turn our attention to zero-dimensional homogeneous absolute Borel 
sets which are of ambiguous class 2, but not of class I; in other words, we 
consider homogeneous spaces which are both an F00 and a G00 in the Can-
tor set, but which are neither a-compact nor complete. Of these homogeneous 
Borel sets of exactly ambiguous class 2, the first to be characterized was 
QxP, by van Mill [38], 53 years (!) after Alexandroff and Urysohn's paper. 
If we embed QxP densely in C, then its complement will be a nowhere com-
plete, nowhere a-compact Borel set of ambiguous class 2; there are exactly 
two such complements that are homogeneous, and one of them, denoted by S, 
was also characterized by van Mill [39], the other, denoted by T, was cha-
racterized by van Douwen [7]. 
In this monograph, we continue the investigation into the structure of the 
zero-dimensional absolute Borel sets of ambiguous class 2. In Chapter 3, we 
will prove that there are precisely w1 homogeneous elements in this class, 
and we will obtain internal, topological characterizations of each of them. 
To describe these spaces, we will define topological properties that are 
closely related to the so-called "small Borel classes" (see Kuratowski [28] 
§33.IV). 
Then, in Chapter 4, we consider Borel subsets of the Cantor set that are not 
of ambiguous class 2; we will find characterizations of all homogeneous spa-
ces at these levels, thus obtaining a complete picture of the class of homo-
geneous zero-dimensional absolute Borel sets. Whereas the properties descri-
bing the spaces at the lower levels are rather perspicuous, those needed in 
this chapter are in general not so easy to grasp. The characterizations we 
give involve the concept of the Wadge class of a space, a concept which is 
related to game theory; we heavily rely on results of Steel [56] and Lou-
veau [32]. 
A somewhat unexpected corollary to our classification of the homogeneous 
Borel sets in the Cantor set is, that non-trivial rigid Borel sets in C 
do not exist; this answers a question of van Douwen [8]. The proof is given 
in Chapter 5. 
Remark: Originally, my research was aimed at finding an internal, topologi-
cal characterization of the countable infinite product of rationals, Qw. 
After I had succeeded in this, I learned of Steel's results which could easi-
ly be used to prove my theorem; my subsequent investigation into the theory 
of Wadge classes led to the results of Chapters 4 and 5. In an appendix to 
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this monograph, I have nevertheless included my proof of the characteriza-
tion of Qw, in the first place because it is purely topological and does 
not involve the deep results from game theory used in Chapter 4, and in the 
second place since the techniques used seem to be interesting in their own 
right (see e.g. van Mill [41]). 
CHAPTER I : PRELIMINARIES 
In this chapter, we establish some notational conventions, and we state 
various results that will be used throughout this monograph, often without 
further reference. 
I.I As far as standard notions from general topology are concerned, we 
mostly follow Engelking [15]. 
1.2 A R:i B means that A and B are homeomorphic; h: AR:i B means that 
h: A + B is a homeomorphism. 
1.3 An ordinal number is the set of all smaller ordinal numbers. If a is 
an ordinal, and a= S+I, then a is a suaaessor ordinal, and we define 
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a-I = a. If a ~ 0 and a is not a successor, then a is a limit ordinal; 
we write lim(a). 
The first infinite ordinal is denoted by w, N = w\I 
the first uncountable ordinal. 
w\{0}, and w1 is 
If a is an ordinal, then a can be represented as y+n, where n < w, 
and y = 0 or y is a limit; a is said to be even, resp. odd, if n is 
even, resp. odd. 
The aofinality of a limit ordinal a is the least ordinal y such that 
a = sup{aa: a < y} 
The cardinality of 
hers with initial 
dinals a < a. 
for certain ordinals aa < a. 
a set A is denoted by IAI; we identify cardinal num-
ordinals, where a is initial if lal < lal for all or-
1.4 The countable infinite product of a space X is denoted by Xw; for n 
xw x . h . . h th d" ( . . h < w, nn: + is t e pro3ection onto t e n coor inate starting wit 
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the Oth coordinate), and n • Xw + Xn+l is the projection onto the first sn· 
n+l coordinates. Usually, X will be w or 2 = {0,1}. 
By M, we denote the set <w w 
including the empty sequence 
of all finite sequences of elements from w, 
0 (i.e. M = {n< (o): o E ww, n < w} u {0}). 
_n 
Fix s = (i0 , ... ,ik_ 1) EM, k EN; then 
- lsl =k, 101 =0; 
- v(s) = i 0+i 1+ ••• +ik-l + lsl, v(0) O; 
- SAi = (io•••••ik_ 1,i), 0Ai = (i); 
- f (s) = ik- l; 
- sl.t = (i0 , ... i.t_ 1) if I s .t s k, slO 0; 
- s = slk-1 (thus, S = sAf(s)). 
Furthermore, if s,t EM, then we write s s t (resp. s < t) if s = tlk 
for some k s It I (resp. k < It I). 
Finally, if s E M, and 
if k > 0, olO 0; and 
w 
o = (in)n<w E w , then for k < w, olk 
s < o if s = oln for some n < w. 
TISk-1 (o) 
1.5 All spaces in this monograph are separable and metrizable. Metrics are 
denoted by d, and assumed to be bounded by I; almost invariably, the choice 
of metric is irrelevant, otherwise it is obvious. 
If f,g: X + Y are continuous fuctions, and X is compact, then d(f,g) 
sup{d(f(x),g(x)): x EX}. 
1.6 A subset of a space X is clopen if it is both open and closed in X; 
thus, a zero-dimensional space is a space with a (countable) basis consis-
ting of clopen sets. 
1.7 If Y is a subset of a space X, then U is a covering of Y if UU 
Y. U is said to be open (closed, clopen) if it consists of open (closed, 
clopen) subsets ~; if the elements of U are actually open (closed, 
clopen) in X, then we say that U is a covering of Y by open (closed, 
clopen) subsets of X. 
U is said to be disjoint if it consists of pairwise disjoint sets; if we 
say that U = {Ui: i E I} is disjoint, then this includes the statement 
that U. 1 U. if i 1 j. 
l. J 
1.8 Let P be a topological property. A space X is nowhere P if no non-
empty open subset of X is P, and if in addition X is non-empty. We also 
exclude 0 from the spaces said to be 'dense in itself' or 'without isola-
ted points' (hence, those are the spaces which are 'nowhere of cardinality 
I'). 
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1.8.1 Let P be cZ.osed-hereditary, 7,,et X be non-empty and zero-dimensio-
naZ., and Z.et B be a basis for X consisting of cZ.Open sets. Then X is 
nowhere P if and onZ.y if no non-empty B E B is P. 
Proof: "Only if" is trivial. Conversely, if U is a non-empty open subset 
of x, then u contains a non-empty B € B; since B is closed in u, and 
p is closed-hereditary, u is not P. 0 
If Q is also a topological property, then we say that "X is p u Q" if 
x can be written as the union of two subspaces, one of which is P, the 
other Q. 
1.9 A space X is rigid if the identity is the only autohomeomorphism of X. 
X is homogeneous if for each x,y E: X, there exists a homeomorphism h: X 
-+- X such that h(x) = y. 
X is homogeneous with respect to dense copies of A if for all dense s.ub-
spaces Ao,A1 of X such that Ao R$ AR$ A1, there exists a homeomorphism 
h: X -+- X such that h[AoJ = A1• 
X is strongZ.y homogeneous if U R$ X for each non-empty clopen subspace 
U of X. 
Of course, the notion of strong homogeneity is only of interest in the realm 
of zero-dimensional spaces. 
1.9.1 A strongZ.y homogeneous zero-dimensionaZ. space X is homogeneous. 
Proof: Let x,y E: X. If {x} or {y} is open, then Jxl = 1, and we are 
done. Otherwise, there exist strictly decreasing sequences (U : n < w), 
n 
(V : n < w) of clopen subsets of X such that nm O U = {x}, nm O V = 
n n= n n= n 
{y}; of course we may assume that u0 = X = v0 • Now for n < w, put U~ 
Un\Un+I' V~ = Vn\Vn+l; then U~,V~ are non-empty clopen subsets of x, and 
hence there is a homeomorphism h : U'-+- V'. Now define h: X-+- Y by hJU' 
n n n n 
= h 
n 
for each n < w, and h(x) = y. It is easily verified that h is a 
homeomorphism. D 
1.9.2 Let X be a non-compact zero-dimensionaZ. strongZ.y homogeneous space; 
then U R$ X for each non-empty open subspace of X, and X R$ w x X. 
Proof: Let U be a non-empty open subspace of X. Then U is not compact 
(otherwise, U is clopen in X, so URI X; but X is non-compact), so there 
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is an infinite disjoint covering {U : n < w} 
n 
X. Then each Un R1 X, so U R1 w x X. 
of U by clopen subsets of 
D 
I.JO The reader is assumed to be familiar with the main facts about absolute 
Borel sets, which can be found in Kuratowski [28]. However, in this mono-
graph, it turns out that it is often convenient to use the notation from 
Moschovakis [43]: 
Let x be a space. We inductively define the Borel classes kg,ng in x, 
for <l E [I ,w1), by: 
A is a k~-set in x if A is open in X· ,
A is a n~-set in x if A is closed in x. 
If a > I, then: 
A is k 0-set in if 00 where each is a ngcset in a x A Ui=O Ai' A. x a 1 for some f\ < a; 
A is a n°-set in x if A = n':' O Ai' where each A. is a kg .-set in x a 1= 1 1 for some S. < a 1 (i.e. if X\A is a k 0-set a in X). 
For each i; E [I ,w1), we put Ao I; = nO I; n k~· 
Comparing this definition with Kuratowski's indexing of the Borel hierarchy, 
we see that unfortunately, there is a discrepancy at the finite levels: if 
n < w, then A is of additive (resp. multiplicative, resp. ambiguous) class 
n in X if and only if A is a ko 1-set (resp. no 1-set, resp. ~o 1-set) n+ n+ n+ 
in X. If a ~ w, then there is no such discrepancy; thus, for all a< w1, 
we have: 
A is of additive (resp. multiplicative, resp. ambiguous) class a in X 
if and only if A is a k~+a-set (resp. n~+a-set, resp. A~+a-set) in X. 
If we say that A is a k~-set (resp. n~-set, resp. A~-set) without mentio-
ning a space X, then we mean that A is a k~-set, etc. absolutely, i.e. 
A is a k~-set, etc., in X for every space X, whenever A is embedded in 
X; in Kuratowski's terminology, A is absolutely of additive (resp. multi-
plicative, resp. ambiguous) class a, where I; = l+a. The notion of an abso-
lute Borel set is now clear. 
It is easy to see that 
A is no I if and only if A is compact; 
A is ko 2 if and only if A is a-compact; 
and it is well-known that 
A is n~ if and only if A is complete (~f Cech-complete = completely 
metrizabZe); 
if ~ ~ 3 then A is n~ (resp. ~~) if and only if A is n~ (resp. ~~) 
in some completely metrizable space. 
The last two statements can be deduced from Lavrentieff's theorem ([29]; 
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see also Engelking [15] 4.3.21). Thus, for all classes ~~.n~.~~. excluding 
~~.~~. a space is absolutely of that class if and only if it is of that 
class when embedded in some compact space; since zero-dimensional spaces can 
be embedded in the Cantor set, this is the reason that we mainly consider 
Borel subsets of the Cantor set in this monograph. 
A space A is e:r:actly of additive class a if it is absolutely of additive 
class a, but not absolutely of multiplicative class a, and A is e:r:actly 
of multiplicative class a if it is absolutely of multiplicative class a 
but not absolutely of additive class a; A is of e:r:act class a if it is 
exactly of additive class 
exactly of airibiguous class 
a, or exactly of multiplicative class a, A is 
a if it is absolutely of ambiguous class a, 
but not absolutely of additive or multiplicative class B for any B < a, 
I.II A class r c P(X) (the power set of X) is said to satisfy the reduc-
tion property if for each '\J,A1 E r, there exist B0 ,B 1 E r such that 
(i) BO c '\), BI c A1 ; 
(ii) '\) u A1 BO u BI ; 
(iii) Bo n BI ~. 
It is well-known (Kuratowski [28] §21.II and §27.VII)thatthe reduction pro-
perty holds for the class of ~~-sets in X, if ~ ~ 2; if X is zero-dimen-
sional, then the reduction property also holds for the class of ~~-sets in 
X, In fact, for these classes, we can also reduce infinite sequences: if 
(A: n < w) is a sequence of ~ 0-sets in X (where ~ ~ 2, and ~ ~ I if 
n ~ 
X is zero-dimensional), then there exists a sequence ( Bn: n < w) of ~~-
sets in X reducing (An: n < w), i.e. for all n, Bn c An; for all n F m, 
B n B ~; and U00 O A = U00 O B • n m n= n n= n 
1.12 A space X is first category if X = U~=O Xi' where each Xi is no-
where dense in X; X is Baire if the intersection of countably many dense 
open subsets of X is dense in X. 
1.12.1 A homogeneous space X is either Baire or first category. 
JO 
Proof: If X is not Baire, then there exists a family 
dense open subsets of X, and a non-empty open subset 
{U : 
n 
V of 
n < w} of 
X, such that 
X\U 
n 
is nowhere dense in x. 
Let x E V; by homogeneity of X, we can find, for each y E X, a homeomor-
phism hy: X ~ X such that hy(x) = y. Now if {hYn[V]: n < w} is a coun-
table subcovering of {hy[V]: y E X}, then x = u:=ou:=o hYn[X\Um]' so x 
is first category. 
The next statement is a special case of a result of Levi [31]. 
1.12.2 Let A be an absolute Borel set. Then A is Baire if and only if 
A contains a dense complete subspace. 
D 
Proof: Suppose A is Baire, and embed A densely in a compact space X. By 
Kuratowski [28] §35.II, there exist an open subset U of X, and nowhere 
dense subsets Pi,Ri of X such that 
A= (U\U:=o Pi) u u:=o Ri. 
Then U\(U:=O Pi) is dense in A, and a G0 in X, whence complete. The 
converse is trivial. 
1.12.3 Let A be a dense and co-dense Borel set in a compact space X. 
Then A is Baire if and only if X\A is first category. 
Proof: If A is Baire, then A contains a dense complete subspace G by 
I . I 2. 2; then G 
in X. Since A 
X\A is dense in 
is 
is 
x, 
is first category. 
Conversely, if X\A 
X\A, then each F 
n 
in G = n co is a Go X, say n=O Un' where each u open n 
dense in x, X\U is nowhere dense in x, and since n 
(X\A) n (X\Un) is nowhere dense in X\A; thus, 
u:=O Fn, where Fn 
is nowhere dense in 
is closed and nowhere dense in 
X; since x is compact, u"' F" 
n=O n 
has empty interior in X, so n:=O(X\Fn) is a dense subset of A which is 
a G0 in X, whence complete. 
D 
D 
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CHAPTER 2: BOREL SETS OF CLASS I 
In this chapter, we consider the characterizations of zero-dimensional abso-
lute Borel sets that were obtained between 1910 and 1930. In section 2.1, we 
prove Brouwer's characterization of the Cantor set. From this, Alexandroff 
and Urysohn's characterization of C\{p} follows rather easily (section 
2.2). The space of irrationals P, also characterized by Alexandroff and 
Urysohn, is discussed in section 2.3, and in section 2.4, we obtain charac-
terizations of the homogeneous a-compact spaces Q (due to Sierpinski) and 
Q x C (again due to Alexandroff and Urysohn) . 
The proofs that we give are essentially the same as the original ones, al-
though of course, terminology has somewhat changed. 
2.1 The multiplicative class 0 
The only space which really deserves to be called the Cantor set is the set 
defined by Cantor in 1883 ([5]), consisting of all points in the closed unit 
interval [0,1] that do not require the use of "I" in their ternary expansion; 
this space, which is denoted by C, is compact, zero-dimensional, and dense 
in itself. In this monograph, by the name Cantor set we usually denote any 
compact zero-dimensional space without isolated points; by the following 
theorem, this is topologically justified. 
2.1.1 THEOREM (Brouwer [4]): Up to homeomorphism, the Cantor set C is the 
only zero-dimensional compact space without isolated points. 
Proof: Let X and Y be such spaces. First note that if l E N, and A is 
an arbitrary non-empty clopen subset of X or Y, then since A is dense 
in itself, we can write A as a disjoint union of l non-empty clopen sets. 
To prove the theorem, we will inductively construct finite indexing sets E., 
J 
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and non-empty clopen subsets Xi0 ... in 
( . · n d h i 0 , ... ,in) Eilj=O Ej, an eac n < w, 
of X, Yio ... in 
such that 
(I) XO= X, Yo= Y, Ea {0}; 
of Y, for each 
( 2) Xio···in = UiEEn+I XiO···ini• yiQ•••in = UiEEn+I yiQ ... ini; (3) diam(xi0 .•• in) s l/(n+I), diam(Yi0 ..• in) s l/(n+I); 
(4) Xio···in n Xjo···jn = 0 = Yio···in n Yjo···jn if (io, ... ,in) 
f (jo····•jn). 
Define XO, YO' and EO as in (I) ; then suppose that E n' x· . io. ·.in• Y· . io ... in have been defined for each n s k, and each (io, ... ,in) n E fi. Q E .. j= Since the non-empty clopen subsets of x of diameter $ I/ (k+2) form a ba-
sis for X, we can write the compact set 
union of such sets, say 
X· . l.Q ••• J.k as a finite disjoint 
x. . 
io. · .ik 
similarly, write 
Put 
k m = max{s(io···ik),t(io···ik): (io·····ik) E nj=O Ej}' 
and ~+I= {O, ... ,m}. 
By the above remark, we can write each Ai0 ... iks(i0 ... ik) as a disjoint 
union of m+l-s(i0 ... ik) non-empty disjoint clopen sets, say 
U{X. . . : i = s (i0 ••. ik) , ... ,m}; io. · .iki 
similarly, 
B. . (" . ) = U{Y. . .: io···ikt io···ik io ..• iki 
Finally, for i < s(i0 ... ik)' put Xi0 ... iki 
t(i0 ... ik), put Yi0 ... iki = Bi0 ... iki" Then 
Aia ... iki' and for i < 
(2) -(4) are satisfied for 
] 
n = k+I; this completes the induction. Now by compactness of X and Y, for 
each a En~ 0 E., n x f 0 f n y 'hence by condition (3), both J= J s<a s s<o s 
n x 
s<a s and ns<o Ys consist of exactly one point, say x0 resp. y0 • 
Define f: X + Y by f(x0 ) = y0 , for each a En~ 0 E.; it is easily veri-J= ] fied that f is a homeomorphism. D 
2.1.2 COROLLARY: C is strongly homogeneous, henee homogeneous. 
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Proof: A non-empty clopen subset of C is compact, zero-dimensional, and 
dense in itself, hence homeomorphic to C by the theorem. D 
Clearly, it also follows from the theorem that C and the finite spaces are 
the only zero-dimensional homogeneous compact spaces, i.e. the only zero-di-
mensional homogeneous absolute Borel sets of multiplicative class O. 
Since every zero-dimensional space can be embedded in C, the compact zero-
dimensional spaces are exactly the closed subsets of C; this can also be 
regarded as a consequence of the following: 
2.1.3 COROLLARY: Let X be a non-empty compact zero-dimensional space. 
Then X xC RSC. 
Proof: Apply the theorem. 
Another corollary, which we will frequently use, is: 
D 
2.1.4 COROLLARY: If X is a zero-dimensional, space without isolated points, 
then X can be densely embedded in C; if X is also nowhere compact, then 
any such embedding is co-dense. 
Proof: Embed X in C, and let K = X. Then K is compact zero-dimensional, 
and since X contains no isolated points, neither does K; so K RSC by 
theorem 2.1.1. If X is nowhere compact, and U is a non-empty clopen sub-
set of K, then U 1 X, so U n K\X + ~. i.e. X is co-dense in K. D 
As yet another example of the strength of the above characterization, we 
give a short proof of the following special case of a theorem of Suslin: 
2.1.5 COROLLARY: Let X be an uncountable zero-dimensional, a-compact space; 
then X contains a copy of the Cantor set. 
Proof: Write X = U~ 0 X., with each X. compact. Then some X. is uncoun-i= i i J 
table. By the Cantor-Bendixson theorem (see e.g. Engelking [15] 1.7.11), X. 
J 
contains a closed subset K which is either empty or dense in itself, and a 
countable subset L, such that X. = K u L. Since X. is uncountable, K is 
J J 
non-empty, and hence KRS C by theorem 2.1.1. D 
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2.2 The ambiguous class 1 
Absolute Borel sets of ambiguous class 1 are those sets which are both a-
compact and complete. The following theorem gives an alternative description; 
it also appears in Kuratowski [28] (§12.IX), but the proof there is rather 
indirect. 
2.2.1 THEOREM: A spaae X is both a-aompaat and aomplete if and only if 
eaah non-empty alosed subset of X aontains a non-empty open loaally compaat 
subspaae. 
Proof: If x is a-compact and complete, and A is non-empty and closed in 
is 
co 
with is X, then A also a-compact, say A = Ui=O Ai A. compact. A l. 
also complete, hence Baire, so IntA(Aj) 
"' 0 
for some j; then IntA(Aj) 
is a non-empty locally compact open subset of A. 
For the converse, first suppose that X is not a-compact; put 
V = U{U: U is open in X, and a-compact}. 
Then v is also a-compact, so A X\V"' 0. Let w be a non-empty open 
subset of A, say w = W' n A, with W' open in x. If w were locally 
compact, then it would be a-compact. Since W' n v is also a-compact, W' 
would be a-compact, contradicting the fact that W' rt v. 
If X is not complete, then the proof is wordly the same once every occur-
rence of "a-compact" is replaced by "complete"; the fact that V is com-
plete is a consequence of Montgomery's theorem that a locally complete space 
is complete ([42]; see also Michael [37] and Stone [57]). D 
2.2.2 COROLLARY: A homogeneous spaae X is both a-aompaat and aomplete if 
and only if it is loaally aompaat. 
Proof: Sufficiency is clear. If X is a-compact and complete, then by theo-
rem 2.2.1, X contains some non-empty open locally compact subset; hence by 
homogeneity, X itself is locally compact. D 
Remark: Without the homogeneity condition, the corollary is false: the space 
[0,1]\{1/n: n e: N} is a counterexample. 
From corollary 2.2.2, we see that if we want to characterize homogeneous ze-
ro-dimensional absolute Borel sets of ambiguous class 1, then we have to 
consider locally compact homogeneous subsets of C. Since compact spaces 
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were discussed in section 2.1, we will now look at the non-compact sets. The 
homogeneity requirement yields that the space either consists exclusively of 
isolated points, and thus is infinite and discrete, or is dense in itself. 
The following theorem shows that the latter condition determines precisely 
one topological type. 
2.2.3 THEOREM (Alexandroff and Urysohn [l]): Up to homeomo'Pphisrn, the Can-
tor set minus one point C\{p} is the onLy zero-dimensionai LocaLLy compact 
non-compact space without isoLated points. 
Proof: Clearly, if p € C, then C\{p} is a zero-dimensional locally com-
pact non-compact space without isolated points. If X is any such space, 
then X = X u {00}, the Alexandroff one-point compactification of X, is a 
compact zero-dimensional space without isolated points, hence X Rl C by 
theorem 2.1.1. Since C is homogeneous (corollary 2.1.2), there exists a 
homeomorphism h: X-+ C such that h(00 ) = p; then h[X] = C\{p}. D 
Remark: The above proof is the original one, as given by Alexandroff and 
Urysohn. We feel that the following proof is slightly more elementary, since 
it does not mention the one-point compactification: Cover X by disjoint 
non-empty compact open sets; then this covering is infinite, and the compact 
open sets are Cantor sets by theorem 2. 1. 1, so X Rl w x C. 
Since C\{p} Rl wxC, it is homogeneous. However, it is not strongly homoge-
neous, since it contains non-empty open compact subsets; of all the spaces 
discussed in this monograph, apart from the discrete spaces, C \ {p} is the 
only one which is homogeneous, but not strongly homogeneous (see corollary 
4.4.6). 
2.2.4 COROLLARY: Let X be a non-empty LocaLLy compact zero-dimensionai 
space. Then X x C \ { p} Rl C \ { p}; thus, X ca:n be embedded as a c Losed sub-
space of C\{p}. 
Proof: Apply theorem 2.2.3. 
2.3 The multiplicative class 1 
D 
By corollary 2.2.2, a homogeneous complete space is a-compact if and only if 
it is locally compact. Thus, the homogeneous zero-dimensional absolute Borel 
sets that are exactly of multiplicative class 1 are those homogeneous sub-
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sets of C that are complete and nowhere compact. 
2.3.1 THEOREM (Alexandroff and Urysohn [I]): Up to homeomorphism, the space 
of irrationals P is the only zero-dimensional complete space which is no-
where compact. 
Proof: It is well-known, and easy to show, that P is complete and nowhere 
compact. So suppose that X and Y are two zero-dimensional, complete, no-
where compact spaces. Using an argument much like that in the proof of theo-
rem 2.1.1, we will show that X R1 Y. 
Fix complete metrics d and d' for X and Y, respectively. We will con-
struct non-empty clopen subsets 
w<w, see 1.4), such that 
(I) x0 = x;, Y0 = Y; 
(2) x Ui=O Xs-i' s y s 
x 
s 
Ui=O 
of Y, for each s EM (= 
y 
s-i; 
(3) d-diam(Xs) ~ l/(lsl+I), d '-diam(Ys) ~ l/(/sl+I); 
(4) x n xt = 0 = Ys n Yt s if Is I = It I, s # t. 
The construction is a triviality once it is noted that, since X and Y 
are nowhere compact, any non-empty clopen subset of X or Y can be writ-
ten as a disjoint union of infinitely many non-empty clopen sets (of arbitra-
rily small diameter). 
By completeness of d and d', and by condition (3), for each w CJ E W the 
sets ns<a xs, ns<CJ ys 
f(xa) Ya' then 
contain exactly one point, say x CJ resp. Ya· If we 
put f: X + Y is easily seen to be a homeomorphism. 
Remark: If x is just a zero-dimensional nowhere compact space, then the 
above proof shows that x can be densely embedded in Y: indeed, if X E 
then for some w have E n a E w we x 
s<a 
x 
s' 
now put f(x) 
=Ya' then f 
a dense embedding. 
Remark: The above characterization of P was also obtained by Hausdorff 
[22], much later, in 1937. 
2.3.2 COROLLARY: P is strongly homogeneous, hence homogeneous. 
Thus, P is the only zero-dimensional homogeneous absolute Borel set which 
is exactly of multiplicative class I. Note that from theorem 2.3.1 it fol-
lows, among others, that P is homeomorphic to Baire space w w . 
D 
X, 
is 
c 
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Similar to 2.1.3 and 2.2.4, we have: 
2.3.3 COROLLARY: Let X be a non-empty zero-dimensional aomplete spaae. 
Then X xP Fii P; thus, X aan be embedded as a aZosed subspaae of P. D 
2.4 The additive class 1 
By corollary 2.2.2, a homogeneous a-compact space is complete if and only if 
it is locally compact. Thus, the homogeneous zero-dimensional absolute Borel 
sets that are exactly of additive class 1 are those homogeneous subsets of 
C that are a-compact and nowhere compact. Such a space is either countable 
or nowhere countable; we will show that each possibility yields exactly one 
topological type. 
2.4.1 THEOREM (Sierpifiski [50]): Up to homeomoT'[Jhism, the spaae of ratio-
nals Q is the only aountable spaae without isolated points. 
Proof: Let X and Y be countable spaces without isolated points. Then X 
and y are zero-dimensional, so x and y can be considered as dense sub-
sets of {0,l}w Fii C (corollary 2.1.4). Enumerate X,Y as {x : n < w}, {y : 
n n 
n < w}' respectively; we write Xn .;; Xiii• Yn .;; Ym if n s m. 
For each n < w, and each (aO'''''an) € {0, 1 }n+l, define 
(i) Po = min{x e: X: n0(x) = 0}, p 1 = min{x e: X: n0 (x) 1}; 
= Pao ••• an 
= min{x e: X: nsn(x) 
Observe that 
-1 (1) Pao···an = min(X n nsnnsn<Pao···an)); 
(2) if Pa0 ••• an = p80 •.• sn• then ai =Si for each is n. 
Also, note that 
(3) each point of X is some p ao .•. an· 
Indeed, let x e: X. Put a0 = n0 (x), and if a0 , ..• ,ak have been defined, 
put ak+l = 0 if nk+l(x) = nk+l(pa0 ,,,ak)' ak+l = 1 otherwise. It is easi-
ly verified that nsn(x) = n:s:n<Pa0 •• ,an) for each n. Hence by (1), Pao ••• an 
.;; x for each n, and thus for some y.;; x, y = Pa0 ,,,an for infinitely many 
-1 -1 
n. Since nsknsk<Pa0 ••• ak) ~ nsk+lnsk+l<Pa0 , •• ak+l) for each k, we have 
co -1 
Ye: nn=O nsnnsn<Pao···an)' 
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a set which consists of exactly one point. But also 
00 -1 
x E nn=O rr5nrrsn<Pao···an), 
so y = x, whence x = Pa0 .•• an for some n. 
Define points qa0 ... an of Y in the same way, with similar properties. We 
claim that f: X + Y defined by f(pa0 ... an) = qa0 ... an is a homeomorphism. 
By (2) and (3), f is a bijection. We will show that f is continuous; the 
continuity of f- 1 can be proved in exactly the same way. 
-1 
Let qa0 ... an EU= rr5mrr 5m(qa0 ... an). Of course we may assume that m ~ n, 
and by (ii) we can in fact take m = n. We will show that f[X n 
·-1 -1 
rr5nrr5n(pa0 ... an)J c U. Indeed, take Ps0 ... Sk E rr 5nrrsn<Pa0 ... an). Again by 
(ii), we may assume that k > n. Then 
so Pa0 ••• an = PSo···Sn by (1), whence 
Thus, 
a. 
]. 
s. 
]. 
for each 
qao···anSn+1···Sk' 
i 5 n by (2). 
and since rr5n(qao···anSn+1···sk) 
E U. 
rr 5n(qa0 ••. an), we find that f(ps0 ... sk) 
D 
Remark: Sierpifiski, in his original proof, considered subsets X,Y of some 
Rn, but the technique described here is the same. The proof presented here 
is certainly not the most elegant one possible, e.g. consider the following 
argument: since X and Y are countable and dense in itself, they are ze-
ro-dimensional and nowhere compact; hence by the remark following theorem 
2.3.1, each can be densely embedded in the irrationals considered as a sub-
set of R, thus X and Y are order-isomorphic, and hence they are homeo-
morphic. Yet another proof will be given in Chapter 3 (remark following theo-
rem 3.2.4). 
2.4.2 COROLLARY: Q is strongly homogeneous, hence homogeneous. 
2. 4. 3 COROLLARY: Let X be a non-empty countable space. Then X x Q ~ Q; 
thus, X can be embedded as a closed subspace of Q. 
We now turn to the "nowhere countable" case; we start with a lemma (here, 
"unbounded" means: unbounded left and right). 
D 
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2.4.4 LEMMA:(a) Let x0 ,x1 be Cantor sets in R. Then there exists an order-
preserving homeomorphism h: x0 + x1• 
(b) Let x0 ,x1 be closed, nowhere dense, unbounded subsets of R without 
isolated points. Then there exists an order-preserving homeomorphism h: 
XO+ XI. 
Proof:(a) For i E {0,1}, let U. = {(ai bi): n < w} be the collection of 
i n' n 
components of [min X.,max X.]\X .. Since X. is dense in itself, b~ f ai i i i i m 
for each n,m; thus, we can linearly order U. by: (ai bi) < (ai bi) if 
. . . l. n' n m' m 
and only if bi< ai. If bl. < ai, then since X. is nowhere dense in R, 
· ~ m i i n m l. i i i i 
we have (~,b~) c (bn,am) for some k, i.e. we have (a ,b ) < (~,bk) < 
· i i n ~ · (a~,b~). Furthermore,.fo: each .n •. we hav7 ~k <an and b~ <al for some 
0 ( ]. ]. ]. ]. ]. ].) u . k,~, i.e. we have ~'bk) < (an,bn) < (al,bl . Thus, ( i'<) is order-iso-
morphic to Q (see Sierpinski [53] XI.8, theorem I), and we can define an 
order-preserving homeomorphism f: (U0 ,<) + (U 1 ,<); it is trivial to define 
an order-preserving homeomorphism g: UU0 + UU 1 , induced by f. Now define 
h: x0 + x1 by 
h(min x0) = min X1; 
h(x) = sup{g(y): y < x, y E UU0} if x # min x0 . 
It is routine to verify that h is as required. 
The proof of (b) is similar. D 
Remark: In fact, the homeomorphisms h in the above lemma can be defined as 
restrictions of order-preserving autohomeomorphisms of R . 
2.4.5 THEOREM (Alexandroff and Urysohn [!]): Up to homeomorphism, the pro-
duct of the rationals with the Cantor set, Q x C, is the only zero-dimensio-
nal a-compact space which is nowhere compact and nowhere countable. 
Proof: It is easily seen that QxC is a-compact, nowhere compact, and no-
where countable. 
In Alexandroff and Urysohn' s paper, the space Q x C is not mentioned at all; 
they use a "test space" '1' which is defined as follows. If U = (a,b) c R, 
denote by P(U) the "real" Cantor set in [a,b], obtained by subsequently 
deleting open middle third intervals. Put PO= UnEZ P((n,n+l)); note that 
P0 is closed in R. If the closed subset Pn of R has been defined, then 
we put Pn+I = Pn u U{P(U): U is a component of R\Pn}. Finally, define 
'1' = Uoo Pn. 
n=O 
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The sets P have the following properties: n 
(I) Pn is a closed, nowhere dense, unbounded subset of R 
without isolated points; 
(2) pn c pn+I; 
(3) if (a,b) is a component of R \Pn, then a= inf(Pn+I n 
(a,b)), b = sup(Pn+I n (a,b)). 
Now let X be any zero-dimensional, a-compact, nowhere countable, nowhere 
compact space. By the remark following the proof of theorem 2.3.1, we can 
consider X as a dense subset of P c R. We will show that we can write X 
= u:=o xn' where the sets 
sets P • 
n 
x 
n 
satisfy properties similar to those of the 
Let X = u:=O Kn' with K n compact, and let Ac X be discrete, and clo-
R. Then Y = K u A n n is closed, unbounded, and nowhere sed unbounded in 
dense in R. Fix n < w, and let {z.: i < w} be the set of isolated points 
of Yn. Let {Ui: i < w} 
that U. n Y = {z.} for i n i 
subset of X; hence, since 
2.1.5 to obtain, for each 
Define 
l_ 
be a disjoint collection of open intervals such 
i < w. Since x is a-compact, so is each open 
X is nowhere countable, we can apply corollary 
· I I k E N', a Cantor set Cf in Ui n (zi-k'zi+k) n X. 
zn = yn u U{ct: k EN', i < w}; 
then Z c X 
n 
is a closed unbounded subset of R without isolated points. 
Finally, put z0 , and suppose that Xn has been defined for each n ~ 
k, satisfying the obvious analogues to properties (I), (2), and (3) above, 
and such that Z c X • Now if {(a.,b.): i < w} is the family of components n n 
of R \X , then as above, In . 
(ai,ai+k) n X, C~(I) in 
l_ l_ 
we can find Cantor sets C~(O) in 
I (ai,bi) n (bi-k'bi) n X. Defining 
(ai,bi) n 
x 1 = x u zn u U{cki(j): j E {0,1}, i < w, k EN'}, n+ n 
(1)-(3) are satisfied. 
Applying lemma 2.4.4(b) to P0 and x0 , we obtain an order-preserving homeo-
morphism h0 : P0 + x0 , by (I). Let (a,b) be a component of R\P0 ; by the 
construction of 1¥, [a,b] n P1 ~C. Since h0 is order-.preserving, (h0 (a), 
h0 (b)) is a component of R\x0 , so by (I), (3), and theorem 2.1.1, we find 
that [h0 (a),h0 (b)] n x 1 ~C. By lemma 2.4.4(a), there exists an order-pre-
serving homeomorphism h 1 (a,b): [a,b] n P1 + [h0 (a),h0 (b)] n x 1, and by (3), 
h 1 = h0 u U{h 1 (a,b): (a,b) is a component of R \P0} 
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extends h0 . It is now easy to construct subsequently order-preserving ho-
meomorphisms hn: Pn + Xn. Then u"" h = h: '1' + X is a homeomorphism. D 
n=O n 
Remark: In [38], van Mill gave a new proof of this theorem. Again, our re-
mark following theorem 3.2.4 will provide yet another proof (cf. remark fol-
lowing theorem 2.4.1). 
We have the usual corollaries: 
2.4.6 COROLLARY: QxC is strongly homogeneous, hence homogeneous. 
2.4.7 COROLLARY: Let X be a non-empty zero-dimensional a-compact space. 
Then X x Q x C R1 Q x C; thus, X can be erribedded as a closed subspace of 
QxC. 
D 
D 
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CHAPTER 3: BOREL SETS OF .AMBIGUOUS CLASS 2 
Consider the following picture of the lower levels of the Borel hierarchy in 
the Cantor set: 
Q~C }---
The results in the preceding chapter indicate, that each of the spaces in 
the diagram is almost determined by its level in the Borel hierarchy; the 
most conspicuous example is P, a space which is completely characterized 
by its being Il~ and nowhere ~~. When looking for characterizations of spa-
ces at level A~, i.e. the ambiguous class 2, the first idea that comes to 
mind might be that perhaps we are so lucky that there is precisely one zero-
dimensional space which is A~, nowhere ~~. and nowhere Il~. However, results 
of van Mill ([38] and [39]) show that there are at least two homogeneous 
spaces with these properties, and, as we shall see, there are in fact w1 
of them. 
Thus, if we want to characterize spaces by way of their level in the Borel 
hierarchy, then we will have to refine this hierarchy at level A~, i.e. 
create a subhierarchy in A~, in such a way that there will be only one 
space (or maybe finitely many) at a certain level which is nowhere at a lo-
wer level. Fortunately, such a hierarchy is already available, viz. the hie-
rarchy of "small Borel classes", which has length w1; in section 3. I, we 
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discuss this hierarchy, and change it slightly to make it better suit our 
needs. This will give the reader a rough idea of how the collection of homo-
geneous zero-dimensional absolute Borel sets of ambiguous class 2 is built 
up. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 contain the technical tools necessary to obtain the 
main results of this chapter, which are presented in sections 3.4 - 3.6. 
In section 3.4, we describe and characterize the spaces at the finite levels 
of our subhierarchy, and in section 3.5, the spaces at the infinite levels 
of this hierarchy; section 3.6 contains the main theorem, stating that the 
results of sections 3.4 and 3.5, together with those of Chapter 2, yield a 
complete picture of the homogeneous zero-dimensional absolute Borel sets of 
ambiguous class 2. 
The main results of this chapter are taken from van Engelen [10]. 
3.1 Small Borel classes 
3.1.1 DEFINITION:(a) Let X be a spaae, Ac X, let n < w1, and let (As: 
s < n) be an inareasing sequenae of subsets of x. Then A = Dn ((As: s < n)) 
if and only if A= U{As\(US<s AS): s odd< n} when n is even, 
resp. = U{As\(US<s AS): seven< n} when n is odd. 
(b) Let X be a spaae, Ac X, and let n,~ E [l,w1). Then A E D~(Eg) if 
and only if A = Dn ((As: s < n)) for some inareasing sequenae (As: s < n) 
of Eg-sets in X. 
(c) Let n,~ E [1,w1). Then A E Dn(Eg) if and only if A E D~(Eg) for 
every spaae X, whenever A is embedded in X. 
Part (c) says that A is Dn(Eg) absolutely (note that D1(Eg) = ~~). It 
easily follows from Lavrentieff's theorem that if ~ ~ 2, then this is equi-
valent to A E D~(Eg) for some compact space X; thus, if A is zero-dimen-
sional, then A E Dn(Eg) if and only if A E D~(Eg) for some embedding of 
A in C. 
The above definition is basically due to Kuratowski ([28] §33.IV; for ~ = I, 
Hausdorff [21 ]) ; he called the Dn (Eg) the "small Borel classes". Here, we 
have more or less adopted the notation from Louveau [32] since this defini-
tion and other ones from that paper will be needed anyway in Chapters 4 and 5. 
3.1.2 THEOREM (Kuratowski [28]; for ~ 1, Hausdorff [21]): Let A be a 
subset of a aompaat spaae X, and let ~ E [l,w1). Then A E ~g+I if and 
only if A E D~(Eg) for some n E [l,w1). 
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Of course, in this chapter we will be interested in the case ~ = 2, X = C 
of the above theorem; the sets As of definition 3.1.l(a) will then be a-
compact subsets of C. Equivalently, we will work with zero-dimensional ele-
ments of the absolute classes Dn(L~). Clearly, Da(L~) c DS(L~) if a~ S 
(and in fact, Da(L~) , DS(L~) if a< S, see Lavrentieff [30], and also Lu-
zin [34], Sierpifiski [52]). Thus, the classes Dn(L~) form a hierarchy, 
which refines A~. 
For even n, we are now going to give an alternative description of the 
classes Dn(L~), which is often easier to work with; it has the additional 
advantage over the original definition that it describes the elements of the 
classes internally. 
First consider the "building blocks" of the elements of Dn(L~); they are 
sets of the form F1\F0 , where F0 ,F 1 are a-compact, i.e. they are elements 
of D2 (L~). 
3.1.3 LEMMA: A E D2 (L~) if and only if there exist closed, corrrplete sUb-
sets Ai of A such that A= u:=o Ai. 
Proof: Embed A in a compact space X, and first suppose that A E D 2 (L~), 
say A= F1\F0 , with 
= u:=O Ki, with Ki 
and closed in A. But 
a-compact; then G is complete, and 
compact. Since 
A = u':' 0 (K. n 
K. n G 
]. 
is closed in G, it is complete, 
i= ]. G). 
Conversely, let A= u':' O A., where A. i= ]. ]. is complete and closed in A; then 
both F0 = u':' 0 (A.\A.) and F1 = u':' 0 A. i= ]. ]. i= ]. are a-compact, and 0 
Because of the above lemma, elements of D2 (L~) will also be called strong-
ly a-corrrplete spaces (see also definition 3.3.2(a)). 
Note that the lemma internally describes the elements of D2 (L~); we will 
now do the same for D2n (L~), where n E N. 
3.1.4 LEMMA: Let n EN. Then A E D2n(L~) if and only if A is the union 
of n strongly a-corrrplete subspaces. 
Proof: The "only if" part follows from lemma 3.1.3. For the converse, assume 
that A is embedded in a compact space x. We first establish the following 
CLAIM: If B c x, m < w, and B = u:=o <xi \Yi)' where x. and Y. are a-]. ]. 
compact sUbsets of x, then there exist a-compact x. and Y. in ]. ]. 
x such that m ~ ~ and u. <x. \Y. > B Ui=O(Xi \Yi), c y i<m 1 i m 
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Indeed, for i < m, put 
x. 
1 
i U. 0 (Y. J= J 
i 
n xi+I) u uj=O(Xj n Yi+I)' 
Y.. 
1 
i U. 0 (Y. J= J nYi+I), 
and let 
~X=Um X ~y Um Y 
. 0 . ' = • 0 .• m J= J m J= J 
Clearly, u. (X.\Y.) c y' and u~ o<X.\Y.) c um1·=o<x1.\Y1.). So let n 1<m 1 1 m 1= 1 1 
~ m, and x E X \Y . If x i Y. for all i, then x E X \(U~ 0 Y.) c n n 1 n J= J 
X \Y. Otherwise, there is a minimal i with x E Y1 .. If i > n, m m 
then i-1 ~ n ~ 0, and we claim that x EX. 1\Y. 1; indeed, x E i-1 i-1 1- 1-
u. 0 (X. n Y(i-l)+I)' and x i UJ.=O YJ. by minimality of i. Since x J= J n-1 i Yn, the last possibility is i < n; but then x E uj=O(Yj n x(n-1)+1), 
and x i y(n-1)+1' whence x E xn-1\Yn-I" This proves the claim. 
Now suppose that A= Ui=b Ai' where Ai is strongly a-complete; by lemma 
3.1.3, and by successive applications of the claim, we can write A= 
n-1 Ui=O(Xi\Yi), where Xi and Yi are a-compact subsets of 
c Ym for each m < n. Now if i < n, put 
C2i = nj~i yj' C2i+1 = Xi n nj>i Yj; 
then Czi+l\c2i = Xi\Yi. Finally, for each l < 2n, put 
Cl = Um~l Cm; 
X, and U . (X. \Y . ) 1<m 1 1 
then B = D2n((Cl: l < 2n}). Indeed, the Cl are clearly increasing; and if 
i < n, then c2i+1\C2i c c2i+l\C2i" Furthermore, uj<2i cj c Yi, so c2i+1\C2i 
c c2i+1\(C2i u Yi) c c2i+1\C2i' D 
The following lemma covers the limit case. 
3.1.5 LEMMA: Let a< w1 be a Zimit. Then A E Da(~~) if and only if 
there exist closed subsets A. of A, and ordinals a. E [l,a), such that 
1 1 
Ai E Dai<~~) and A= u~=O Ai. 
Proof: Embed A in a compact space 
Cs a a-compact subset of 
dinals in [1,a) such that 
X, and if 
00 
X. If A= Da(( Cs: s <a}), with each 
(ai: i < w} is a sequence of even or-
= Cl' then 
Dai (( cs: < ai }) n K~: ai }) s uj=O Dai«cs s < J 
for certain compact subsets K~ of us<ai Cs. Since Da· (( C n K~: s < ai }) J 1 s J 
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K~ n A is closed in A, A has the required form. J 
Conversely, suppose that A= U~ 0 A., with A. closed in A, and A. E i= i i i • nai(L~) for certain ai E [1,a); then also Ai E Da(L~), say Ai= Da{(A~: 
s <a)). For each i < w, let K. be a compact subset of X such that A. i i 
= Ki n A, and put 
u~ 0 (L. n A~). i= i ~ 
Now for s < a, put 
L. = K.\{U .. K.); note that L. is a-compact, and A= i i J<i J i 
Clearly, the sets As are a-compact, and increasing. Furthermore, 
U{As+l\As: seven< a} 
00 i 00 i U{Ui=O(Li n As+l)\Ui=O(Li n As): seven< a} 
00 i i U{U. 0 ((L. n A 1)\{L. n Ar)): seven< a} i= i s+ i ? 
u7=o<Li 
u7=o<Li 
i i 
n U{As+l\As: 
n Ai) = A. 
s even < a}) 
The third equality follows from the observation that L. n L. 
i J 
if i "' j .o 
We are now ready for the alternative description of the Da(L~). 
[l,w1) be even, say a= S+2n, where S 0 Or 3.1.6 THEOREM: Let a E 
lim(S), and n < w. Then 
where A. ·is closed in 
i 
A E Da(L~) if and only if A= u7=0 Aiu 
A, Ai E Dsi(Lg) for some Si E [l,S), and 
Ui<n Bi, 
B. is 
i 
strongly a-complete. 
Proof: Embed A as a subset of a compact space X. If A E Da(Lg), then we 
can find the sets A. 
i 
as in the first part of the proof of lemma 3.1.5; the 
sets B. 
i 
are obtained from lemma 3.1.3. For the converse, let F be a a-
compact subset of X satisfying F n A= U~ O A .. By lemma 3.1.5, there i= i 
exist a-compact subsets {As: s < S} of X such that u7=0 Ai = DS((As: 
s < S)), and by lemma 3.1.4, there exist a-compact subsets {AS+k: k < 2n} 
such that Ui<n Bi n2n{(AS+k: k < 2n)). Now for s < S, put 
and for k < 2n, put 
AS+k = F u AS+k; 
then A Da{(As: s <a)). D 
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Since s. 
l. 
is described internally by lemma 3.1.4, and since the 
in the above theorem can be chosen to be even, we indeed have found (induc-
tively) an internal description of the classes Da+Zn(k~). 
We will now describe the subhierarchy of ~~ that we will need. It is ob-
tained from the classes Da(k~), for even a, by making a distinction be-
tween different types of "building blocks". These building blocks are just 
the strongly a-complete spaces; however, a strongly a-complete space might 
have the stronger property of being complete, or a-compact, or even counta-
ble. Combining these topological properties, we find that the union of two 
building blocks can be of any of the following types (note that complete u 
complete = complete, countable u countable = countable, and a-compact u a-
compact =a-compact): 
complete u countable; 
strongly a-complete u countable; 
complete u a-compact; 
strongly a-complete u a-compact; 
strongly a-complete u complete; 
strongly a-complete u strongly a-complete. 
Adding another building block again yields six new topological properties; 
and proceeding in this way, we obtain topological properties describing ele-
ments of u:=I n2n(k~) as in the following definition; here, as in the re-
mainder of this chapter, 
if n < w, then a space X is said to have property Sn if it 
is the union of n strongly a-complete subsets (i.e. X E 
D2n(k~) if n > 0, X = 0 if n = 0). 
3.1.7 DEFINITION: Let x be a topological space. Then for each k < w, 
x has property p4k if and only if x is sk u complete; 
x has property p4k+I if and only if x is Sk+I; 
x has property Pik+2 if and only if x is sk u complete u countable; 
x has property Pik+3 if and only if x is Sk+I u countable (also for 
k = -1); 
x has property Ptk+2 if and only if x is sk u complete u a-compact; 
x has property Ptk+3 if and only if x is Sk+I u a-compact (also for 
k = -1). 
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For sake of simplicity, we will-write "X is p(i),. if X has one of the 
n 
properties defined above, meaning that the index "i" may or may not be 
there. 
Now suppose that the properties p(i) n are ordered as in the definition, i.e. 
p4k < p4k+l < Pkk+2 < Pkk+3 < Ptk+2 < Pik+3 < p4(k+l). 
In section 4 of this chapter, we will show that for each n < w, i E {1,2}, 
there exists, up to homeomorphism, exactly one zero-dimensional space x(i) 
n 
which is p(i) and nowhere p(j) for each p(j) < p(i) n m m n • 
The spaces x(i) are roughly described by the following diagram: n 
T ---
Qx T ---
etc. 
Here, the spaces S and T are the homogeneous complements of Q xP in 
the Cantor set (see the introduction of this monograph), x4 is obtained as 
the homogeneous complement of Q x S or Q x T in the Cantor set, x5 = Q x x4 , 
and X~ and X~ are the only homogeneous complements of x5 in the Cantor 
set. Then x~ = Q x x~' x~ = Q x x~' etc .• 
The spaces described above turn out to be the only zero-dimensional homoge-
neous (non a-compact) elements of u:=l n2n(L3). 
We now turn to the classes Da+2n(L3), where n < w, and a< w1 is a limit 
ordinal. Let us consider the class Dw+2(L3); each member X of this class 
is, by theorem 3.1.6, of the form U~ O A. u B, where A. is closed in X, i= i i 00 0 Ai E Un=! n2n(L2), and B is strongly a-complete. If B is a-compact, then 
X = u:=O Aiu UJ=O Bj' with Bj compact; hence X is already in Dw(L3): 
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the a-compact part of X is "absorbed" by the part u"': 0 A .• Hence, if we i.= l. 
want to define topological properties as in definition 3.1.7, then we need 
only distinguish between "B is complete" and "B is strongly a-complete". 
3.1.8 DEFINITION: Let X be a topoZogiaaZ spaae, and Zet a< w1 be a Zi-
mit oPdinaZ. Then foP eaah n < w, 
X has pPopePty Pa+2n if and only if X E Da+2n(~~); 
X has propePty Pa+2n+ 1 if and only if X is Pa+2n u aompZete. 
In section 5, we will show that for each m < w, i € {1,2}, and limit ordi-
nal a < w1, there exists, up to homeomorphism, exactly one zero-dimensional 
i 
space Xa+m' such that 
xi x2 
a a Xa is Pa' and nowhere P8 for each B < a; 
xi 
a+n is Pa+n' nowhere Pa+n- 1' and contains no closed 
copies of X!+n-I (n > O); 
x2 
a+n is Pa+n' nowhere Pa+n- 1, and every non-empty clo-
pen subset contains a closed copy of x2 
a+n-1 
(n > 0). 
The spaces can be described as follows: 
x -- x1 -- xl = Oxxl -- x2 -- x2 = Qxx2 -
a a+1 a+2 - a+1 a+1 a+2 a+1 
- xl -- xl -- x2 -- x2 - etc. 
a+3 a+4 a+3 a+4 
Here, X~+ 1 is a complement of Xa 
of X~+2 , X~+3 is a complement of 
Qxx~+3 , X!+4 = Qxx!+3 , etc •• 
in the Cantor set, X!+I is a complement 
X!+2, and so on. Furthermore, X~+4 
X is obtained as a countable union of closed nowhere dense copies of pre-
a 
viously defined spaces. 
In this way, we obtain all homogeneous Borel sets of ambiguous class 2 in 
the Cantor set. 
3.2 Knaster-Reichbach -coverings and their applications 
From section 3. 1, we can see that, to obtain "new spaces from old ones", we 
frequently apply the following operations: 
( 1) taking the product with Q ; 
(2) taking complements in the Cantor set. 
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In this section, we will establish two very general theorems. The first 
(theorem 3.2.4) is due to OstrovskiY [44], and will enable us to handle (I); 
since OstrovskiY 1 s paper is in Russian, we feel that it might be useful to 
include a proof of this theorem. The second (theorem 3.2.6) will be used to 
show that, in all cases under consideration in this chapter, if we have two 
subsets x0 ,x1 of the Cantor set which have as their complements the copies 
Y0 ,Y 1 of the previously characterized space Qxx, then there exists an au-
tohomeomorphism h of the Cantor set such that h[Y0 J = Y1 , and hence x0 
~ x1 ; this will take care of (2) above. 
3.2.1 DEFINITION: Let X and Y be zero-dimensional spaces, and let A 
be a closed nowhere dense subset of X and B a closed nowhere dense sub-
set of Y. Suppose that h: A+ B is a homeomorphism, U = {U : n < w} is n 
a covering of X\A by disjoint non-empty clopen subsets of X, and V 
{Vn: n < w} is a covering of Y\B by disjoint non-empty clopen subsets of 
Y. Then {(Un,Vn): n < w} is a K:naster-Reichbach covering, or KR-covering, 
for (X\A,Y\B,h) if, whenever h : U -~ V is a bijection for each n < w, n n n 
the combination mapping h = h u U00 0 h : X + Y is continuous in noints of n= n I:' 
~1 
A, and h is continuous in points of B. 
Note that we do not require the bijections hn to exist. Objects similar to 
those defined above were used by Knaster and Reichbach in [25] to prove some 
theorems on extensions of homeomorphisms their technique has afterwards 
been used by various authors, e.g. Pollard [46], Ravdin [47], and Gutek [20]. 
The following lemma is a slight generalization of Knaster and Reichbach's 
theorem. 
3.2.2 LEMMA: Let X and Y be zero-dimensional spaces, and let A and B 
be non-empty closed nowhere dense subspaces of X and Y, respectively. If 
h: A+ B is a homeomorphism, then there exists a KR-covering for (X\A,Y\B, 
h). 
Proof: Embed X densely in a compact zero-dimensional space K. For each x E K\A, 
let D 
x 
be a clopen neighborhood of x such that diam(D) < !d(x,A); let x 
{D.: i < w} be a countable subcovering of {D : x E K\A}, and enumerate the x ]_ 
non-empty elements of 
set is infinite since 
{D.\(U .. D.): i < w} ]_ J <i J 
A is nowhere dense in 
as {U.: i < w} (indeed, this 
]_ 
K). Note that diam(U.) < ]_ 
d(u. ,A) 
]_ 
for each i < w. Also, since {x E K: d(x,A) 2 E} is compact, 
d(U.,A) + 0 (i + 00). Put u. = u. n X, then {U.: i < w} i i i i is a covering of 
satisfying X\A by non-empty pairwise disjoint clopen subsets of X 
diam(U.) < d(U.,A) + 0 (i + 00). Similarly, let {V.: i i i i 
of Y\B by non-empty pairwise disjoint clopen subsets 
diam(V.) < d(V.,B) + 0 (i + 00). 
i i 
< w} be a covering 
of Y satisfying 
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Now define bijections p,o: w + w, and points 
that 
an E A, b = h(a ) E B, such 
n n 
if n is even: d(U ()'a) < 2d(U ()'A); p n n p n 
V () c B(b ,d(U ()'A)); on n p n 
if n is odd: d(V ( )'b) < 2d(V ( )'B); on n on 
U () c B(a ,d(V ( )'B)), p n n o n 
as follows: 
Suppose 1\• bk' p(k), o(k) have been defined for k < n; if n is even, 
let p(n) = min w\{p(k): k < n}; let a EA be such that d(U ()'a) < n p n n 
2d(Up(n)'A), and let bn = h(an). Put £ = id(Up(n)'A). Since d(Vi,B) > 0 
for each i < w, and since B is nowhere dense in Y, B(b ,£) n V. ~ ~ 
n i 
for infinitely many i < w. Let o(n) E w\{o(k): k < n} be such that Vo(n) 
n B(b ,£) ~ ~ and diam(V ( )) < £. Then V () c B(b ,2£). n on on n 
If n is odd, let a(n) = min w\{a(k): k < n}, and proceed as above. 
We claim that {(Up(n)'Va(n)): n < w} is a KR-covering for (X\A,Y\B,h). In-
deed, let hn: U + V be a bijection, and let h = h u U00 O h • Suppose 
n n n= n 
that a E A, and xn + a. Since hlA: A R:1 B, we may assume that xn E Up(in) 
for some in < w, for all n < w. Since each Ui is clopen in X, we have 
p(in) + 00 , hence diam(Up(in)), d(Up(in)•A), diam(Va(in)), d(Va(in)•B) + O. 
Now for each n < w, 
d(ai ,a) Sd(ai ,x) +d(x ,a) Sd(ai· ,Up(i )) +diam(Up(i )') +d(x ,a) n nn n n n n n 
So ain + a, hence 
s max[d (Va (in) ,B), 2d (Up (in) ,A)] + diam(UP (in» + d (xn ,a) + O. 
h(ai) =bi· + h(a). Hence, 
n n 
d(h(x ),h(a)) Sd(h(x ),bi·) +d(bi ,h(a)) 
n n n n 
S d(bin• Va(in» + diam(Va(in)} + d(bin•h(a)) 
s max[d(Up (in) ,A) ,2d (Va (in) ,B) J + diam(Va (in» + 
+ d(bin•h(a)) + O. 
~ ~ ~-1 ~-1 So h(x) + h(a). Similarly, if b E B, y + b, then h (y) + h (b). D 
n n n 
For the sake of completeness, we mention the following corollary: 
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3.2.3 COROLLARY (van Mill [38]): Let X be strongly homogeneous and zero-
dimensional, and let A and B be closed nowhere dense subspaces of X. 
If h: A + B is a homeomorphism, then there exists a homeomorphism h: 
X + X extending h. 
Proof: If A = 0, then there is nothing to prove. If A I 0, then by the 
lemma, there is a KR-covering {(Un,Vn): n < w} for (X\A,X\B,h), and by 
strong homogeneity, there is a homeomorphism hn 
Now h = h u U00 0 h is as required. n= n 
u + v 
n n 
for each n < w. 
D 
Remark: Taking A to be a one-point set, we obtain the result of 1.9.1. In 
fact, in that proof, {(U' V'): n < w} is a KR-covering for (X\{x},X\{y},g), n' n 
where g: {x} + {y}. 
We now come to the first of the main results of this section. 
3.2.4 THEOREM (OstrovskiY [44]): Let A be a strongly homogeneous, zero-
dimensional space, and suppose that X u:=O Xi, where each Xi is closed 
and nowhere dense in X, and Xi ""' A for each i. Then X ""' Q x A. 
Proof: If A = 0, then there is nothing to prove, so suppose that A I 0. 
Let Y = QxA; put Q = {ql..: i < w}, and let Y. = {q.} xA. Note that for l. l. 
each i, Y. is closed and nowhere dense in l. Y, and that Yi""' A. 
Recall that M = w<w, see 1.4. For each s E M, we will define collections 
U(s) = {U(s-n): n < w} of disjoint clopen subsets of X, V(s) = {V(s-n): 
n < w} of disjoint clopen subsets of Y, closed nowhere dense subsets D(s) 
of U(s), E(s) of V(s), and homeomorphisms h(s): D(s) + E(s), such that 
(I) D(0) = x0 , E(0) = Y0 , U(0) = X, V(0) = Y; 
(2) {(U(s-n),V(s-n)): n < w} is a KR-covering for (U(s)\D(s), 
V (s) \E (s) ,h (s)); 
(3) ~ c U/s/~k D(s), Yk c U/s/~k E(s). 
Define D(0), E(0), U(0), and V(0) as in (I); then there exists by lemma 
3.2.2 a KR-covering {(U(n),V(n)): n < w} for (U(0)\D(0) ,V(0)\E(0),h(0)), 
where h(0): D(0) + E(0) is an arbitrary homeomorphism. 
Now suppose that U(s), V(s), D(s), E(s), and h(s) have been defined for 
Is! ~ k, and fix s EM with lsl k. Let 
and put 
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Since A is strongly homogeneous, there exists a homeomorphism h(sAn): 
D(sAn) + E(sAn). Since D(sAn) (resp. E(sAn)) is closed and nowhere dense 
in U(sAn) (resp. V(sAn)), and non-empty, there exist by lemma 3.2.2 collec-
tions U(sAn) = {U(sAnAi): i < w} and V(sAn) = {V(sAnAi): i < w} such that 
{(U(sAnAi),V(sAnAi)): i < w} is a KR-covering for (U(sAn)\D(sAn),V(sAn)\ 
E(sAn),h(sAn)). It is easily seen that (3) is satisfied. 
This completes the induction. We claim that h = Use:M hs: X RJ Y. Since D(s 1) 
n D(s 2) = 0 if s 1 I s 2 , h is well-defined, and by (3), the domain of h 
is all of X, and the range is all of Y. Since h is clearly bijective, it 
suffices to show that h and h-J are continuous. So let x e: X, say x e: 
D(s). By (2), it suffices to show that h[U{sAn)] V(sAn) for each n < w; 
but this follows immediately from the observation that U(sAn) 
V(sAn) = Ute:M E(sAnAt), and h[D(sAnAt)J = E(sAnAt) for each t e: M. The 
continuity of h-I follows in exactly the same way. D 
Remark: If the strongly homogeneous space A in the above theorem contains 
a closed nowhere dense copy of itself, then the result can also be deduced 
from a theorem of van Mill [38]. 
Remark: If X = {x.: i < w} 
l. 
in the above theorem yields 
has no isolated points, then taking X.={x.} 
l. l. 
X RJ Q, substantiating the claim made in section 
2.4. To extract the characterization of QxC from the above theorem, let 
X be zero-dimensional, a-compact, nowhere countable, and nowhere compact, 
say X = U00 0 Y , with Y n= n n compact and non-empty. Fix n < w. Since X is 
nowhere compact, Yn is nowhere dense in X, so as in the proof of lemma 
3.2.2, we can construct a covering {U.: i < w} of X\Y by non-empty clo-
1. n 
pen subsets of X satisfying diam(Ui) < d(Ui,Yn) + 0 (i + 00). Since X is 
nowhere countable, each Ui is uncountable, and hence it contains a Cantor 
set Ci (corollary 2.1.5). Using theorem 2.1.1, it is easily verified that 
x = Y u u':' 0 c. RJ c, n n i.= l. 
and that Xn is nowhere dense in X. Thus, X u:=o xn RJ Q x c by the theorem. 
In the proof of our next result, we will use the following modification of a 
convergence criterion of Anderson [2]. 
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3.2.5 LEMMA: Let 
homeomorphism such 
d(x,y) <: l/n}: I :<;; 
of X. 
X be compact, and for each n E N, let hn: X _,. X be a 
that d(hn+l'hn) <En= min{2-n,3-n.min{min{d(hi(x),hi (y)): 
i :<;; n}}. Then h lim h is an autohomeomorphism n-+oo n 
-n Proof: Since d(h 1,h) < 2 , for each x EX we have that (h (x)) -~' is n+ n n n~v 
a Cauchy sequence in X, and thus it converges to h(x) E X. Since the con-
vergence is uniform, h is continuous, and hence it is closed since X is 
compact. So it suffices to show that h is a bijection. Assume that h is 
not surjective, say y E X\h[X]. Since h[X] is closed in X, d(y,h[X]) 
-k E > 0. Let k EN be such that 2 < !E, and put -I x = hk (y); then 
+ d(hk (x),hk 1(x))) +n +n+ 
a contradiction. So h is onto. Now suppose that x,y E X, x f y, and let 
n E N be such that d(x,y) <: I /n. Let 
-k 
E = d(hn(x),hn(y)) > 0. Then for each 
k <: n, d(hk+l'hk) < 3 .E since I :<;; n :<;; k and 
d(hn(x),h(x)) < ~~=n 3-k.E :<;; !E, and similarly 
d(x,y) <: 1/n <: 1/k; thus, 
d(h (y),h(y)) <!E. So n 
d(h(x),h(y)) <: d(hn(x),hn(y)) - d(hn(x),h(x)) - d(hn(y),h(y)) 
> 0, 
i.e. h(x) f h(y). 
3.2.6 THEOREM: Let A be a zero-dimensional, strongly homogeneous space, 
and suppose that the Cantor set is homogeneous with respect to dense copies 
of A if !Al > 1. Let X and Y be dense subsets of C such that X 
u:=O Xi, Y = u:=o Yi, Xi is closed and nowhere dense in 
closed and nowhere dense in Y. If 
( 1) X. ~A~ Y. for each i < w, i i 
X, and Y. 
i 
or (2) X.\X. ~A~ Y.\Y. and X. \X. is dense in xi' y. \Y. i i i i i i i i dense in Y. for each i < w, i 
then there exists a homeomorphism h: c _,. c such that h[X] = Y. 
is 
is 
D 
Proof: Let U be a clopen subset of C such that U n Xi f 0. Then in case 
(1), Un X. ~A, and in case (2), (ifn--X.)\(U n X.) =Un (X.\X.) ~A, since i i i i i 
A is strongly homogeneous. In case (2)·, also ((Un X.)\(U n X.)) (Un 
i i (X.\X.)) =Un X. since X.\X. is dense in X .. Similarly, if V is a i i i i i i 
clopen subset of C such that V n Y. f 0, then in case (1), V n Y. ~A, J J 
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and in case (2), (V n Y.)\(V n Y.) FO$ A is dense in V n Y .• In both cases, 
J J -- _J __ 
it follows that there exists a homeomorphism f: Un X. + V n Y. such that 
l. J 
f[U n X.] = V n Y. (this is trivial if IAI =1: then only case (I) can occur; 
l. J -- --if IAI > I, it follows from the fact that Un X. FO$ CFO$ V n Y. is homoge-
1. J 
neous with respect to dense copies of A). 
For each s EM, we will now construct collections U(s) = {U(s-n): n < w}, 
V(s) = {V(s-n): n < w} of clopen subsets of C, closed nowhere dense sub-
sets D(s) ,E(s) of C, and for each m E N a homeomorphism 
such that if n = lsl, then 
(I) Xn c Ultlsn D(t), yn c Ultlsn E(t); 
(2) D(s) c U(s), E(s) c V(s), U((a) = V((a) = C; 
(3) hn+l[U(s-i)] = V(s-i) for each i < w; 
(4) hn+l[D(s)] = E(s), hn+l[D(s) n X] = E(s) n Y; 
h:C+C 
m 
(5) if n > 0, then hn+llUltl<n D(t) = hnlUltl<n D(t); 
(6) {(U(s-i),V(s-i)): i < w} is a KR-covering for (U(s)\D(s), 
V(s)\E(s),hn+I ID(s)); 
(7) if VE V(s), then diam(V) < En+I' where En+I is as in 
lemma 3.2.5. 
Suppose that this has been done; we claim that d(h ,h +I) < E and that 
n n n 
lim h = h: CFO$ C has the property that h[X] = Y. 
n-+«> n 
If n > 0, and x E Ultl<n D(t), then by (5), hn+l(x) = hn(x), 
h 1(x)) <E. If x i u1 I D(t), then x i D((a), hence x E n+ n t <n 
so d(h (x), 
n 
U(m) for 
some m < w, and proceeding inductively, using (6), x E U(s-i) for some s 
EM with lsl = n-1, and some i < w, so by (3), h (x) E V(s-i); if x E 
n 
D(s-i), then by (4), h 1(x) E E(s-i) c V(s-i) by (2), and if x i D(s-i), n+ 
then x E U(s-i-j) for some j < w, hence by (3), hn+l(x) E V(s-i-j) c 
V(s-i) by (6). Thus, {hn(x),hn+l(x)} c V(s-i) E V(s), lsl = n-1, hence by 
(7), d(hn(x),hn+l(x)) <En. So, by lemma 3.2.5, limn-+«> hn is an autohomeo-
morphism of C. Suppose that x EX; by (I), x E D(s) for some s EM 
n 
with lsl s n, hence by (4), hlsl+i(x) E Y; by (5), hm(x) = hlsl+i(x) for 
each m > lsl+i, so h(x) = hlsl+i(x), i.e. h(x) E Y. Finally, if y E Yn' 
then y E E(s) for some s EM with lsl s n, hence y = hlsl+i(x) for 
some x E D(s) n X; as above h(x) = hlsl+i(x), so y E h[X]. 
We will now show how to carry out the inductive construction. First, put 
U((a) = V((a) = C, D((a) = x0 , E((a) = 'Y0 , and let h: D((a) + E((a) be a homeo-
morphism such that h[X0J = Y0 (see the remarks at the begin of this proof). 
Let R = {R.: i < w}, S = {S.: i < w} be such that {(R.,S.): i < w} is a 
l. l. l. l. 
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KR-covering for (C\D(0),C\E(0),h); this is possible by lemma 3.2.2. Since 
Ri ~ C ~Si' there exists a homeomorphism hi: R. -+ S .. Put l. l. 
,.., 00 i 
h 1 = h u ui=O h: c~ c. 
For each i < w, let {S(i,O), ••. ,S(i,ni)} be a disjoint clopen covering of 
S. by sets of diameter less than El (as in (7)), and for i < w, k s nl.., 
i -I put R(i,k) = h 1 [S(i,k)J; then U(0) = {R(i,k): i < w, k s ni}' V(0) = 
{S(i,k): i < w, k s n.} can be enumerated as {U(n): n < w}, {V(n): n < w} l. 
such that {(U(n),V(n)): n < w} is a KR-covering for (C\D(0),C\E(Q!),h 1 1 
D(Q!)) satisfying h 1[U(n)J = V(n). 
Now suppose that D(s), E(s), U(s), V(s), and hm have been constructed for 
lsl < n (<::I) and ms n. Fix s EM with lsl = n-1. Let 
k. = min{j: U(s-i) n X. f 0}, l. = min{j: V(s-i) n Y. f QI}, l. J l. J 
and put 
D(s-i) = U(s-i) n Xki' E(s-i) = V(s-i) n Yfi. 
Let h(s-i): D(s-i)-+ E(s-i) be a homeomorphism such that h(s-i)[D(s-i) n 
X] = E(s-i) n Y. Choose R(s-i) = {R(s-i,j): j < w}, S(s-i) = {S(s-i,j): 
j < w} such that {(R(s-i,j),S(s-i,j)): j < w} is a KR-covering for 
(U(s-i)\D(s-i),V(s-i)\E(s-i),h(s-i)), and let hj(s-i): R(s-i,j)-+ S(s-i,j) 
be a homeomorphism. Put 
and 
h +I= U{h(s-i): lsl = n-1, i < w} uh IUI I D(s). n n s <n 
As above, we can refine each S(s-i) by disjoint clopen sets of diameter 
less than En+l' and obtain U(s-i) = {U(s-i-j): j < w}, V(s-i) = {V(s-i-j): 
j < w} such that {(U(s-i-j),V(s-i-j)): j < w} is a KR-covering for 
(U(s-i)\D(s-i),V(s-i)\E(s-i),hn+l ID(s-i)) satisfying hn+l[U(s-i-j)J 
V(s-i-j). As in the proof of theorem 3.2.4, it is easily seen that hn+I is 
a homeomorphism, and that the inductive hypotheses are satisfied. 
Taking IAI = I in the above theorem, we obtain the following corollary 
(see e.g. Bennett [3]). 
D 
3.2.7 COROLLARY: The Ca:ntoP set is homogeneous with Pespect to dense copies 
of Q (i.e. C is countable dense homogeneous). D 
Applying case (I) of theorem 3.2.6 for non-trivial A, we obtain: 
3.2.8 THEOREM: Let A be a zero-dimensionaZ, strongZy homogeneous spaae, 
with IAI > I. If C is homogeneous with respeat to &nse aopies of A, 
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then C is aZso homogeneous with respeat to &nse aopies of Q x A. D 
3.2.9 COROLLARY (van Mill [39]): The Cantor set is homogeneous with respeat 
to &nse aopies of QxC. 
3.3 Hurewicz-type theorems 
In this chapter, we will often be concerned with the construction of closed 
copies of previously characterized spaces in the space which is yet to be 
characterized. The usefulness of this idea has already been demonstrated in 
the second remark following theorem 3.2.4, where the existence of Cantor 
sets in uncountable a-compact spaces was used to obtain the characterization 
of QxC, In fact, Cantor sets exist in arbitrary uncountable analytic spa-
ces; this is a theorem of Suslin, see Luzin [33]. Another theorem, which bet-
ter exemplifies the type of result that we are looking for, was proved by 
Hurewicz [23]: he showed that, if a Borel subset A of a compact space X 
is not complete, then X contains a closed subset K such that Kn A~ Q, 
and K\A~P; clearly, the condition that A is not complete is also neces-
sary, since Q is not complete. 
In [49], Saint-Raymond proved a theorem of a similar nature: he showed that 
a Borel subset A of a compact space X is not the union of a a-compact 
subspace and a complete subspace if and only if A contains a closed copy 
of Q xP; this is also equivalent to X\A not being the intersection of a 
complete subspace and a a-compact subspace, i.e. not being strongly a-com-
plete (see the proof of lemma 3.1.3). 
In van Engelen and van Mill [14], the above results were improved, and some 
more Hurewicz-type theorems were established (here, S and T are the homo-
geneous complements of QxP in C, see section 3.1 and the introduction to 
this monograph): 
3.3.1 THEOREM (van Engelen and van Mill [14]): Let X be a aompaat spaae, 
and Zet A be a BoreZ subset of X. 
(a) A is not aompZete if and onZy if X aontains a Cantor set K suah 
that K n A ~ Q and K\A ~ P; 
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(b) A is not complete u coW'!table if and only if X contains a Cantor set 
K such that K n A RJ Q xC and K\A RJ P; 
(c) A is not strongly a-complete if and only if X contains a Cantor set 
K such that K n A RJ T and K\A RJ Q xP; 
(d) A is not strongly a-complete u coW'!table if and only if X contains a 
Cantor set K such that K n A RJ S and K\A RJ Q xP. 
Parts (a) and (b) will be proved in this section, (c) and (d) in section 3.4. 
This theorem, and the other Hurewicz-type theorems that we will use in this 
chapter, will all be deduced from lemmas 4 and 5 of this section. First, 
however, we state the following definition and lemma: 
3.3.2 DEFINITION: Let P be a topological property. 
(a) A space X is strongly a-P if X = U~ 0 x., where each X. is a clo-i= i i 
sed subspace of X which has property P. 
(b) P is strongly a-additive if a space is P whenever it is strongly a-P. 
3.3.3 LEMMA: Let A be a non-errrpty, compact, nowhere dense subset of a 
space X, and let (En)n<w be a given sequence of positive real numbers. 
Then there exists a countable discrete subset D = {d : n < w} of X\A 
n 
such that D = D u A and d(dn,A) < En for each n < w. 
Proof: For each i < w, let V. = {D(i,j): j < 
i 
subsets of X of diameter less than l/(i+l) 
ni} be a collection of open 
such that A c UV., and each 
i 
An D(i,j) I 0, say p(i,j) EA n D(i,j). For each n < w, there exists a 
unique i < w such that n = (~k<i ~) + j for some j < ni' and we choose 
dn E (B(p(i,j),En) n D(i,j))\A. Then D {dn n < w} is as required. D 
We now come to our first Hurewicz-type result; the statement is rather awk-
ward since we want to apply the lemma in a variety of situations. The tech-
nique of proof is inspired by that of Saint-Raymond [49]; see also van Dou-
wen [9], and Tops~e and Hoffrnan-J~rgensen [58], where similar techniques are 
used. 
3.3.4 LEMMA: Let P be a topological property which is closed-hereditary 
and strongly a-additive. Let Z be a non-errrpty strongly homogeneous space, 
and suppose that if B is a Borel subset of a compact space Y which is 
not P, then Y contains a compact zero-dimensional subset K such that 
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K = K n B, K n B Ri Z, and K\B 
with the property that G n B 
is contained in a a-compact suhset G of Y 
is P. Then if A is a Borel suhset of a 
compact space X which is not 
K such that K n A = K and 
P u complete, then 
KnARiQxz. 
X contains a Cantor set 
Proof: Since A is a Borel subset of X there exists a continuous surjec-
tion $: P + X\A. Put 
Then W 
a-compact 
P. Since 
W = {x E P: there exist a neighborhood 
a-compact subset E 
x 
and E n A is P}. 
x 
of 
V of x 
x 
X, such that 
in P, and a 
HV) c Ex' 
is open in P, so there exist countably many open Vi in P, and 
E. in X 
i 
such that W = u':' 0 v., $[V.] c E., and i= i i . i 
E. is a-compact, we 
i • 
can write E. = u':' 0 K~, where i J= J. 
is E. n A 
i K~ is 
J 
each 
00 00 1~ 
compact; then E= U. 0u. 0 K. is i= J= J 
a-compact, and since K~ n A is 
co co i J 
P, being a 
closed subspace of Ei n A, E n A = U. 0u. 0 (K. n A) is strongly a-P, hence i= J= J 
P. Now suppose that X\A c E; then A = (E n A) u (X\E) is P u complete, 
a contradiction. Hence, 
F = P\$-I [E] 
is non-empty, and complete. 
CLAIM I: If U is non-empty and open in F, G c X is a-compact, and $[U] 
c G, then G n A is not P. 
Indeed, suppose G u:=O Gi' where Gi is compact, and G n A is 
P; then also G. n A is P, and hence (G u E) n A = u':' 0 (G. n A) 
. i i= i 
co co i 
u Ui=OUj=O(Kj n A) is strongly a-P, hence P. Now let U' be open 
in P such that U' n F = U; then $[U'] = $[U] u $[U'\U] c G u E, 
and since U' ~ W, (G u E) n A is not P, a contradiction. 
From this claim, it follows that if U is any non-empty open subset of F, 
then $[U] n A is not P, and hence <P[U] contains a compact zero-dimen-
sional subspace K such that K = K n A, K n A Ri Z, and K\A is contained 
in a a-compact subset G of ~ (and hence of X) with the property that 
G n A is P. 
We will now construct compact zero-dimensional subsets K 
s 
of 
sets U 
s 
of X, open subsets w 
s 
of F, and finite collections 
X, open sub-
V. of 
i 
open subsets of X, for each s EM and each i < w, such that the follow-
ing hold: 
(I) K = K n A c <P[W ] c U • 
s s s s' 
(2) for each n < w: U ~ n K 0; 
s n s 
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(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
( 10) 
( 11) 
(12) 
(I 3) 
(14) 
for each n,m < w: u SAU n u A 0 if n 1' m; s m 
for each n < w: ClF(W A ) cw s; s n 
for each n < w: u A c u 
s' s n 
diam(Ws) $ 2-lsl (here, the diameter is taken with respect 
to a complete metric for F); 
diam(U) s 2-v(s); 
s 
for each n < w: d(K ,KA) s 2I-v(s,n); 
s s n 
KS n A f::j Z, and 
of X such that 
Ks\A c Gs for some a-compact subset 
G n A 
s 
is P· 
' 
K 
s 
is nowhere dense in 
B. = U{K : Is I 
l. s 
$ i} is compact zero-dimensional, and 
UV. 1 cuV.; i+ l. 
for each V E Vi: diam(V) < I/(i+l); 
{V: VE V.} is pairwise disjoint. 
l. 
G 
s 
We proceed by induction on Is! and i. First, we put w0 = F, u0 = X. Then 
~cw0 J contains a compact zero-dimensional subspace K0 = K0 n A such that 
K0 n A RJ Z and K0 \A c c0 for some a-compact subset c0 of X such that 
c0 n A is P. Put v0 = {X}. Then (I), (9), (II), and (14) are satisfied, 
and so are (6), (7), and (13), since all metrics are assumed to be bounded 
by I (see 1.5). 
Next, suppose that Ks' Us' Ws' and Vi have been constructed for Is! s k 
and is k, in accordance with conditions (I) - (14). Fix s EM with Is! 
= k. 
CLAIM 2: K is nowhere dense in K u ~[W J. 
s s s 
We distinguish two cases. 
Case I: Let y E Ks n ~[WsJ' say 
U be an open neighborhood of y 
y = ~(x), with x E Ws' and let 
in K u ~[W J. By continuity of 
s s 
~: W + ~[W J, there exists an open neighborhood V of x in W s s s 
such that ~[VJ c U n ~[W J. Suppose that 
s 
U n ~[W J c K 
s s 
Then 
~[VJ c K \A c G , and G 
s s s 
is a a-compact subset of X such that 
Gs n A is P (apply (9)). Since V is a non-empty open subset of 
F, this contradicts claim I, and hence U\K 1' 0. 
s 
Case 2: Let y E Ks\~[WsJ' and let U be an open neighborhood of 
y in K u ~[W J. Since K c ~[W J by (I), Un ~[W J 1' 0, say 
s s s s s 
z E Un ~[WsJ. If z i Ks, then we are done, and if z E Ks' then 
z EK n ~[W J, and case I applies. This proves the claim. 
s s 
By this claim, we can apply lemma 3.3.3 to obtain a countable discrete sub-
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set D = {y A : n < w} of $[Ws]\Ks such that Ds = Ds u Ks' and d(ysAn' 
s ( As)n 
Ks) s 2-v s n for each n < w. Of course, we may assume that Ds c UVk. 
Let U A be a neighborhood of y A in X such that U A n K 0, U A 
sn sn (A) sn s sn 
U 0 if I d" (U ) < 2-v s n and U U UV for each n sAm n m, 1am sAn _ sAn c s n k 
n,m < w. Since y A E $[W ], y A = $(x A ) for some xsAn E Ws; hence, 
s n s s n s n 
there is an open neighborhood WsAn of xsAn in F such that ClF(WsAn) 
c W, diam(W A) s 2-lsl-l, and $[WA] c U A Then $[WA] contains a 
s s n s n s n s n 
compact zero-dimensional subset KsAn such that KsAn = KsAn n A, KsAn n A 
~ Z, and KsAn\A c GsAn for some a-compact subset GsAn of X such that 
GA n A is P. Then (I) - (7) and (9) are satisfied. For (8), note that 
s n 
d (K K ) s d(K U ) d · (U ) < d (K A ) + 2-v (sAn) 
s' sAn s' sAn + iam s-n - s'Ys n 
s 21-v(sAn). 
To prove (JO), take x E Ks, and E > 0. Choose n < w so large that 
2-v(sAn) < !E. Since Ds = Ds u Ks' y A E B(x,~E) for some m > n; and 
since ysAm E UsAm and diam(UsAm) ss2~v(sAm) s 2-v(sAn) < !E, we have 
UsAm c B(x,E), so KsAm c B(x,E). By (I) and (2), KsAm n Ks = 0, so B(x,E) 
n (K u U00 0 KA )\K ~KA I 0. s n= s n s s m 
Since Bk+l = U{Ks: lsl s k+I} is a countable union of closed zero-dimen-
sional subspaces, it is zero- dimensional (see e.g. Engelking [15] 7.2.1); 
so in order to establish (11), we must show that Bk+I is closed in X. For 
each E > 0, put 
B~ = {x E X: d(x,Bk) s E}, 
and 
M~ = {s EM: lsl = k+I, KS <f: B~}; 
then each is compact, and is finite by (1), (7), and (8). Since 
Bk is compact by the inductive hypothesis, we have 
E 
Bk = nE>O Bk' 
and 
is compact, being the intersection of compacta. 
To complete the induction, let V be a covering of Bk+I by disjoint clo-
pen subsets of Bk+l of diameter less than l/(k+2). By normality, there 
exist open subsets V' of X (for VE V), which can be taken to have dia-
meter less than 1/(k+2), such that V' n Bk+I = V and V' = {V': VE V} 
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is pairwise disjoint; also, since Bk+! c UVk, we can assume that UV' c UVk. 
Again by normality, we can shrink V' to obtain a covering Vk+l of Bk+! 
by open subsets of X, satisfying (II) - (14). 
Now put 
K = cu".' 0 B;) i= ~ 
clearly, K is compact, and by (10), no point of Bi is isolated in Bi+!' 
so K contains no isolated points. Also, from (II) - (14) it follows that, 
for each i < w, Kc U{V: VE Vi}' which is a pairwise disjoint finite clo-
sed covering of K by sets of diameter less than l/(i+l); hence, {V n K: 
V E Vi' i < w} is a clopen basis for K, so K is zero-dimensional. Thus, 
K RJ C by theorem 2. I . I . 
We claim that Kn A= u7=0(Bi n A). Suppose to the contrary that x E (Kn 
A)\(U7=o Bi)' and fix i < w. Since x i Bi, also x i B~ for some E > O. 
From (I) and (4) it follows that u"'.' 0 B. c B. u u, I . </>[W ], and from (I), J = J :L s =i s 
(7), and (8) that $[W] c B; for all but finitely many s EM with lsl 
s :L 
=i. Hence for some finite M0 c {s EM: lsl = i}, we have 
Kc B~ u UsEMO $[Ws]. 
Then x € $[W ] for some s E MO' and this s is unique with Is I = i s 
(I ) ' (3) ' and (5) (or trivially, if i = 0). So by (4)' there exists a E 
such that x € n $[W ], which is a one-point set by (I) and (7). Also, 
s<a s 
n w n w is a one-point set by (6)' and by completeness of the 
s<a s s<a s 
metric on F. Hence, if z € n s<a Ws, then $(z) = x, so 
contradiction since x € K n A. 
Thus, K n A = u7=0 (Bi n A) UsEM(Ks n A). Clearly, K n s 
K n A, and by (I) and (I 0), K n A is nowhere dense in s 
E M. So by (9) and theorem 3.2.4, K n ARJQxz. Finally, 
K :> K n A= (USEM(Ks n A))-= (USEM KS) = K, 
so K = K n A. 
X E $[PJ = X\A, 
A is closed in 
K n A for each 
using (I) ' 
by 
w 
a 
s 
Before stating our second Hurewicz-type result, we show how to deduce theo-
rem 3.3.l(a) and (b) from the above lemma. 
Proof of theorem 3.3.l(a): Let a space have the property P if and only if 
it is empty, and let Z be a one-point space. Then clearly P is closed-
hereditary and strongly a-additive, and if Y is compact and B is a non-
w 
D 
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empty subset of Y, say y E B, then K = {y} and G = 0 satisfy the re-
quirements. So if A in X is not complete, then it is not P u complete, 
so by the lemma, there is a closed copy Q of Q in A such that K = Q 
RI C; then K\A = K\Q Ri P, using theorem 2. 3. I. D 
Proof of theorem 3.3.l(b): Let a space have the property P if and only if 
it is countable, and let Z = C. Again, P is as required, and if B is an 
uncountable Borel subset of the compact space Y, then B contains a Cantor 
set K by Suslin's theorem. So if A in X is not countable u complete, 
then it is not Pu complete, so there is a closed copy H of QxC in A 
such that K =HRIC; again by theorem 2.3. I, K\A = K\H RIP. D 
We only outline the proof of the following lemma, since it is entirely simi-
lar to that of lemma 3.3.4. 
3.3.5 LEMMA: Let P be as in lemma 3.3.4, and suppose that for each i < w, 
Y. and Z. 
l. l. 
that if B 
are non-compact strongly homogeneous spaces. Furthermore, assume 
is a Borel subset of a compact space Y which is not P, then 
y contains, for each i < w, a Cantor set K. such that K. = K. \B, and 
l. l. l. 
(I) Ki\B R1 Zi; 
(II) K. nBRIY. is P. 
l. l. 
Then if A is a Borel subset of a compact space X which is not P, then 
X contains Cantor sets Bi, for i < w, such that Bi= Bi\A, K = (U7=o Bi) 
Ri C, and for each i < w, 
(i) B. is nowhere dense in K· l. , 
(ii) K\A = u~ o(B.\A); 
i= l. 
(iii) Bo\A R! zo, and (Bi+l\Bi)\A R! zi+I; 
(iv) Bon AR! Yo, and (Bi+l\Bi) n AR! Yi+!" 
Proof: Since A is a Borel subset of X, there exists a continuous surjec-
tion cp: P +A. Put 
Then w is 
W = {x E P: there exist a neighborhood 
open in P, 
a-compact subset E 
x 
and E n A is P}. 
x 
of 
so there exist countably 
00 
V of x 
x 
X, such that 
many open V. 
l. 
in P, and a 
cp[V) c Ex' 
in P, and 
a-compact E. in X, such that w = Ui=O Vi' cp[v. J c Ei, and E. n A is l. l. l. 
00 
Put E = Ui=O Ei' then it follows as in the proof of lemma 3.3.4 that E n 
P. 
A 
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is P. Now suppose that Ac E; then A= E n A is P, a contradiction. 
Hence F = P\~-J[E] is non-empty, and complete. 
As in lemma 3.3.4, we can show that if U is a non-empty open subset of F, 
then $CU] n A is not P, and hence that ~[UJ contains Cantor sets K. l. 
satisfying (I) and (II). Construct Ks' Us' Ws, and Vi as above, satisfy-
ing (J) - (8), (JO) - (J4), and 
(9') Ks\A ~ Zlsl' and Ks n A~ Ylsl is P. 
Since each Ks is a Cantor set, Bi is also a Cantor set, and from (JO) it 
easily follows that Bi is nowhere dense in K. Since this time, ~ is a 
mapping onto A, we find that K\(U:=O Bi) c ~[P] = A, so that K\A 
u~ 0(B.\A). l.= l. 
Since Bi+J\Bi = U{Ks: lsl = i+I}, and since Ks c Us 
s,t EM, lsl ltl, sf t (use (3) and (5)), we have 
and U n U = 0 if 
s t 
(B. 1\B.)\A = U{K \A: i.+ l. s 
Is! = i+I} ~ w xzi+I ~ Zi+I since Zi+J is non-compact, strongly homogene-
ous and zero-dimensional (see 1.9.2). That (Bi+l\Bi) n A~ Yi+! follows in 
exactly the same way. D 
3.4 The small Borel classes DnQ_;~) for n E N 
Recall that if n < w, then a space is Sn if it is the union of n strong-
ly a-complete subspaces. In this section, we describe and characterize cer-
s 
n tain homogeneous Borel sets in the Cantor set that are for some n < w; 
in section 3.6 we will see that they are the only ones, apart from those of 
Chapter 2. 
In section J of this chapter, we defined topological properties describing 
subclasses of Ao. 3' 
x is p4k if and only if x is sk u complete; 
x is p4k+I if and only if x is Sk+I; 
x is Plk+2 if and only if x is sk u complete u countable; 
x is Plk+3 if and only if x is Sk+I u countable; 
x is Ptk+2 if and only if x is sk u complete u a-compact; 
x is Ptk+3 if and only if x is 5k+I u a-compact. 
Note the following equivalences: 
P4 (k+I) = P4k+I u complete; 
Plk+2 - P4k u countable = Pl(k-!)+3 u complete; 
Plk+3 = P4k+J u countable; 
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Pzk+2 - P4k u a-compact = Pz(k-l)+3 u complete; 
Pzk+3 _ P4k+I u a-compact. 
3.4.1 LEMMA:(a) For each n < w, and each i E {1,2}, p(i) n 
ditary. 
(b) For each n < w, p(l) is hereditary with respect to 
n 
is closed-here-
G0-subsets. 
Proof:(a) It suffices to show that a closed subset of a strongly a-complete 
space is strongly a-complete. But if X = u7=0 Xi' with Xi closed in X 
and complete, then for a closed Ac X, we have A= U~ 0 (x. n A), X. n A i= l. l. 
is closed in A, and also in Xi' so Xi n A is complete. 
The proof of (b) is similar; Pzk+2 and Pzk+3 are not G0-hereditary since 
a-compactness is not. Now 
3.4.2 LEMMA: Let X be a topological space. 
(a) For each k < w, X is P4k+I if and only if X is strongly a-P4k. 
(b) For each k < w, and each i E {1,2}, X is P~k+3 if and only if X 
is strongly a-P~k+2 . 
D 
Proof: The proof is similar to that of leIIlllla 3.1.5; consider X as a subset 
of the compact space Y. 
(a) If X is P4k+I' then by lemma 3.1.4, there exist a-compact subsets 
{Am: m < 2(k+I)} of Y such that X = n2(k+l)((Am: m < 2(k+I) )). Let A2k+I 
U~ 0 K., where each K. is compact; then Kl.. n X is closed in X, and i= l. l. 
X = X n A2k+I u7=0(Ki n X). Now 
Kin X = D2k((Am n Ki: m < 2k)) u Ki\A2k; 
since D2k((Am n Ki: m < 2k)) is Sk (lemma 3.1.4), and Ki\A2k is complete, 
being a G0 in Ki' we have that Ki n X is P4k' so X is strongly a-P4k. 
For the converse, assume that X is strongly a-P4k; then X is certainly 
strongly a:P4k+I' so by lemma 3.1.4, we can write X = u7=0 Xi, where Xi 
D2 (k+l)((A~: m < 2(k+I) )), each A~ is a-compact, and Xi is closed in X, 
say Xi. =Kl.. n X, with Kl.. compact in Y. Put L. = K.\(U .. K.), and for l. l. J <i J 
m < 2(k+I), 
A 
m 
UCO (L Ai). 
. 0 . n i= i m 
As in the proof of theorem 3.1.5, we obtain that 
X = u7=0(Li n Xi) = n2(k+I) ((Am: m < 2(k+I) )) , 
so A is Sk+I' i.e. A is P4k+I" 
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(b) Let X be P~k+3 , say X = D2(k+l)((Am: m < 2(k+I) )) u B, where B is 
countable or a-compact, depending on whether i = I or i = 2. Let A2k+I u 
B = U~ OK., where K. is compact. Then 
J= J J 
Kj n X = D2k((Am n Kj: m < 2k)) u Kj\A2k u (Kj n B) 
is sk u complete u countable (resp. a-compact), 
X = UJ=O(Kj n x) is strongly a-P~k+2 . 
Conversely, if X is strongly a-Ptk+2' then ~ 
can write X = UJ=O Xj' where Xj = D 2 (k+l)((A~: 
sed in X, B. is countable or a-compact. Let K. 
J J 
K. n X = X., and put L. = K.\(U . K ). Then if 
J J J J n<J n 
- 00 j A - u. o(L. n A) 
m J= J m 
for m < 2(k+I), we have 
is 
i.e. K. n X is 
J 
is strongly a-P~k+3 , so we 
m < 2(k+l) )) u B. is clo-
J 
be compact such that 
3.4.3 COROLLARY: For odd n < w, and each i E {I 2} p(i) 
' , n 
is a strongly 
a-additive property. 
3.4.4 LEMMA: Let X be compact, and let A be a suhset of X. Then for 
each 
(a) A 
(b) A 
k < 
is 
is 
w, 
p4k 
p4k+I 
if and only if X\A is Pz(k-l)+3 · 
if and only if X\A is Pzk+2. 
D 
D 
Proof: {a) This is trivial if k = 0, so suppose that k > o. If A is p4k 
is sk u complete, then A = D2k ((Ai: i < 2k )) u B, where each A. is a-com-1 
pact and B is complete, i.e. X\B is a-compact. Hence 
X\A =(Aon X\B) u D2(k-l)((Ai+l n X\B: i < 2(k-1) )) u (X\B)\A2k-l 
is a-compact u Sk-I u S1 is Pz(k-l)+3· 
Conversely, if X\A is Pz(k-l)+3 is Sk u a-compact, then X\A can be 
written as A above, but with B being a-compact; hence 
A= (A0\B) u D2(k-l)((Ai+I u B: i < 2(k-l) )) u X\(B u A2k-I) 
is S1 u Sk-I u complete is P4k. 
(b) The case k = 0 follows from the observation that A is the difference 
of two a-compacta if and only if it is the intersection of a a-compact space 
and a complete space. So suppose that k > 0. If A is P4k+I is Sk+I' 
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then A= D2(k+l)((Ai: i < 2(k+I) )), so 
X\A =Ao u n2k((Ai+I: i < 2k)) u X\A2k+I 
is a-compact u sk u complete is p~k+2' 
Conversely, if X\A is p~k+2 is sk u complete u a-compact, then X\A = 
D2k ((Ai: i < 2k)) u G u B, where G is complete and B is a-compact; hence 
A= (Aon X\G)\B u D2(k-I)(( (Ai+I u B) n X\G: i < 2(k-I) )) u 
(X\G)\(B u A2k-I) 
D 
3.4.5 LEMMA: The following implications hold bet;ween the properties p(i): 
n 
p4k + Pik+2 + Pik+2 + p4(k+I) 
+ + + + 
p + pl + p2 + p 4k+I 4k+3 4k+3 4(k+l)+I D 
Corresponding to each property p(i) we now define a class of spaces X(i) 
n n ' 
and show that, up to homeomorphism, each X(i) contains exactly one element. 
n 
3.4.6 DEFINITION:(a) X!_ 1 = {Q}; x: 1 {QxC}; X0 = {P}. 
(b) Let X be zero-dimensional; then for each k < w, 
X E X4(k+I) if and only if X is P4(k+I)' nowhere Pik+2, nowhere P4k+I; 
X E X4k+I if and only if X is P4k+I' nowhere P4k, nowhere Pi(k-l)+3; 
X E Xik+2 if and only if X is Pik+2, nowhere P4k, nowhere P~(k-l)+3; 
X E Xik+2 if and only if X is Pik+2, nowhere Pik+2, nowhere Pi(k-l)+3; 
X E Xik+3 if and only if X is Pik+3, nowhere Pik+2, nowhere P4k+I; 
X E Xik+3 if and only if X is Pik+3, nowhere Pik+2, nowhere Pik+3 . 
Observe that if x € x(i) then x is nowhere compact, so x can be dense-
n ' 
ly embedded in C, and any such embedding is also co-dense (corollary 2.1.4). 
3.4.7 LEMMA: Let n < w, i € {1,2}, and X E X(i). 
n 
(a) If n is odd, then X is first category. 
(b) If n is even, then X contains a dense complete subset, and hence X 
is Baire. 
Proof: If n is odd, then X is strongly a-P(i)I' and nowhere p(i) so X 
n- n-1' 
is first category. If n = 0, then X itself is complete. If n = 4k > O, 
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then X 
since X 
The other 
is P4k, hence X = A u B, where A is Sk and 
is nowhere P4(k-l)+I' X is nowhere Sk' hence 
cases are proved similarly. 
B is complete; 
B is dense in X. 
D 
The following lemma gives alternative descriptions of the classes x<i) for 
n 
even n, and of Xik+3; in some cases, these are easier to use than those 
of definition 3.4.6. 
3.4.8 LEMMA: Let x be zero-dimensional. Then for each k < w, 
(a) X E x4k if and only if x is p4k and nowhere Pt(k-l)+3 . 
(b) X E Xik+2 if and only if x is Pik+2 and nowhere P4k+I· 
(c) X E Xtk+2 if and only if x is Ptk+2 and nowhere Pik+3 . 
(d) X E Xik+3 if and only if x is P4k+3, nowhere Ptk+2, nowhere p4k+I · 
Proof: We need only consider the "nowhere" properties. The "if" part follows 
immediately from lemma 3.4.5 ((a) from theorem 2.3.1 if k = O). 
The "only if" of (a) is trivial if k = 0, so suppose that k > 0 and X E 
X4k. Let U be a non-empty open subset of X, and suppose that U is 
Pt(k-l)+3 ; then by lemma 3.4.2, U is strongly o-Pt(k-!)+2 • But X is no-
where Pt(k-l)+2 ' hence U is not Baire, contradicting lemma 3.4.7. 
For part (b), suppose that X E Xik+2 ' U is non-empty and open in X and 
P4k+l" Again, since X 
Part (c) is similar. 
For (d), note that if 
then U E Xtk+2' so U 
is nowhere P4k, U is not Baire, a contradiction. 
U is a non-empty open subset of X which is Ptk+2' 
is Baire, contradicting lemma 3.4.7. D 
We now prove that each of the classes defined above contains at least one 
element. 
3.4.9 LEMMA: 
x<i) 
n+l 0 
Proof: Since 
hence p(i) 
n+l 
of Q x X. 
Let n < w be even, i E {1,2}, and x E x<i). Then 
n 
Qxx E 
(i) Q x X = U Q( {q} x X), in all cases Q x X is strongly a-P , qE n by lemma 3.4.2. Let U x V be a non-empty basic clopen subset 
Case I: n = 4k. Assume that uxv is 
lemma 3.4.1, V is 
is U x V. Now suppose that uxv is 
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so UxV isBairebylemma3.4.7.But UxV=U ({q}xV) isfirstcate-qEU 
gory, contradiction. So Q x X is nowhere P 4k. 
Case 2: n = 4k+2, i=1. If U xv is P4k+I' and non-empty, then so is V; 
but V E Xik+2, a contradiction. If U xv is Pik+2 ' then U xv is Pik+2 
and nowhere P4k+ 1, so UxV E Xik+2 by lemma 3.4.8, so UxV is Baire by 
lemma 3.4.7, and as in case I, we have a contradiction. 
Case 3: n = 4k+2, i=2. As above. D 
As was noted in section 3, to obtain elements of X(i) for even n n, we have 
to consider complements in the Cantor set of spaces belonging to x(j) for m 
some odd m. 
3.4.10 LEMMA: Let X be dense and ea-dense in the Cantor set, and let k < 
w. Then 
(a) X E x4 (k+ 1) if and only if C \X is Pik+3• nowhere Pik+2• nowhere P 4k+ 1. 
(b) X E x4k+ 1 if and only if C\X is Pik+2, nowhere P4k, nowhere Pi(k-l)+3 . 
Proof: (a) If x E x4(k+I)' then x is p4(k+I)' so by lemma 3.4.4, c \X 
is Pik+3. If V is a non-empty clopen subset of C, and V\X is Pik+2, 
then 0 # V n X is P4k+ 1 by lemma 3.4.4, contradicting the fact that X 
is nowhere P4k+ 1. Similarly, V\X being P4k+ 1 would contradict X being 
nowhere Pik+2. The converse of (a), and (b), are proved in the same way. D 
3.4.11 COROLLARY: Let X be a dense subset of the Cantor set. Then for 
eaeh k < w, and i E {1,2}, 
i (a) if X E X4k+ 2, then C \X E X4k+I; 
(b) if X E X~(k- 1 )+3, then C \X E X4k. 
i 
Proof: As noted before, X is co-dense in C. If X E X4k+ 2 ' then X is 
Pik+2, nowhere P4k' and nowhere Pi(k- 1)+3 ' using lemma 3.4.5. So by lemma 
3.4.10, c \X E x4k+I . Part (b) is proved similarly. D 
3.4.12 LEMMA: For eaeh n < w 
Proof: This is clear for n = 
j E {1,2}. If n is odd, then 
is even. 
and i E {1,2}, X(i) # 0. 
n 
0, so assume that x<j) # 0 
x<i) # 0 by lemm: 3.4.9. 
n 
for m < n (~ 1), 
So suppose that n 
Case 1: n = 4k. By the inductive hypothesis, Xi(k- 1)+3 # 0, say X E Xi(k-l)+3 . 
Embed X as a dense subset of C; then by corollary 3.4.11, C \X E X4k. 
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i Case 2: n = 4k+2, i E {1,2}. Let xi E x4(k-1)+3' and embed xi as a dense 
subset of the Cantor set; also embed Q densely in C, and let 
Yi= (CxC)\(Qx(C\Xi)). 
By corollary 3.4.11, C\Xi E x4k; so by lemma 3.4.9, Qx(C\Xi) E x4k+I" 
Hence by lemma 3.4.10, Yi is Ptk+2, nowhere P4k, and nowhere Pt(k-l)+3 . 
Case 2a: i =I. To show that Y1 E Xik+2, it suffices to show that Y1 is 
Plk+2 . But 
Y1 = (Qxx 1) u ((C\Q)xC); 
and since x 1 is Pl(k-!)+3 , so is Q x x 1 by corollary 3.4.3. So Y 1 is 
Pi(k-!)+3 u complete is Plk+2 . 
Case 2b: i = 2. To show that Y2 E Xtk+2 , it suffices to show that Y2 is 
nowhere Pik+2 . So suppose that U x V is a non-empty basic clopen subset of 
C xC, and suppose that (U x V) n Y2 is Pik+2. Since Q is dense in C, 
Un QI r/J, say x EU n Q; then (uxv) n Y2 n ({x}xC) = {x}x (V n x2), so 
V n x2 is also Plk+2, i.e. V n x2 = A u B, where A is Pi(k-!)+3 , and B 
is complete. Since x2 is nowhere Pl(k- 1)+3 , B is dense in V n x2 , so 
V n x2 is Baire. This contradicts lemma 3.4.7. D 
We now state and prove the main theorems of this section. 
3.4.13 THEOREM: Up to homeomorphism, each X(i) contains exactly one ele-
n 
ment, which is strongly homogeneous, whence homogeneous. 
i i 3.4.14 THEOREM: If X E X4k+2 u X4k+3 for some k < w and i E {1,2}, then 
C is homogeneous with respect to dense copies of X. 
3.4.15 THEOREM: Let A be a Borel subset of a compact space X. Then for 
each k < w, 
(a) A is not P4k if and only if X contains a Cantor set K such that 
K n A E Xl(k-1)+3 and K\A E x4k" 
(b) A is not Plk+2 if and only if X contains a Cantor set K such that 
K n A E Xt(k-1)+3 and K\A E x4k" 
(c) A is not P4k+l if and only if X contains a Cantor set K such that 
Kn A E Xlk+2 and K\A E x4k+l" 
(d) A is not Plk+3 if and only if X contains a Cantor set K such that 
K n A E Xtk+2 and K\A E x4k+l. 
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Remark: Theorem 3.4.13 for X1 is the characterization of QxP due to van 
Mill [38]. The unique elements of X~ and X~ are the sets T, resp. S, 
mentioned in the introduction to this monograph; for these classes, theorem 
3.4.13 is due to van Douwen [7] (see also van Engelen and van Mill [14], 
which includes theorem 3.4.14 for k = 0, i =I), resp. van Mill [39] 
(which includes theorem 3.4.14 for k = 0, i = 2). Theorem 3.4.13 for n = 3, 
i E {1,2} is due to van Engelen and van Mill [14], and so is theorem 3.4.15 
for k = 0 (see the introduction to section 3.3, and also theorem 3.3.1). 
We will prove the above theorems by induction on n, using the following 
statements as inductive hypotheses: 
(I) Up to homeomorphism, X(i) contains at most one element. 
n 
(2) If n E {4k+2,4k+3} for some k < w, i E {1,2}, and X E 
x<i) 
n ' 
then C is homogeneous with respect to dense copies 
of x. 
(3) If n 4k, then theorem 3.4.15(a) and (b) hold for this 
If n 4k+2, then theorem 3.4.15(c) and (d) hold for this 
k· 
' 
k. 
From (I), it follows that if X E X(i) and 
. n ' 
v is a non-empty clopen subset 
of X, then v F::J x since v E X(l.) • thus X 
n ' 
is strongly homogeneous. 
So if (I) ' (2)' and (3) have been proved for all n < w, then theorem 3 .4. 13 
follows from (I) and lemma 3.4. 12, and theorems 3.4.14 and 3.4.15 are clear 
from (2) and (3). 
Since (1) is clear for n = 0, and since (3) has been proved in section 3.3 
for n = 0, we may assume that (1), (2), and (3) have been proved for m < 
n (~ I). The proof of (1), (2), and (3) for m = n will consist of a series 
of lemmas. 
3.4.16 LEMMA: If n is odd, then (1) holds. 
Proof: Let X E X(i). we will show that X F::J QxY, where Y is the unique 
(i) n ' 
element of X 1• n-
S i nce X is p(i), we can write x = u"'.' 0 x.' where J= J x. is closed in X J (") n 
and P l. 1 (lemma 3.4.2). Fix n- j < w, and let V be a disjoint covering of 
by clopen subsets of X such that for each D E V, diam(D) < d(D,X.) J X\X. J 
(see the proof of lelllllla 3.2.2). 
CLAIM: If U is open in X, a:nd U n x. # 0, then U ~ D for some D E V. 
Indeed, let x EU n X., and B(~,E) c U. Since X is nowhere p(i), J n-1 
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x. 
J 
Then 
is nowhere dense in x, so B(x,h:)nD-#0 for some D E V. 
diam(D) < d(D,X.) < !E for this D E V, so D c B(x,E) c U. J 
Case I: n = 4k+I. Let DEV. Then D is not Pi(k-l)+3 since X is no-
where Pi(k-l)+3 , so if we embed D in C, then C\D is not P4k by lemma 
3.4.4; since (3) holds for m 4k, we can apply theorem 3.4.15(a) to obtain 
a closed subset E(D) of D such that E(D) Rl YE X4k. Then 
A. = x. 
J J 
is closed in X, 
dense in x. If 
with U' open in 
u UDEV E(D) 
and it is easily 
u is a non-empty 
x, then either 
seen that A. 
J 
open subset of 
is P4k' and hence nowhere 
A., say U = U' n A., J J U' n X. = 0, hence U n E(D) f 0 for J 
some D E V, or U' n X. f 0, hence U ~ E(D) for some D E V, by the claim. J 
In both cases it follows that U is not P2 since E(D) is nowhere 4 (k-1 )+3 
Pi(k-l)+3 , and hence Aj Ri Y (lemma 3.4.8). Thus X = UJ=O Aj satisfies the 
hypotheses of theorem 3. 2. 4, and hence X Ri Q x Y. 
Case 2: n = 4k+3. This is similar to case I: since (3) holds for m = 4k+2, 
we here apply theorem 3.4.15(c) (if i = I) or (d) (if i = 2) to obtain 
i i E (D) E x4k+2. Then each Aj Rl y E x4k+2' and again x Rl Q x y by theorem 
3.2.4. 
3.4.17 LEMMA: If n = 4k+3 for some k < w, then (2) holds. 
i Proof: Let X E \k+2 (i E {1,2}). By lemmas 3.4.9 and 3.4.16, Qxx is the 
D 
unique element of xtk+3 . Since (2) holds for m = 4k+2, the Cantor set is 
homogeneous with respect to dense copies of X. Now apply theorem 3.2.8. D 
Lemmas 3.4.16 and 3.4.17 show that the inductive hypotheses are satisfied 
for m = n if n is odd. The remaining lemmas of this section deal with 
the case where n is even. 
3.4.18 LEMMA: Let k EN, and let X E x4k. Then X can be err/bedded in the 
Cantor set such that C \X E Xi (k-I )+3 · 
Proof: Embed X in C as a dense subset. By lemma 3.4.10, C\X is P2 ( 4 k-1)+3' 
nowhere Pi(k-I)+2 , and nowhere P4 (k-l)+I' Thus we can write C\X =Au B, 
where A is P4 (k-l)+I' and B is a-compact; since A\B is a G6-subset 
of A, it is P4 (k-l)+I by lemma 3.4.1, so we may assume that An B = 0. 
Note that X c C \B , and that C \B is complete. Also, since C \X is nowhere 
P4 (k-l)+l' B is dense in C\X, and hence in C, so C\B is nowhere compact. 
Hence by theorem 2.3.1, C \B ""P. Put Y = C \B, and embed Y in K"" C 
such that K\Y ""Q. We claim that K\X € Xl(k-l)+3• 
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Indeed, by leunna 3.4.10, K\X is nowhere Pz(k-l)+2, and nowhere P4(k-l)+l; 
and K\X = (Y\X) u Q = A u Q is P4(k-l)+l u countable is Pl(k-l)+3• 0 
3.4.19 LEMMA: If n = 4k for some k EN, then (I) holds. 
Proof: Let x0 ,x1 € X4k. By leunna 3.4.18, XO and x1 can be embedded in C 
such that C \x0 ,C\x1 E Xl(k-l)+3• Since (I) holds for m = 4(k-1)+3, C \Xo 
"" C \X1 , and hence by (2), there exists a homeomorphism h: C + C such that 
h[C \x0J = C\x1, and thus h[X0J = x1• 0 
3.4.20 LEMMA: If n = 4k for some k E N, then (3) holds. 
Proof: We have to prove theorem 3.4.15(a) and (b) for this k. For the "if" 
part of (a), observe that if A is P4k, then K\A is Pz(k-l)+3 by lem-
mas 3.4.4 and 3.4.1, contradicting leunna 3.4.8. For "if" of (b), note that 
if A is Plk+2, then K n A is Plk+2 is Pl(k-l)+3 u complete, and since 
K n A € Xz(k-l)+3, it is nowhere Pl(k-l)+3, hence Baire, contradicting leunna 
3.4.7. We will now prove the "only if" parts. 
(a) Let P = P4(k-l)+l' and let Z be the unique element of Xl(k-l)+2; we 
will show that the hypotheses of leunna 3.3.4 are satisfied. By leunna 3.4.1, 
P is closed-hereditary, and P is strongly a-additive by corollary 3.4.3. 
Let B be a Borel subset of a compact space Y which is not P; since (3) 
holds for m = 4(k-1)+2, Y contains a Cantor set K such that K n B € 
Xl(k-l)+2 and K\B € X4(k-l)+l" Then Kn B"" Z, and by leunna 3.4.2 we can 
write K\B = U~=O Xi' where Xi is closed in K\B and P4(k-l)" Put G = 
00 - - - 2 Ui=O Xi; then G is a-compact, and since Xi n B = Xi\Xi is P4(k-2)+3 by 
lennna 3.4.4, G n B is strongly a-Pz(k-2)+3, hence Pz(k-2)+3 by corollary 
3.4.3, and thus G n ·B is P by leunna 3.4.5. So by leunna 3.3.4, if A is 
a Borel subset of a compact space X which is not P4k' or equivalently, 
not P u complete, then X contains a Cantor set K such that K = K n A 
and Kn A"" Qxz; then Kn A€ Xl(k-l)+3 by leunna 3.4.9, and hence K\A 
€ x4k by corollary 3.4.11. 
(b) Since Plk+2 = Pl(k-l)+3 u complete, here we put P = Pl(k-l)+3 ; then 
again P is closed-hereditary and strongly a-additive. Let Z be the unique 
element of Xi(k-l)+2, and suppose that B is a Borel subset of a compact 
space Y which is not P; since (3) holds for m = 4(k-1)+2, Y contains a 
Cantor set K such that Kn B € Xi(k-l)+2, and K\B € X4(k-l)+l" As above, 
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we put K\B = U~=O Xi, and G U~=O Xi; then G n B is Pt(k-2)+3 , and 
hence G n B is P by lemma 3.4.5. So by lemma 3.3.4, if A is a Borel 
subset of a compact space X which is not Pik+2 , then X contains a Can-
tor set K such that K =Kn A and Kn A r.::1 Qxz; then Kn A E X2(k-l)+3 
by lemma 3.4.9, and hence K\A E x4k by corollary 3.4.11. D 
Lemmas 3.4.18, 3.4.19, and 3.4.20 show that the inductive hypotheses are sa-
tisfied if n = 4k for some k E N. 
3.4.21 Let k < i E { 1 ,2}, and let i be a dense suhset LEMMA: w, X E x4k+2 
of the Cantor set. Then there exist closed nowhere dense suhspaces A. of 
C\X = u".' O A. A.\A. i 
_J_ C\X such that and E X4(k-1)+3 is dense in A .. J= J J J J 
Proof: By corollary 3.4.11, C \X E x4k+l , so by lemma 3.4.2 we can write 
c \X = u~=O X,e. ' with X,e. closed in c \X and p 4k. Since X,e. \X,e. = X,e. n x 
i 
-is closed in X, it is P4k+2 ~y lemma 3.4.1; hence X,e.\X,e. = G,e. u H,e., where 
G,e. is complete, and H,e. is P~(k-l)+3 . Then X,e.\G,e. is a-compact, say 
X,e.\G,e. = u:=O K(l,m), with K(l,m) compact; note that X,e. c X,e.\G,e.. Since 
{K(l,m)\X: l,m < w} is countable, we can enumerate the non-empty elements 
of this set as {M.: j EI}, where I is countable. J 
Fix j E I. Since M. is a closed subset of some X,e., M. is P4k; and M. J 
. J J 
n X Mj n H,e. for this same l, hence Mj n X is P4(k-l)+3 . Observe that 
since C \X is nowhere P4k' each Mj is nowhere dense in C \X, so we can 
take I= w. Now let V be a disjoint covering of C\M. by clopen subsets 
- J of C such that for each DEV, diam(D) < d(D,M.). Since X is nowhere 
J P4k (if i = 1), resp. nowhere Pik+2 (if i = 2), and since (3) holds for m 
= 4k, each D E V contains a Cantor set K(D) such that K(D) n X E x~(k-1)+3 and K(D)\X E x4k" Put 
K. = M. u UD V K(D), J J E 
and 
A. = K. \X; 
J J 
we claim that the sets A. 
J First note that C \X = U. 0 J= 
nowhere dense in C \X, also 
constructed in this way are as required. 
A. since K. \X => M. . Furthermore, since M. L J J J M. is nowhere dense in C ; it then follows 
J -from the fact that 
K., and thus 
diam(D) < d(D,Mj) for each D E V that (UDEV K(D)) 
J 
K. :i A. :i (A.\A.) => (UDEV(K(D) n X)) J J J J K., J 
is 
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i 
so A.\A. is dense in AJ .. It remains to show that Aj\Aj El.. x4(k-1)+3" J J_ 
C~early, Aj\Aj = (Mj n X) u UDEV(K(D) n X) is strongly cr-P4(k-l)+3 is 
P~(k-l)+3 by corollary 3.4.3. And as in the proof of lemma 3.4.16, it fol-
lows that if U is a non-empty open subset of A.\A., then Un K(D) n X I 
• J J 
~ for some D E V; hence, since K(D) n X E X~(k-!)+3 , U is not Pt(k-l)+2; 
and.not P4(k-l)+I (if i = I), resp. not Pi(k-!)+3 (if i = 2). Thus, Aj\Aj 
E x~(k-1)+3; by corollary 3.4.11, Aj E x4k' and thus Aj is nowhere dense 
in C\X since C\X is nowhere P4k. D 
3.4.22 LEMMA: If n = 4k+2 for some k < w, i E {1,2}, and XO,XI E 
are d.ense subsets of C, then there exists a homeomorphism h: C + C 
that h[X0J = x1. Thus, (1) and (2) are satisfied if n = 4k+2. 
xi 
n 
such 
Proof: Let A 
write C \X0 = 
be the unique element of 
u':' 0 A., C\Xl = u':' 0 B., 
i X4(k-l)+3 . By lemma 3.4.21, we can 
J= J J= .l 
such that A.\A. RjB.\B. RjA, A.\A. 
J J J J J J 
is dense in A., B.\B. is dense in B., A. 
J J J J J 
is closed and nowhere dense in 
C \X0 , and B j is closed and nowhere dense in C \X1 . Hence the required 
homeomorphism can be obtained from lemma 3.2.6. D 
3.4.23 LEMMA: If n = 4k+2 for some k < w, then (3) holds. 
Proof: We have to prove theorem 3.4.15(c) and (d) for this k. The "if" part 
is easy: if A is P4k+l (resp. Plk+3), then so is Kn A, so Kn Ai Xlk+2 
(resp. Xtk+2) by lemma 3. 4. 8. For the "only if" parts, we will apply lemma 
3.3.5. 
(c) Let P = P4k+l' let Z' be the unique element of X4k, and let Y' be 
the unique element of Xl(k-l)+3 . By lemma 3.4.1, P is closed-hereditary, 
and P is strongly a-additive by corollary 3.4.3. Let B be a Borel subset 
of a compact space Y which is not P. Then B is not P4k by lemma 3.4.5, 
hence since (3) holds for m = 4k, Y contains a Cantor set K such that 
Kn BE Xl(k-l)+3 and K\B E X4k; thus, Kn B Rj Y', K\B Rj Z', and Kn B 
is P by lemma 3.4.5. Hence by lemma 3.3.5, if A is a Borel subset of a 
compact space 
< w, such that 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
X which is not P, then X contains Cantor sets 
B. = B.\A, K = (U~ 0 B.)-, and for each i < w: l. l. i= l. 
B. is nowhere dense in K· l. ' 
K\A = u~ o(B.\A); i= l. 
B0\A Rj Z' Rj (B. 1\B.)\A; i+ l. 
BO n A Rj Y' Rj (B. 1\B.) i+ l. n A. 
i 
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oo i Ki. 
Since Bi+l\Bi is open in Bi+!' we can write Bi+l\Bi = Uj=O Kj, where J 
is clopen in Bi+l: Since both Y' and Z' are strongly homogeneous, either 
i i i i K. n A~ Y' or K. n A= 0, and K.\A ~ Z' or K.\A 0 Hence J J J J =. ' 
00 00 i 
K\A = (Bo\A) u ui=Ouj=O(Kj\A) ~ Qxz' 
by (i) and theorem 3.2.4, so K\A E x4k+I by lemma 3.4.9. Then K n A is 
nowhere P4k, and nowhere Pt(k-l)+3 by lemma 3.4.10. So we need only show 
that Kn A is Pik+2. However, by (ii), 
00 00 i 00 
K n A= (Bo n A) u ui=Ouj=O(Kj n A) u K\(Ui=O Bi) 
is strongly a-Pi(k-l)+3 u complete is Pi(k-l)+3 u complete is Pik+2. 
(d) Let P = Pik+3 , let Z' be the unique element of X4k, and let Y' be 
the unique element of Xt(k-l)+3. Then P is closed-hereditary and strong-
ly a-additive. Let B be a Borel subset of a compact space Y which is not 
P. Then B is not Plk+2 so since (3) holds for m 4k, Y contains a 
Cantor set K such that K n B ~ Y', K\B ~ Z', whence K n B is P by 
lemma 3.4.5. So again by lennna 3.3.5, we find Cantor sets B. i as under (a); 
then K\A E x4k+l' hence by lemma 3.4.10, Kn A is Ptk+2' and nowhere 
Pt(k-l)+~' so it suffices to show that Kn A is nowhere Pik+2. Put Bi+l\Bi 
U~ 0 K~ as in (a), and note that if U is a non-empty open subset of K J= J 
n A, then U n K~ ~ 0 for some i,j < w; thus, U contains a closed copy of 
J 
Y'. Now suppose that U is Pik+2 ; then so is Y' by the preceding remark, 
i.e. Y' = A u B where A is Pi(k-l)+3, and B is complete. Since Y' E 
Xt(k-l)+3, Y' is nowhere Pi(k-l)+3 , hence B is dense in Y', so Y' is 
Baire, contradicting lennna 3.4.7. 
This completes the proof of theorems 3.4. 13, 3.4. 14, and 3.4.15. In section 
6 of this chapter we will show that there are no other homogeneous non-a-
compact 
above. 
S -subsets of the Cantor set than those defined and characterized 
n 
0 
We conclude this section with the following theorem, announced in section 3.1. 
3.4.24 THEOREM: If we order the properties P~i) by P: 1 < P: 1 < P0, and 
p4k < p4k+l < Pik+2 < Pik+3 < Ptk+2 < Ptk+3 < p4(~+1) if k < w, then for 
each n < w, and each i E {1,2}, we have X E x<i) if and only if X is 
P~i) and nowhere P~j) for aU P~j) < P~i), wh:re m -I or m < w, and 
j E {1,2}. 
Proof: Apply lemmas 3.4.5 and 3.4.8. 0 
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3.4.25 COROLLARY: If p(j) < p(i) then X(j) n X(i) = ~· thus, all spaces 
m n • m n • 
characterized in this section are topologically distinct. D 
3.5 The small Borel classes DaQ;~) for a E [w,w1) 
We recall the topological properties P8 determined by definition 3.1.8 and 
theorem 3.1.6; to avoid unnecessary complications, we will just write "Y 
is P for some y < w" for ''Y is P(j) for some m < w, j E {1,2}". y m 
Let a< w1 be a limit ordinal, and let n < w. Then 
x is Pa+2n if and only if X E Da+2n (~~) if and only if x = 
00 
is s is closed in Ui=O Ai u B, where B n' A. X, l. 
and A. is Pai for some a. < a; l. l. 
x is p 
a+2n+I if and only if x is 
p 
a+2n u complete. 
3.5.1 LEMMA: For each 8 E [w,w1), P8 is hereditary with respect to G0-
suhsets. 
Proof: Embed X in a compact space Y. If 8 is even, then there are cer-
tain a-compact subsets As of Y such that X D8((As: s < 8)); if G is 
a G0-subset of Y, then X n G = D8 ((As u Y\G: s < 8 )) E D8 (~~). The case 
8 is odd follows trivially. D 
3.5.2 LEMMA: Let X be a topological space, let a < w1 be a lirrrit ordi-
nal, and let n < w. Then 
(a) x is p a+2n if and only if x is p u s . a n' 
(b) is Pa+2n+I if and only if 
00 
where is Pa· x X = Ui=O Ai u B u G, A. l. l. 
for some a. < a, B is Sn, G is complete, and A. is closed in x. l. l. 
Proof:(a) If X is P 2 , then clearly X is P u S We will prove the a+ n a n 
converse by induction. Suppose that X U~ 0 A. u B, where A. is closed i= l. l. 
in u:=O Ai, Ai is Pai for some ai < a, and B is Sn, and first consi-
der the case a = w. Then A. = A. u (A. n B) is Pai· u S , hence A. is i i i n i 
Psi for some Bi < w, so X u:=O Ai u B is Pw+ 2n. Now assume that we 
are done for limit ordinals o <a (> w); then we may assume that for each i, 
ai ~ w, and hence ai = yi+ni for some limit ordinal 
< w. If n. is even, then A. is Py·+n· u S is i i i i n 
yi < a, and some ni 
Py· u S!n· u S , hence 
i 2 i n 
Py·+n·+2n by the inductive hypothesis, and if n 
l. l. 
is odd, then A. is 
l. 
Py·+n·-1 u complete u Sn is Py· u Sl(n·-1) u S u complete, i i i 2 i n hence certain-
ly Py·+n·-1+2n+2• again by the inductive hypothesis. So each 
l. l. 
A. 
l. 
is 
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for some Si < a, and thus x = u':' 0 A.. u B i= ]_ is p a+2n (b) The "if" part is clear, so suppose that X = A u G, where A is Pa+2n' 
and G is complete. Put A = U~=O Bi u B, where Bi is closed in A and 
Pai for some 
Then A. is 
]_ 
ai < a, and B is Sn' and let 
Pai u complete, hence certainly 
A. = B. = B. u (B. n G). ]_ ]_ ]_ ]_ 
A. 
]_ is Pai u S 1, and thus, 
using (a), Ai is for some Si < a. Since Ai is closed in X, X = 
U~ O A. u B u G is as required. i= ]_ D 
3.5.3 COROLLARY: 
+ p .... p • 
If n < w, i E {1,2}, S,y E [w,w1), and S $ y, then p(i) 
n 
s y 
3.5.4 LEMMA: Let X be a topological space, let a < w1 be a limit ordi-
nal, and let n E N. Then X is 
Pa+2n-J" 
P 2 if and only if X is strongly a-ct+ n 
D 
Proof: The proof is exactly the same as that of lemma 3.4.2. We find that X 
is Pct+2n if and only if X is strongly a-(Pa+2(n-l) u complete), i.e. if 
and only if X is strongly a-P D a+2n- l · 
3.5.5 COROLLARY: For even S E [w,w1), PS is a strongly a-additive proper-
~· D 
3.5.6 LEMMA: Let X be compact, and let A be a sUbset of X. If A is 
PS for some SE [w,w1), then X\A is PS+l' 
Proof: If S is even, then there exist a-compact subsets As of X such 
that A= DS((As: s < S)) = U{As\(Uo<s A0): s odd< S}. Then 
X\A = U{As\(Uo<s A0): seven< S} u X\(Us<S As). 
So if we put Br = U A,, 
" o<s u 
for s < S, then 
is PS u 
X\A = U{Bs+l\Bs: seven< S} u X\(Us<S As) 
= Ds({Bs: s < s>) u X\(Us<S As) 
complete is Ps+1 · 
If s is odd, say 6 = a+2n+l, 
pact As in x such that A= 
with lim(a), n < w, then there exist a-com-
Da+2n((As: s < a+2n)) u G, where G is com-
plete. Defining Bs as above for s < a+2n = y, we find that 
X\A = (Dy((Bs: s < y)) u (X\(Us<y As)) n X\G 
Dy((Bs n X\G: s < y)) u (X\G)\(Us<y As) 
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is Py u s1. By lemma 3.5.2, X\A is Pa u Sn u S1 is Pa+2n+2 is PB+l" 0 
For each pair (8,i), with BE [w,w1), and i = 2 if B is a limit, resp. 
i E {1,2} if B is a successor, we now inductively define a class of spa-
ces X~, and show that, up to homeomorphism, each X~ contains exactly one 
element. 
3.5.7 DEFINITION: Let X be zero-dimensional, let a < w1 be a limit or-
dinal, and n E N; then 
X E X2 if and only if X is P , nowhere Pa 
a a µ 
for B < a; 
X E X1 if and only if X is P , nowhere P 1, and X does not con-a+n a+n a+n-
tain any closed sUbsets belonging to x~+n-1; 
X E X2 
a+n 
if and only if X is P , nowhere P 1, and every non-empty a+n a+n-
c lopen sUbset of X contains a closed sUbset belonging to X~+n-l" 
3.5.8 LEMMA: Let i BE [w,w1), i E {1,2}, and X E X8• 
(a) If B is even, then X is first category. 
(b) If B is odd, then X contains a dense complete subset, hence X is 
Baire. 
Proof: (a) By the definition of PB (if B is a limit), resp. by lemma 3.5.4 
<X> (if B is a successor), we can write x Ui=O xi' where x. is closed in 1 
X, and Psi for some s. < s. Since x is nowhere Psi' each x. is nowhere 1 1 
dense in x. 
(b) Write X =Au B, where A is P8_ 1 , and B is complete; since X is 
nowhere P8_1, B is dense in X. 0 
We now state and prove the main theorems of this section. 
3.5.9 THEOREM: If BE [w,w1), and i = 2 if B is a limit, i E {1,2} if 
B is a successor, then up to homeomorphism, each X~ contains exactly one 
element, which is strongly homogeneous, whence homogeneous. 
i 3.5.10 THEOREM: If X E x8 for some BE [w,w1) and i E {1,2}, then C 
is homogeneous with respect to dense copies of X. 
3.5.11 THEOREM: Let A be a Borel sUbset of a compact space X, and let 
BE [w,w1). Then A is not P8 if and only if X contains a Cantor set 
K such that K n A E X~+I and K\A E X~. 
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We will prove the above theorems by induction on (S,i), ordered lexicograph-
ically, using the following statements as inductive hypotheses (here, a < w1 
is a limit ordinal, and n < w): 
If S = a+2n, i = 2, then: 
If s 
If s 
If s 
(I) 1x;+2nl =I, and if x E x;+2n' then c is homogeneous with 
respect to dense copies of X. 
(2) If A is a Borel subset of a compact space X which is not 
P then 
a+2n' x contains a Cantor set K such that K\A E x2 2 . a+ n 
a+2n+l, i = I, then: 
(3) Let X be dense and co-dense in C; then X E X~+2n+l if and 
only if C \X E X~+2n. 
(4) IX 1 2 II= I, and if x E X1 then c is homogeneous a+ n+ a+2n+l' 
with respect to dense copies of X. 
(5) If A is a Borel subset of a compact space X which is not 
Pa+2n' then X contains a Cantor set K such that K\A E 
X2 and K n A c X1 a+2n ~ a+2n+1· 
a+2n+l, i 2, then: 
(6) Let X be dense and co-dense in C ; then X E 
and only if C \X l':1 Qx Y for some Y E X~+2n+l • 
(7) 1x;+2n+l I = I, and if x E x;+2n+l' then c is 
with respect to dense copies of X. 
x2 if a+2n+l 
homogeneous 
(8) If A is a Borel subset of a compact space X which is not 
p 
a+2n+l' then 
x2 
a+2n+l and 
X contains a Cantor set K such that K\A E 
KnA1':1QxY for some Y E X1 
a+2n+l" 
a+2n+2, i = I ' then.: 
(9) Let X be dense and co-dense in C ; then 
and only if c \X E x;+2n+ I • 
X E X1 
a+2n+2 if 
(JO) IX~+2n+21 = I, and if x E x~+2n+2' then c is homogeneous 
with respect to dense copies of X. 
( 11) If A is a Borel 
p 
a+2n+l' then x 
x2 
a+2n+l and K n 
subset of a compact space 
contains a Cantor set K 
A E xi a+2n+2" 
X which is not 
such that K\A E 
So let a< w1 be a limit ordinal, let m < w and i E {1,2}, and suppose 
that the inductive hypotheses are satisfied for all (S,j) < (a+m,i); note 
that from the fact that IXjl =I it follows as in section 3.4 that the s 
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unique element of Xj is strongly homogeneous. We now show that the induc-e 
tive hypotheses are satisfied for (ai1n,i). 
We start with the case m = 0 (hence i = 2); of course, we have to use the 
results of section 3.4 in case a = w. 
3.5.12 LEMMA: X2 ~ 0. 
a 
Proof: Let (a.: 
]. 
i < w) be an increasing sequence of ordinals less than a, 
such that supi<w ai = a; for convenience of notation, let a. - 3(mod 4) ]. 
if a. < w. Let Y. € X~. be densely embedded in C. Enumerate Q as {q.: ]. ]. ]. ]. 
i < w}, and put 
X = u'": 0 ({q.} xY.) c QxC. i= ]. ]. 
Then clearly, X is P • Also, if W = X n (U xv) is a non-empty basic clo-
a 
pen subset of X, then W = U. E({q.} x (V n Y.)) for some infinite E. Since 
J€ J J 
Y. is nowhere P 
J y 
for each y <a., {q.} x (V n Y.) is not 
J J J 
P for each y 
y <a., and hence by lemma 3.4.1 
J 
or 3.5.1, W is not P y for each y < a. J 
is nowhere P for each y since {q.} x (V n Y.) is closed in J J W. Hence X 
y < a since supj€E aj a. So X € X2• a 
3.5.13 LEMMA: If n = o, then (I) holds. 
Proof: By lemma 3.5.12, IX2 1 ~ I; so suppose that X,Y € X2 are dense sub-
a a 
D 
sets of the Cantor set. In a way analogous to the proof of theorem 3.2.6, we 
construct a homeomorphism h: C + C such that h[X] = Y. We first consider 
the case where a > w. Since X is Pa, we can write X = U~=O Xi, where 
X. is closed in X and Pa. for some a. < a; clearly, we may assume that ]. ]. ]. 
a. ~ w. Note that, since X is nowhere Pa. for each i < w, each X. is ]. ]. ]. 
nowhere dense in X. Similarly, Y = U~=O Yi' with Yi closed and nowhere 
dense in Y, and Y. 
]. 
construct, for each 
is Pei for some ei € [w,a). As in section 3.2, we 
s € M, collections U(s) = {U(s-n): n < w}, V(s) = 
{V(s-n): n < w} of clopen subsets of C, closed nowhere dense subsets D(s), 
E(s) of C, and for each n € N a homeomorphism h : C + C, satisfying the 
n 
hypotheses of the proof of theorem 3.2.6; then again, limn-+«> hn = h: CRJ C, 
and h[X] = Y. 
First, let Yo < a be an even successor ordinal such that a0 ,e0 ~ y0 ; then 
both x0 and Y0 are Pyo· Let V be a disjoint covering of C \X0 by clo-
pen subsets of C such that for each D €·V, diam(D) < d(n,x0). Since X 
is a Borel subset of C which is nowhere Pyo+!• C \X is nowhere Py0 by 
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lennna 3.5.6. Hence, applying hypothesis (5) above, each D E V contains a 
Cantor set K(D) such that K(D) n X = E(D) E X~0 . Then 
A0 = x0 u UDEV E(D) 
is closed in X, and strongly cr-PYO' hence PYO by corollary 3.5.5. As in 
the proof of lemma 3.4.16, it can be shown that, for each non-empty open sub-
set U of A0 , U n E(D) # 0 for some D E V, hence A0 is nowhere Pyo-I 
since E(D) is nowhere Pyo-I· Also, Un E(D) contains a subset F which 
is closed in E(D), hence in Ao, such that FE x~o-1; thus Ao E X1o· Si-
milarly, we can find a closed subset B0 of Y such that Y0 c B0 , and B0 
E X?0; note that A0 is nowhere dense in X, and B0 is nowhere dense in 
Y. Now put D(0) = A:0 , E(0) = B0 ; by hypothesis (I), applied to y0 , there 
exists a homeomorphism h: D(0) + E(0) such that h[A0 J = B0 . We construct 
U(0), V(0), and h 1 as in the proof of theorem 3.2.6. 
If D(s), E(s), U(s), V(s), and h have been constructed for lsl < n (~ I) 
m 
and ms n, then fix s EM with lsl = n-1, and i < w. Let 
k~ = min{j: U(sAi) n X. # 0}, f. = min{j: V(sAi) n Y. # 0}, 
L J ]_ J 
and find an even successor y(sAi) <a such that aki•Bfi $ y(sAi); then 
both U(sAi) n Xk~ and V(sAi) n Yf. are P (A•)· As above, we obtain 
L ]_ y S ]_ 
closed subsets A(sAi) of U(sAi) n X, B(sAi) of V(sAi) n Y, such that 
A(s~i) ~ U(sAi) n Xki' B(sAi) ~ V(sAi) n Yfi' and both A(sAi),B(sAi) E 
X2 ( A•)• Put D(sAi) = A(sAi), E(sAi) = B(sAi), and let h(sAi): D(sAi) + y s ]_ 
E(sAi) be a homeomorphism such that h(sAi)[A(sAi)J = B(sAi), applying hy-
pothesis (I) to y(sAi); now finish the proof as in section 3.2. 
In case a = w, the proof is similar; the sets AO, BO, A(sAi), and B(sAi) 
i i should be chosen in some \k+2 or x4k+3' because we want to apply theorem 
3.4. 14. 
3.5.14 LEMMA: If n = 0, then (2) holds. 
Proof: As in 3.5.13, for sake of simplicity, we will only consider the case 
a > w, the case a = w being entirely analogous. Let A be a Borel subset 
of a compact space X which is not P, let {a.: i < w) be an increasing 
a i 
D 
sequence of even successor ordinals in [w,a) such that supi<w ai = a, let 
Zi be the unique element of X&i-1' and let Yi be the unique element of 
X~ .. Put P = P · then P is closed-hereditary and strongly a-additive. Let u.1 a' 
B be a Borel subset of a compact space Y which is not P. Then for each 
i < w, B is not Pa·-], hence by hypothesis (II), Y contains a Cantor set ]_ 
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Ki such that Ki\B E X&i-t and Kin BE _xai. Thus Ki\B Fl:l Zi, and Kin B 
Fl:l Yi is Pai' hence P. So by lennna 3.3.5, X contains Cantor sets Bi, for 
i < w, such that B.= B.\A, and K = (U~ 0 B.}-Fl:l C, and such that for each 1 1 1= 1 
i < w, 
(i) B. is nowhere dense in K; 
1 "' (ii) K\A = U. 0 (B.\A); 1= 1 
(iii) Bo\A Fl:l ZO' (Bi+l\Bi}\A Fl:l zi+l" 
Since (B. 1\B.}\A is open in B.+1\A, we can write (B.+ 1\B.}\A = U~-O 
.1+ 1 1 • i 1 1 i J-
where K~ is clopen in B1.+1\A; then K~ = ~ or K. Fl:l Z. 1, so K. is J J J 1+ J 
Pai+l-1' and hence 
K\A = (Bo\A} u u~=OUJ=O K~ 
i K., 
J 
is p • By (i), each open subset of K\A 
a i 
intersects some i Kji for infinite-
ly many i; hence since Kh 
nowhere Pa for each a < a. 
is nowhere 
Thus, K\A E 
Pa for each a < 
x2. 
a 
ai+1-1, K\A is 
D 
Lennnas 3.5.13 and 3.5.14 show that the inductive hypotheses are satisfied 
for (a+m,i) if m = O. We now turn to the case where m = 2n+l for some 
n < w, and i = 1. 
3.5.15 LEMMA: (3) holds. 
Proof: First, let 
x2 and hence 
a+2n' 
clopen subset of 
X E X~+2n+l; then no closed subset of X belongs to 
C\X is Pa+'.ln by hypothesis (2). Let U be a non-empty 
c. 
Case 1: n = 0. Suppose that U\X is Pa for some a< a. By lemmas 3.4.4 
and 3.5.6, Un X is P for some y <a, a contradiction, hence C\X E X2 • y a 
Case 2: n > O. Suppose that U\X is Pa+2n-l" By lennna 3.5.6, Un X is 
P 2 , a contradiction; hence C \X is nowhere P +2 1• Also, since U n X a+ n a n-
is not Pa+2n-l' we obtain from hypothesis (8) a Cantor set K in U such 
that K\X E X2 2 l ; so C \X E X2 2 • a+ n- a+ n 
Conversely, suppose that C \X E X~+2n; then by lemma 3.5.6, X is Pa+2n+l" 
Let U be a non-empty clopen subset of C. 
Case 1: n = O. As in case 1 above, X is nowhere Pa for each a< a. Suppose 
that U n X is P · then 
a' 
U n X E X , so U n X is first category by lemma 
a 
3.5.8. Hence U\X E X2 
a 
is Baire (see 1.12.3), contradicting lemma 3.5.8; so 
X is nowhere P . Finally, suppose that 
a 
longing to X2• By the same argument as 
a 
X contains a closed subset B be-
above, B\B is nowhere P ; but B\B 
a 
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is a closed subset of C\X, so we have a contradiction with lemma 3.5.1. 
Case 2: n > O. We must show that U n X is not Pa+2n. Since U\X is no-
where Pa+2n-I' Un X is nowhere Pa+2n_ 2 by lemma 3.5.6. Assume that Un X 
is Pa+2n_ 1; since U\X is nowhere Pa+2n_2 (corollary 3.5.3), it follows 
from hypothesis (5) that every clopen subset of U n X contains a closed 
subset belonging to X~+2n_2 , and hence that Un X E X~+2n-I" But then by 
hypothesis (9), U\X E X~+2n, so U\X is a non-empty clopen subset of C\X 
which contains no closed subset belonging to X2 contradicting C \X E a+2n-I' 
X2 • so Un X is not P 2 1 • But then a+2n' a+ n- U n X is not P either, a+2n 
since by lemma 3.5.4, this would imply that U n X is first category, and 
hence that U\X E X~+2n is Baire, contradicting lemma 3.5.8. It remains to 
be shown that x contains no closed subsets belonging to X2 2 . So suppose a+ n 
to the contrary that X contains such a subset B. By the argument above, 
B\B is nowhere Pa+2n; but B\B is a closed subset of C\X E X~+2n, a con-
tradiction with lemma 3.5.1. D 
3.5.16 LEMMA: (4) and (5) hold. 
Proof: By hypothesis (I), X2 # 0, say X E X2 2 . Embed X a+2n a+ n densely in C, 
then by lemma 3.5.15, C\X E X1 2 I' so IX 1 2 11 :2: I. And if a+ n+ a+ n+ X Y E X
1 
' a+2n+I 
are dense subsets of C, then by lemma 3.5.15, C \X,C\Y E X2 2 , and hence a+ n 
by hypothesis (I) , there exists a homeomorphism h: C -+ C such that h[C \X] 
= C \Y , and thus also h[X] = Y. This proves hypothesis (4). To prove (5), 
let K' be the Cantor set obtained from hypothesis (2), and put K = K'\A; 
then K n A E X1 
a+2n+I by lemma 3.5.15. 
The next case is m = 2n+I for some n < w, and i 
hypotheses (6), (7), and (8) are valid. 
3.5.17 LEMMA: (6) holds. 
2; we must show that 
Proof: First, let x E x~+2n+I" Then x is pa+2n+I' so we can write x = 
A u B, where A is P a+ 2n, and B is complete. Put C \B = U~=O Ki , where 
Ki is compact, and let Li = Ki \X; then Li is closed in C \X, and C \X 
= u:=O Li. Since Ki n X is a closed subset of A, Ki n X is Pa+2n, and 
hence Li is Pa+2n+I' by lemma 3.5.6. We will show that Li is nowhere 
dense in C \X, and that Li does not contain any closed subsets belonging 
D 
to X2 Then we will construct closed nowhere dense subsets A of C\X 
a+2n" i 
such that Li c Ai E x~+2n+I; since IX~+2n+ll = by hypothesis (4), it 
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then follows from theorem 3.2.4 that C \X"" Qx Y for Y E X~+2n+l" 
Now let U be a non-empty clopen subset of C, and suppose that U\X is 
p 2 • a+ n 
Case I: n = 0. Since U n X is nowhere Pa, U\X is nowhere P8 for each B 
< a, so U\X E x2. 
a 
Case 2: n > 0. Since U n X is nowhere Pa+2n' U\X is nowhere Pa+2n-I by 
lemma 3.5.6. Let V be a non-empty clopen subset of U. Since V n X is 
not Pa+2n-I' we can apply hypothesis (8) to obtain a closed subset of V\X 
which belongs to X2 2 1 ; hence U\X E X2+2 • a+ n- a n 
So in both cases, if U\X is Pa+2n' then U\X E X~+2n. But then by hypothe-
sis (3), Un X E X~+2n+l is a non-empty clopen subset of X containing no 
closed subset belonging to X~+2n' contradicting X E X~+2n+I; hence C\X 
is nowhere Pa+2n. From this it follows that if U\X were Pa+2n+I' say 
U\X = G u H, where G is Pa+2n' and H is complete, then H would be a 
dense complete subset of U\X, so U n X would be first category, contradic-
ting lemma 3.5.8 since U n X E X~+2n+l" Thus, C \X is nowhere Pa+2n+l' and, 
in particular, each L. is nowhere dense in C \X • 
1 
If B is a closed subset of Li belonging to x~+2n' then B\B € x~+2n+l 
by hypothesis (3), hence B\B is not Pa+2n; but on the other hand, B\B = 
B n X c Ki n X c A is a closed subset of A, and A is Pa+2n' hence B\B 
is Pa+2n by lemma 3.5.1. Thus, no closed subset of Li belongs to X~+2n. 
Fix i < w, and let V be a disjoint covering of (C \X) \Li by clopen sub-
sets of C \X such that for each D E V, diam(D) < d(D,Li). Since C \X is 
nowhere Pa+2n' it follows from hypothesis (5) that each D E V contains a 
closed subset E(D) E X~+2n+l" Then 
is closed in C \X and P a+2n+ 1, hence nowhere dense in C \X. Clearly, Ai 
contains no closed subsets belonging to X2 and since each open subset 
a+2n' 
of A. 
1 intersects some E(D), Ai is nowhere Pa+2n; hence Ai E X~+2n+l" 
This proves the first part of the lemma. 
Conversely, assume that 
where each A. E X1 
1 a+2n+l 
C\X"" QxY for YE X~+2n+l' say C\X = U~=O Ai' 
is a closed nowhere dense subset of C \X. Then 
x = u~=o (Ai \Ai) u c \ cu~=o Ai). 
By hypothesis (3), A.\A. € X2+2 'hence x 
1 1 a n 
is Pa+2n+l by corollary 3.5.5; and since 
is strongly a-P 2 u complete a+ n 
U~=O(Ai\Ai) is dense in x, 
every non-empty clopen subset of X contains a closed subset belonging to 
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x:+2n. It remains to be shown that X is nowhere P · so let U be a non-~ a+2n' 
empty clopen subset of C. 
Case I: n = 0. Suppose that u n X is PS for some s < a.; then U\X is 
p for some y < a, hence for each i, A. n (U\X) is p • Since A. n (U\X) y l. y l. 
1' 0 for some i, this contradicts the fact that A. is nowhere P for each 
l. y 
y < a; hence U n X is nowhere PS for each 
then it would be first category, hence U\X 
S < a. So if U n X were p ' a 
would be Baire, a contradiction. 
Case 2: n > O. Suppose that Un X is Pa+2n_ 1; then U\X is Pa+2n by 
lemma 3.5.6, and hence Ai n (U\X) is Pa+2n for each i. Since some Ai n 
(U\X) is non-empty, this contradicts the fact that Ai E x~+2n+I is no-
where Pa+2n; hence Un X is nowhere Pa+2n-I" Again, if Un X were Pa+2n' 
hence strongly a-Pa+2n-I by lemma 3.5.4, then U n X would be first cate-
gory, and as in case I, we obtain a contradiction. 
3.5.18 LEMMA: (7) holds. 
Proof: By hypothesis (4), X~+2n+I .f 0, say YE X~+2n+I" Let X be a dense 
copy of QxY in the Cantor set; then by lemma 3.5.17, C\X E X2 2 I' and a+ n+ 
hence X~+2n+I .f 0. Now assume that x0 ,x1 E X~+2n+I are dense subsets of 
the Cantor set; by lemma 3.5.17, and since IX~+2n+l I = I, we have C \X0 R:! 
c \XI R:! Qx y for some y E x~+2n+I" By theorem 3.2.8, and hypothesis (4)' 
there exists a homeomorphism h: C->- C such that h[C \X0 J = C\X1; hence 
3.5.19: (8) holds. 
D 
D 
Proof: Let P = P and let Z be the unique element of X1 We will a+2n' a+2n+l' 
show that the hypotheses of lemma 3.3.4 are satisfied. By lemma 3.5.1, P is 
closed-hereditary, and P is strongly a-additive by corollary 3.5.5. Let B 
be a Borel subset of a compact space Y which is not P; then by hypothesis 
(5), Y contains a Cantor set K such that K\B E X2 2 and K n B E a+ n X~+2n+I. Then K n B R1 Z, and K\B = u:=O Xi, where Xi is closed in K\B 
and Ps. for some S1• < a (if n = O) , resp. P 2 1 (if n > 0, l. a+ n- applying 
lemma 3.5 .4). Put G = u:=O Xi, then G is a-compact, and G n B = u~ 0 (x.\ ].= l. 
X.) is P (if n = O), resp. strongly a-PN+2n and hence P l. a ~ a+2n (if n > 
0, applying lemma 3.5.6 and corollary 3.5.5). So by lemma 3.3.4, if A is 
a Borel subset of a compact space X which is not Pa+2n u complete, then 
X contains a Cantor set K = K n A such that K n A R:1 Q x Z. Then K\A E 
X~+2n+I by lemma 3.5.17. D 
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We now consider the case m = 2n+2 for some n < w, and i I (recall that 
if m = 0, then we only have the case (a+m,2)); we must show that hypothe-
ses (9), (10), and (II) are true for this n. 
3.5.20 LEMMA: Let Y be the unique element of X~+2n+I; then Q xY is the 
unique eZement of x~+2n+2' up to homeomorphism. 
Proof: We first show that Q x Y € X~+2n+2 • Clearly, Q x Y = U qEQ( {q} x Y) is 
strongly o-Pa+2n+I is Pa+2n+2 by lemma 3.5.4. Note that, since every non-
empty clopen subset of Q x Y contains a closed copy of Y, and since Y is 
not Pa+2n' Qxy is nowhere Pa+2n by lemma 3.5.1. Suppose that UxV is a 
non-empty basic clopen subset of Q >< Y which is P a+2n+ 1; then we can write 
U xv= Au B, where A is Pa+2n' and B is complete. Since U xv is no-
where P a+2n by the preceding remark, B is dense in U x V, contradicting 
the fact that U xv is not Baire; so QxY is nowhere Pa+2n+I' It remains 
to be shown that Qxy contains no closed subset belonging to x~+2n+I; so 
embed Q x Y as a dense subset of the Cantor set, and suppose to the contra-
ry that B € x~+2n+I is closed in QxY. Then by hypothesis (6), B\B R$ QxY, 
so B\B is not Pa+2n+I by the above argument. On the other hand, B\B is 
a closed subset of C \ (Qx Y) , and C \ (Qx Y) € X2 2 I by another applica-a+ n+ 
tion hypothesis (6); so B\B is Pa+2n+I by lemma 3.5.1, and we have the 
required contradiction. 
To show that Q x Y is the only element of X~+2n+2 , it suffices to show that 
if X € X~+2n+2 is a dense subset of C, then C \X € X~+2n+I ; hypothesis 
(6) then yields that XR$QxY. First note that, since X contains no clo-
sed subsets belonging to X~+2n+I' it follows from hypothesis (8) that C\X 
is P a+2n+ 1• Also, since X is nowhere P a+2n+ 1 , C \X is nowhere P a+2n by 
lemma 3.5.6. And if U is clopen in C, then since U n X is not P 
a+2n' 
we can apply hypothesis (2) and obtain a closed subset of U\X belonging 
to X~+2n. D 
3.5.21 LEMMA: (9), (10), a:nd (11) hold. 
Proof: (9) follows from (6) and lemma 3.5.20. If x0 ,x1 € X~+2n+2 
subsets of the Cantor set, then C \X0 ,C\X1 € X~+2n+I' so by (7) 
a homeomorphism h: C-+ C such that h[C\XaJ = C\X1, and hence 
(II) follows from (8) and lemma 3.5.20. 
are dense 
there exists 
Finally, we must show that the hypotheses are satisfied if m = 2n+2 for 
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some n < w, and i 2; i.e. we must show that (I) and (2) hold if n > 0. 
3.5.22 LEMMA: Let n E N, and let Y be the unique element of X2 2 1; et+ n-then Q x y is the unique element of X2 2 , up to homeomorphism. et+ n 
Proof: As in the proof of lemma 3.5.20, it can be shown that Qxy is Pet+2n' 
and nowhere P 2 1 ; and since Y is strongly homogeneous, every non-empty et+ n-
clopen subset of QxY contains a closed copy of Y. Hence, QxY E X~+2n. 
Now suppose that x E x~+2n" Then x is pet+2n' so by lemma 3.5.4, we can 
write X = u:=O Xi' where each Xi is closed in X, and Pet+2n-I' Since X 
is nowhere P 2 1, each X. et+ n- i V be a disjoint covering of 
is nowhere dense in X. Fix i < w, and let 
X\Xi by clopen subsets of X such that 
diam(D) < d(D,X.) for each ]. D E V. Then each D E V contains a closed copy 
E(D) of Y, and as before, it is easily shown that 
is a closed nowhere dense subset of X such that Ai~ Y. Hence, X 
~ Q x Y by theorem 3. 2. 4. 
U':' O A. 1= ]. 
D 
3.5.23 LEMMA: If n > O, then (I) holds. 
Proof: By lemma 3.5.22, IX2 2 I = I. So suppose that et+ n 
dense in C. If Y is the unique element of X2 
et+2n-I 
XO,XI E x~+2n are 
(hypothesis (7)), then 
x0 ~ x 1 ~ QxY by lemma 3.5.22, so by hypothesis (7), we can apply theorem 
3.2.8 to obtain a homeomorphism h: C-+ C such that h[x0J = x 1. D 
3.5.24 LEMMA: If n > O, then (2) holds. 
Proof: Let P = Pet+2n' let Z' be the unique element of X~+2n-l' and let 
Y' be the unique element of Xl 2 . By lemma 3.5.1, P is closed-hereditary, et+ n 
and P is strongly a-additive by corollary 3.5.5. Let B be a Borel subset 
of a compact space Y which is not P. Then by lemma 3.5.6, B is not 
P 2 1, and hence by hypothesis (II), Y contains a Cantor set K such et+ n-
that K\B E X2 2 I and K n B E x 1 • so K\B ~ z I ' and K n B ~ y I a+ n- a+2n' P. Thus, by lemma 3.3.5, if A is a Borel subset of a compact space X 
which is not p 
a+2n' then there exist Cantor sets B. in X, for each ]. 
w, such that K = (U:=O Bi) ~ C, and such that for each i < w, 
(i) B. is nowhere dense in K· ]. 
' (ii) K\A = u':' o(B.\A); i= ]. 
(iii) B0\A ~ Z ~ (Bi+l\Bi)\A. 
is 
i < 
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As in the proof of lennna 3.4.23, we deduce from theorem 3.2.4 that K\A ~ 
Q x z, and hence by lennna 3.5.22, K\A E X2 2 • 
a+ n 
D 
Since the "if" part of theorem 3.5.11 is trivial, we have completed the proof 
of theorems 3.5.9, 3.5.10, and 3.5.11. 
We finish this section with the analogue to theorem 3.4.25, that all spaces 
defined above are topologically different: 
3.5.25 THEOREM: Let S,y E [w,w1), and i,j E {1,2} be such that i = 2 
if lim(S), and j = 2 if lim(y). If (S,i) 1' (y,j), then X~ nX~ = 0. 
i 00 0 -Fu:rthermore, x6 n Un=! n2n (~ 2) - 0, so the spaces defined in this section 
are topologically distinct from those of section 3.4 and Chapter 2. 
Proof: If S 1' y, say S < y, then 
i 
x Ex~ is nowhere PS by corol~ary 3.5.3, 
= 1 j = 2; hence x E xJ con-so X i X6 . If S = y, then i 1' j, say i 
x2 
y-1' 
' i y 
whereas X E x6 does not. The tains a closed subset belonging to 
last statement is clear since each of the spaces defined in this section is 
nowhere P for y < w (corollary 3.5.3). y 
3.6 The main theorem, part I 
D 
The principal purpose of this section is to show that the spaces, which were 
defined and characterized in sections 3.4 and 3.5, together with those of 
Chapter 2, are the only homogeneous zero-dimensional absolute Borel sets of 
ambiguous class 2. 
3.6.J LEMMA: Let X be homogeneous and zero-dimensional. 
(a) If y = -1 or 
where p(i). 
y < w1, i E {1,2}, and X is not P~i), then X is no-
y 
(b) If Y is a strongly homogeneous closed subset of X, then every non-
empty clopen subset of X contains a closed copy of Y. 
Proof:(a) Suppose that U is a non-empty clopen subset of X which is 
Let X E U, and for each y E x, let h : X+X be a homeomorphism such y 
that h. (x) = y. If {U.: j < w} is a countable sub covering of {hy[U]: y J 
X}, then for each n < w, the clopen set V = U \(Uj<n U.) is p(i) by 
00 n n . J y lennna 3. 4. 1 or 3.5.J. Hence x = E& n=O Vn is also p(i). y 
(b) Let U be a non-empty clopen subset of X, x E U, and y E Y. If h: 
X + X is a homeomorphism such that h(y) = x, then h[Y] n U is a non-
p(i). 
y 
y E 
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empty clopen subset of h[Y] F::l Y, so h[Y] n U F::l Y since Y is strongly 
homogeneous. Since h[Y] is closed in X, h[Y] n U is closed in X. D 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this chapter. For each a< w1, 
i E {1,2}, let X(i) denote the unique element Of X(i) (theorems 3.4.13 
a a 
and 3.5.9). 
3.6.2 THEOREM: The topologiaal types of homogeneous zero-dimensional abso-
lute Borel sets of ambiguous a lass 2 are preaisely those of C, C \ {p}, Q, 
QxC, P, the disarete spaaes, and the spaaes X~i), for i E {1,2} and a 
< w1. 
Proof: From the results of Chapter 2, and sections 3.4 and 3.5, it follows 
that all these spaces are homogeneous. So let X be a homogeneous zero-di-
class 2. By theorem 3.1.2, X E 
be minimal in such that 
mensional absolute Borel set of ambiguous 
Dy(~~) for some even y E [l,w1); let a 
a is even and X E Da(~~). 
Case I: a< w. Let < be the ordering on the properties P~j), defined in 
theorem 3.4.24, and let k EN, i E {1,2} be such that P~i) is minimal 
with respect to < such that X is P~i). If X is a-compact or complete, 
then either X is discrete, or X E {C,C\{p},Q,QxC,P}, see the introduc-
tion of this monograph; otherwise, X is nowhere p(j) for each p(j) < p(i) 
m m k (m~-1, j E {1,2}) by lemma 3.6.1, so X E ~i) by theorem 3.4.24. 
Case 2: a ~ w. Then X is P • If a is a limit, then X is P and no-
a a 
where PS for each S <a by lemma 3.6.1, so X EX~. If a is a successor, 
then a= S+2 for some S < w1, and X is PS u s 1 by lemma 3.5.2. First 
suppose that X is not PS u complete; then by lemma 3.6.1, X is nowhere 
(PS u complete). So if X contains no closed subsets belonging to X~+I' 
then x E X1; otherwise, applying lemma 3.6.l(b), we find that x E x2. 
a a 
If on the other hand X is PS u complete, then since X is nowhere PS 
by lemma 3.6.1 and by minimality of a, we have in the same way as above 
that X EX~+) or X EX~+)" 
3.6.3 COROLLARY: There are exaatly w1 homogeneous zero-dimensional abso-
D 
lute Borel sets of ambiguous alass 2. D 
Since there are spaces of arbitrarily high level in our subhierarchy of Ag, 
it is impossible to find a single element of Ag that contains all zero-di-
mensional absolute Borel sets of ambiguous class 2 as a closed subspace. 
Also, "product theorems" similar to 2.1.3, 2.2.4, 2.3.3, 2.4.3, and 2.4.7 
do not hold, i.e. if A is p(i) in C, then it is not necessarily true 
that Ax X (i) RS X (i). For exampy le since S is neither a-compact nor corn-
y y ' 
plete, by theorem 3.3.1 it contains a closed copy of P and a closed copy 
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of Q; so S xS contains a closed copy of Q xP, and thus S xS ;fo S since 
Q xP is not a-compact u complete. 
However, we do have the following theorem. 
3.6.4 THEOREM: Let A be a zero-dimensional space. 
(a) If n E N, i E { 1,2}, and A is P(i), then A can be embedcled as a 
closed subspace of X(i). n 
n 
(b) If a E [w,w1), and A is Pa, then A can be embedded as a closed 
subspace of x2 • 
a 
(c) If a E [w,w1) is a successor, A is Pa, and A does not contain any 
closed copies of X~_ 1 , then A can be embedded as a closed subspace of X~. 
Proof: (a) For each k E N, let Yk be a dense copy of X~i) in {I /k} x C, 
and consider A as a subset of {O} x C. We claim that, as a subset of [0, I] 
x c, 
Indeed, since A is nowhere dense in A, A has the same "nowhere" proper-
ties as X(i), so it suffices to show that A is p(i). Since A is 
strongly a~P(i), this is trivial if n is odd, by c:rollary 3.4.3. If n 
is even, the~ p(i) = p(i~ u complete; so write A= A0 u A1, Yk = Y~ u Yf, 
O n (i)n- 1 oo o 
where A0 ,Yk .are Pn_3 , and A1,Yk are complete. Then A0 u Uk=! Yk is 
strongly a-P~=~ is P~~1 by corollary 3.4.3, and A1 u u;=l Yf = A1 u 
ek=I Yf is complete u complete is complete; so A is ~~=1 u complete is 
p(i). It is clear that A = A n ({O} xC) is closed in A. 
n 2 ~ (b) Define A as above, with Yk a copy of Xa. Again, A is nowhere PS 
for S < a, and if a is a successor, then each non-empty clopen subset of 
A contains a closed copy of X~_ 1 , since it intersects some Yk. If a is 
even, then A is P by corollary 3.5.5, and if a is odd, then P _ 
a a 
P 1 u complete, so since P is strongly a-additive, we can argue as a- a-1 
under (a). Also as in (a), A is closed in A. 
(c) As in (b) , we can show that A is p and nowhere P 1. If B is a a a-
closed copy of x2 
a-1 in A, then B r/- A, so B n Yk ,;, ~ for some k. How-
ever, B n- yk B n ({l/k} xc) is clopen in B, so B n Yk is a closed copy 
of x2 
a-1 in yk' a contradiction. Thus, :A RS x1 a' and A is closed in A. D 
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The aim of van Douwen in constructing T was to give an example of a homo-
geneous absolute Borel set which cannot be given the structure of a topolo-
gical group. We conclude this chapter with the theorem that neither S nor 
T admits a group structure; the proof is taken from van Mill [40]. We do not 
have an answer to the general problem of which of the spaces characterized 
in this chapter can be made into a topological group. 
3.6.5 THEOREM: Suppose that X is the union of a a-compact suhset and a 
complete suhset, and X is neither a-compact nor complete. Then X does 
not admit the structure of a topological group. 
Proof: Write X = A u B, where A is a-compact and B is complete. Since 
X is not complete, by theorem 3.3.1, X contains a closed copy Q of Q. 
If there is a group structure on X, and we let A be the subgroup genera-
ted by A u Q, then A is cr-compac t. Since x is not a-compact, X\A is 
non-empty, say X E X\A. Then the coset xQ R1 Q is closed in X, and con-
tained in X\A c B. But B is complete, a contradiction. D 
3.6.6 COROLLARY: S and T are homogeneous absolute Borel sets that do not 
admit the structure of a topological group. D 
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CHAPTER 4: BOREL SETS OF HIGHER CLASS 
In Chapter 3, we used the hierarchy of small Borel classes in to cha-
racterize all homogeneous zero-dimensional absolute Borel sets of ambiguous 
class 2. However, when extended to classes do for a< w1, this hierarchy 
a 
does not suffice to describe aZZ homogeneous Borel sets in C in a way si-
milar to the results of Chapter 3; in other words, the hierarchy of small 
Borel classes is too coarse to distinguish between all homogeneous zero-di-
mensional absolute Borel sets. Thus, we have to make further refinements in 
our hierarchy. And again, we are so fortunate that a description of such a 
hierarchy is already available: the so-called Wadge hierarchy of Borel sets, 
developed by Wadge in [60] (see Wadge [59] or Moschovakis [43]), suits our 
needs so well that it seems to have been defined just for the purpose of 
characterizing homogeneous zero-dimensional Borel sets. Since the reader is 
not assumed to be familiar with the theory of Wadge classes, we discuss the 
necessary background in section 4.1; among others, we present the interpre-
tation of the Wadge hierarchy in terms of games, which enables one to prove 
very strong results with very little work (modulo a highly non-trivial, but 
well-known result, viz. determinacy of Borel games, Martin [35]). Also, we 
state a theorem of Steel [56], which will serve in many cases to prove that 
there exists at most one zero-dimensional space of a given type. 
In section 4.2, we discuss an inductive construction process of the Wadge 
classes, similar to (but much more complicated than) the usual definition 
of the Borel classes given in 1.10; this construction process is due to 
Louveau [32]. 
Then, in section 4.3, we give a definition of certain classes of topological 
spaces, based on Louveau's description of the Wadge hierarchy of Borel sets; 
we determine which of the classes are non-empty, and, using Steel's theorem, 
we show that the non-empty ones contain exactly one element, up to homeomor-
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phism, and that this space is homogeneous. In section 4.4, we show that every 
homogeneous zero-dimensional absolute Borel set which is not in belongs 
to one of the classes of section 4.3 and hence is topologically characterized 
by the properties describing the class. 
Thus, we have obtained topological characterizations of all homogeneous zero-
dimensional absolute Borel sets; it should be noted that the results of Chap-
ter 3 provided us with internal topological characterizations, but that in 
general, this is not the case for the descriptions in terms of Wadge classes 
obtained in the present chapter. 
Since the results in this chapter are rather abstract, we take a closer look 
at some special Wadge classes in section 4.5; in that section, we also prove 
some more Hurewicz-type theorems, and we partially answer a question of Si-
korski from [54]. 
Finally, in section 4.6, we will exhibit some connections between the results 
of Chapters 2 and 3 and the Wadge hierarchy. 
The main results of this chapter are taken from van Engelen [II]. 
4.1 The Wadge hierarchy of Borel sets 
This section covers the basic notions from game theory; we list the main re-
sults about Wadge games and Wadge classes. A more detailed discussion can 
be found in Moschovakis [43] and Van Wesep [61], or in the unpublished dis-
sertations of Wadge [60] (see also [59]), Steel [55] and Van Wesep [62]; a 
nice presentation of the subject is also given in Martin and Kechris [36]. 
Let X be a space, and let A c xW. The game GX(A) is defined as follows: 
there are two players, I and II, who alternately choose elements of X, in 
this way: 
I Yo Yz /~, / 
II ~y/ ~y ~ I 3 Y5 
In ilie end, we find a point y = (yn)n<w E Xw; I wins if y € A, II wins 
if y i A. Since I and II are assumed to have knowledge of all previous 
moves, these games were called infinite games with perfect information by 
Gale and Stewart [18]. 
A strategy for player I is a function cr assigning an element of X to 
each finite sequence of elements of X 
the strategy cr if for each n > 0, his 
with even length; player 
th 
n move (i.e. Yzn) 
I 
is 
follows 
cr(yo··· 
•• ,y2n_ 1). Thus, a strategy prescribes the moves, depending only on previous 
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moves. Similarly, a strategy for player II is a function T assigning an 
element of 
player II 
If player 
X to each finite sequence of elements of X of odd length; 
follows T if Yzn+I = T(y0 , ••• ,y2n) for all n < w. 
I follows cr and player II follows T in the above game, 
then we write y = cr*T. We say that cr is a winning strategy for player I 
if, for each strategy T of II, O*T E A; T is a winning strategy for 
player II if, for each strategy cr of I, cr*T i A. The game ~(A) is 
determined if either player I or player II has a winning strategy. 
We have the following famous theorem, due to Martin: 
4.1.1 THEOREM (Martin [35]): If A is a Borel subset of Xw, then GX(A) 
is determined. 
Some special cases of this theorem were established earlier by Gale and Ste-
wart [18], Wolfe [63], Davis [6], and Paris [45]. For a discussion of the 
a.:x:iom of determinacy, i.e. the statement (contradictory with the axiom of 
choice) that all games Gw(A) are determined, see Moschovakis [43] and the 
references cited therein. 
We will now describe a slightly different type of game, the Lipschitz game 
G~(A,B), where A,B c Xw. Again, we have two players, I and II, taking 
turns playing points of X, as follows: 
I II 
In the end, I has played a = (a ) , and II has played S = (S ) · 
n n<w n n<w' 
II wins G~(A,B) if and only if (a€ A ~ SE B), otherwise I wins. 
Note that if h: t.'l xxw""' Xw is defined by h(x,y) 2n = xn' h(x,y)Zn+I = Yn 
for each n < w, then II wins G~(A,B) if and only if (a,S) € (A xB) u 
(Xw\A x Xw\B) if and only if h(a,S) € E = h[ (Ax B) u (Xw\A x Xw\B)] if 
and only if II wins GX(Xw\E); in particular, if A and B are Borel sub-
sets of Xw, then G~(A,B) is determined by theorem 4.1.1. 
If player I follows the strategy cr in G~(A,B), and ends up having played 
a against II's S, then we write cr*[S] = a; similarly, if II follows T, 
then we write [a]*T = S. Define f Xw + Xw by f (a) = [a]*T, and g : 
T T 0 
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Xw + -2fl by g (a) = o*[aJ. If X is discrete, then since an initial segment 
0 
of f (a), resp. g (a), only depends upon an initial segment of a, resp. a, 
1: 0 
both fi: and g0 are continuous. Furthermore, we have 
i: is a winning strategy for player II if and only if (Va: a € A ~ [a]*i: 
€ B) if and only if (Va: a € A ~ fi:(a) € B) if and only if A= f~ 1 [BJ; 
and 
a is a winning strategy for player I if and only if (Va: O*[aJ i A ~ a 
€ B) if and only if (Va: g0 (a) i A ~ a € B) if and only if B = g~ 1 Cxw\AJ. 
Thus we have proved: if X is discrete, and A,B are Borel subsets of -Jfl, 
then either there is a continuous f: Xw + Xw such that A= f- 1[B] or 
W W -1 w there is a continuous g: X + X such that B = g [X \A]. The case X = w 
is the so-called ''Wadge lemma". 
Remark: One might wonder, whether the existence of a continuous f: -2fl + Xw 
satisfying A = f- 1[B], where X is discrete, yields a winning strategy i: 
for II in the game G~(A,B). This is not the case. However, the mapping 
fi: defined above has the special property that an initial segment of length 
n of fi:(a) is determined by an initial segment of length n of a. In 
other words, if Xw is given the Baire space metric p(a,a) l/(min{k: 
a(k) ; a(k)} + 1) if a; a, then f satisfies the Lipschitz condition 
1: 
p(f (a),f (a)) => p(a,a) (whence the name Lipsahitz 
1: 1: 
game). It is not hard to 
p(f(a),f(a)) => p(a,a) for show that each f: Xw + Xw with A= f- 1[B] and 
all a,a € -2fl is some fi:' where i: is a winning strategy for II in the 
x game Gi.(A,B). 
If f is just continuous, then in order to determine an initial segment of 
length n of f(a) we might need a much longer initial segment of a. In 
terms of games, player II might have to know more than n moves of player 
I b f b . bl 1 h" th h h . d . d d e ore eing a e top ay ~s n move sue t at he wins. An in ee , 
it can be shown that the existence of a continuous f: Xw + Xw with A = 
f- 1[B] is equivalent to II having a winning strategy in the Wadge game 
GX(A,B), which is played just as the Lipschitz game, granting however player 
w 
II the possibility of passing. 
If X = 2 = {O,I}, then we write 
"A= f- 1[B] for some continuous 
A => B (A is Wadge-!'eduaibZe to B) 
w 
f: Xw + Xw". So we have: 
for 
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4.1.2 THEOREM (Wadge [59]): If A,B are Borel subsets of 200, then either 
A s B or B s 200 \A. 
w w 
The reader should realize that here it is important to consider subsets of 
a partiaular copy of the Cantor set, and not the topological type; the re-
lation As B 
w 
is not the same as "for certain embeddings A,B of A,B 
in certain Cantor sets c0 ,c1, we have a continuous mapping g: c0 + c1 
such that A= g-l[B]". For example, if B = 200 , then 200 itself is the on-
ly copy A of the Cantor set for which A s B (see also theorems 4.6.6 and 
w 
4.6.8). This is the reason that, to avoid inacauracies, IN THIS CHAPTER WE 
USE 200 AS THE CANTOR SET. 
We will now show how the relation s gives rise to a refinement of the Bo-
w 
rel hierarchy in 200 • It will be convenient to have available the following 
notions: 
4.1.3 DEFINITION: Let x be a space, and r c P(X). 
(a) ¥ = {X\A: A E r} is the dua.l class of r; A(r) = r n ¥ is the cmibiguous 
class associated with r. 
(b) r is self-dua.l if r = ¥ (= A(r)). 
(c) r is continuously closed if for each A € r, and each continuous f: X 
+ X, also f- l [A] € r. 
4.1.4 DEFINITION:(a) As B if and only if both As B and B s A. 
w w w 
(b) A < B if and only if A s B but B t A. 
w w w 
4.1.5 LEMMA: Let A and B be Borel subsets of 200 • 
(a) If A < B, then A < 200 \B. 
w w 
(b) Either A < B, or B < A, or A= B, or 200\A a B. 
w w w w 
Proof:(a) Since B t A, As 200\B by theorem 4.1.2. If 
w w 
B s 200\A s 200 \B s A, a contradiction. 
w w w 
(b) By theorem 4.1.2, either As B or 
w 
B s 200 \A. 
w 
Case 1: As B. Then either 
w B sw A, whence A =w B; or 
< B. 
w 
Case 2: B s 200\A. Then either 200\A s B, whence 200\A s 
w w 
whence B < 200 \A, and hence B < A by (a). w w 
200\B A h sw , t en 
B t A, whence A 
w 
B• or 200\A t B, 
w ' w 
0 
The =w-equivalence classes are called Wad!]e degrees. Since we want to con-
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struct a hierarchy, we prefer classes that are "closed downwards", i.e. con-
tinuously closed; these classes are called Wadge classes: 
4.1.6 DEFINITION: (a) If A is a subset of 2w, then the Wadge class of A 
is [A] {B c 2w: B s A}. 
w 
(b) If A is a Borel subset of 2w, then [A] is called a Borel Wad{Je class. 
Note that a Borel Wadge class consists exclusively of Borel sets. 
By the discussion following theorem 4.1.2, it is not always true that if B 
€ [A] and B R:I B, then B € [A]. 
4.1.7 DEFINITION: The Wad{Je ordering < on dual pairs {r,¥} of Wad{Je 
classes is defined by {r0 ,¥0 l < {r 1,¥1l if and only if r 0 ~ r 1• 
Since [A] ~ [BJ if and only if 
that for Borel Wadge classes, if 
7 ¥1, hence ¥0 7 ¥1 and ¥0 7 
ro < rl for ro 7 rt' etc •• 
A <w B, it follows from lemma 4.l.5(a) 
{r0,¥0} < {rl,¥1}' then ro 7 rl and ro 
r 1• We will often abuse notation and write 
A translation of lemma 4.l.5(b) into Wadge classes yields: 
4.1.8 LEMMA: < is a linear ordering on the pairs of Borel Wad{Je classes. D 
In fact, we have the following theorem, whose proof is beyond the scope of 
this section. 
4.1.9 THEOREM (Wadge [59]): < well-orders the pairs of Borel Wadge classes. 
The analogues of the above results for fJ) fJ) instead of 21Jl were all esta-
blished by Wadge in his thesis [60]; theorem 4.1.9, for ww, was announced 
by Wadge [59] in the 1972 Notices of the AMS, under the assumption of Borel 
determinacy (which was only proved in 1975). Martin has shown that the axiom 
of determinacy implies that < well-orders all Wadge classes (for a proof, 
see Martin and Kechris [36], Moschovakis [43], or Van Wesep [61]). 
Remark: The reason that we have presented the above discussion for 2w rather 
than ww is, that for our characterization of homogeneous Borel sets, we 
heavily rely on the theorem of Steel, which will be stated at the end of this 
section; this theorem deals with classes of subsets of 2w, not of fJ) fJ) • 
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For ww, Van Wesep [61] has shown that the pattern of the Borel Wadge classes 
is as follows: the first element is {{~},{ww}}; a successor is self-dual if 
and only if its predecessor is not; at limit stages of cofinality w stands 
a self-dual class, and at limit stages of cofinality w1 a non-self-dual 
pair. Furthermore, the predecessor of the non-self-dual pair {r,¥} is 
A(r). Thus we have: 
{ww} 
* 
* * 
* 
-------- A(r) 
r * * ¥ 
level w -------- * 
* * 
* 
level w1 
* * 
* * 
* 
* * 
As we shall see in section 4.2, the only difference between the situation 
for ww and that for 2w is that in the Borel Wadge ordering on 2w, the 
limit stages of cofinality w are occupied by non-self-dual pairs. 
Remark: Wadge [59] has proved that. the order-type of the Wadge ordering on 
pairs of Borel Wadge classes in ww is E~ 1 , where for each pair of ordinals 
y,µ we define Eµ as follows: y 
(I) E~ is the yth E-number (o is an E-number if 
Rubin [48] or Sierpifiski [53]) 
(2) for µ > 0 Eµ 
' y 
is the yth ordinal number o 
= 0 for all v < µ. 
0 
w o, see 
such that 
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The cardinality of £~ 1 is w1. In section 4.2, we will see that the order-
type of the Borel Wadge ordering on 2w is £~1 as well. 
Remark: The fact that the Wadge hierarchy really refines the Borel hierarchy 
can be easily deduced from the observation that if r is a continuously 
closed class of Borel sets, and A E r\r, then r = [A]. Indeed, clearly 
[A] c r· and if B E r, then by theorem 4.1.2 we have either B ~ A or A 
' 
w 
< 2w\B. However, since 2w\B E r, and since r is continuously closed if 
-w 
r is, A ~w 2w\B would imply that A E r, a contradiction; so B E [A]. 
Since Borel sets of exact class a exist for each a < w1 (see also section 
4.5), this implies that each ~o and each no is a Wadge class. 
a a 
The same method can be used to prove that in fact the Wadge hierarchy of Bo-
rel sets refines the hierarchy of small Borel classes Da(~~). 
The last part of this section is devoted to a theorem of Steel [56]. Let Q. i 
= {x E 2w: 3mVn~m: xn = i}, for i E {O,I}; then Q0 ~Q~ Q1. If x i Q0 u 
Q1, then x consists of blocks of zeros separated by blocks of ones; define 
$: 2w\(Q0 u Q1) + 2w by $(x)n 0 if the nth block of zeros in x has 
even length, $(x)n = otherwise (we start counting with the Oth block). 
Note that $ is continuous. 
4.1.10 DEFINITION:(a) A class r c P(2w) is reasonably closed if r is con-
tinuously closed, and $- 1[AJ u Q0 E r for each A E r. 
(b) A subset A of 2w is everywhere properly r if for each non-empty open 
subset u of 2w, we have u n A E r\r. 
Note that in (b), if 0 Er, then A is dense in 2w. 
We are now ready to state Steel's theorem (in fact, a special case of it). 
4.1.11 THEOREM (Steel [56]): If r is a reasonably closed class of Borel 
subsets of 2w, and A,B c 2w are everywhere properly r and either both 
first category or both Baire, then h[A] = B for some autohomeomorphism h 
of 2w. 
In sections 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6, it will be made clear to what kind of classes 
Steel's theorem can be applied. 
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4.2 An inductive description of the Borel Wadge classes 
This section is devoted to a discussion of part of Louveau's paper [32]; in 
that part of his paper, Louveau provides an inductive definition of the Bo-
rel Wadge classes in ww. Since we want to work inside the Cantor set 
we briefly indicate what changes are to be made in order to obtain analogous 
results for 2w. Finally, using this description of the Borel Wadge classes, 
we prove some closure properties of these classes, which will be used in 
sections 4.3 and 4.4. 
Unfortunately, the inductive defintion is rather complicated, and we need 
many new notions; all are taken from Louveau [32], except that we define 
them for 2W instead of ww. 
One of the operations we use is the difference operation, which was defined 
in definition 3.1.1. However, since we will need results about the Wadge 
hierarchy, and since Wadge classes are not defined for arbitrary spaces, it 
is not convenient to consider arbitrary classes D~(L~), or the absolute 
class Dn(L~): we have to work with D~w(L~). To simplify notation, therefore, 
IN THIS CHAPTER, Dn(L~) DENOTES D~w(L~) 
Similarly, all the other operations will only be explicitly defined for 2w. 
4.2.1 DEFINITION: Let 
(a) A E Sep(Dn(L~),r) 
r, r' c P(2w), and let 
if and only if 
for some 
(b) A E 
A= (Aon C) u (Al\C) 
c E Dn(Lg), Aa E ¥, and A1 E r. 
Bisep(Dn(Lg),r,r') if and only if 
A= (Ao n Co) u (Al n Cl) u B\(Co u Cl) 
for some disjoint 
(c) A € SU(Lg,r) 
c0,c 1 E Dn(Lg), and some 
if and only if 
A = u00 0 (A n c ) n= n n 
for some collection {C : n < w} of pairwise disjoint LO-sets in 2w, and 
n s 
some family {A : n < w} of elements of r. 
n 
The set u:=o en is called the envelop of A. If the envelop of A is all 
of 2w (i.e. {Cn: n < w} partitions 2w), then we write A E PU(Lg,r). 
(d) A E SDn(<Lg,su(Lg,r) >,r') if and only if 
A= us<n(As\(US<s cs)) u B\(Us<n cs) 
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for some inareasing sequenaes ,,<Al;: l; < n) of elements of SU(l:~,r), and 
( cl;: l; < n ) of l:~-sets in 2w suah that Al; c cl; c Al;+ 1 and cl; is the 
envelop of Al;, and some BE r'. 
In (b) and (d), we always omit r' if r' = {~}. 
To simplify the exposition, if we write e.g. "A E Sep(Dn (l:~) ,r), say A = 
(A0 n C) u (A1\C)", then it is tacitly understood that the sets Aa• A1, and 
C are chosen as required by the above definition. 
Louveau now selects a certain subset D of (w1)w, its elements being called 
desariptions, and for each u E D, he defines a non-self-dual Borel Wadge 
alass ru' according to the following inductive definition (where sometimes 
v E (w1)w is considered as a pair (v0 ,v1 ) or a sequence (vn: n < w) of 
elements of (w1)w; Q E (w1)w has all coordinates O): 
4.2.2 DEFINITION:(a) Q ED, ro = {~}. 
(b) If u = F;-1-n-Q, where C?:. I, n ?:. I, then u E D, and ru = Dn (l:~). 
(c) If u = F;-2-n-u*, where F; ?:. I, n ?:. I, u* E D, and u*(O) > F;, then u 
ED, and r = Sep(D (l:g),r ). 
U n ~ U* 
(d) If u= F;-rn-<uo,ul),where F;?:. I, n?:. I, uO,ul ED, uo(O) > F;, ul(O) 
?:. F; or ul = Q, and ru1 < ruo' then u ED, and ru = Bisep(Dn(l:~),ruo•ru1>· 
(e) If u = F;-4-(un: n < w),where F;?:. I, eaah un ED, run< run+! for 
eaah n, (un(O): n < w) is non-deareasing, and sup u (0) > F;, then u 
n<w n 
- 0 co ED, and ru - SU(l:F;,Un=O run). 
(f) If u = f;"':S_n_( u0 , u1 ) , where 
= 4, u 1 (O) ?:. F; or u 1 = Q_, and 
ruo>.ru1>· 
F; ?:. I, n ?:. 2, u0, u1 E D, u0 (O) 
rut < ruo' then u E D, and ru 
F;, u0 (t) 
SDn (( l:~, 
Note that in part (f), 
= SU(l:~,r) for some 
since u0 (0) = F; and u0 (t) = 4, we have that ruo 
r, so that r is well-defined (definition 4.2.l(d)). 
u 
Remark: The restrictions that we put on (un: n < w) in case u = F;-4-(un: 
n < w) E D are slightly different from those in Louveau [32], definition 
1.2(e); it can be seen that the definition in Louveau does not yield the de-
sired results. For example, if ru0 = Sep(l:~,l:~), run= l:~+I for n EN, 
and u = 1-4-(u : n < w), then u would be a description for Louveau; how-
n 
ever, ru 
(see lennna 
0 co - 0 SU(l:1,Un=O run) - SU(l: 1,ru0) = ruo by Louveau [32], lennna 1.4 
ll(a) of this section). This contradicts Louveau's own lennna t.23. 
Remark: If we put DO= {_Q) U {s_l_n-Q_: s,n E [l,w1)} c 
{u E (w1)w: u is defined as in 4.2.2(c)-(f), with u*, 
n < w) elements of D }, and D0 = U 0 D if Cl µ et<µ Cl lim(S), 
w (w1) ' Da+I = Da u 
u0 , u 1, and (un: 
then D = D 
w1 
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Furthermore, since we have increasing sequences n < w) in 4.2.2(e), 
each set {r : 
u 
U E D } 
Cl 
has cardinality u E D} I = w1. 
For each description u, the type t(u) E {0,1,2,3} of u is defined (in-
ductively) as follows: 
4.2.3 DEFINITION: Let u be a description. 
(a) If u = Q_, then t(u) = O. 
(b) If u = c1-n-Q_, then t(u) if n is a successor, 
and t(u) 2 if 
(c) If u(I) = 2, then t(u) = 3. 
n is a limit. 
(d) If u = s-rn-( u0 ,u 1 ), then t(u) 
t(u) 2 
if 
if 
u 1 = Q and n is a successor, 
u 1 = Q and n is a limit, 
and 
(e) If u(I) = 4, then t(u) = 2. 
t(u) 
t(u) 
(f) If u = cs-n-( u0 ,u1), then t(u) 
t(u) 
and t(u) 
t(u1) 
3 if 
if u 1 (O) = s, 
ul (0) > s. 
ul = Q_, 
if u 1 (O) 
u 1 (0) > s. 
s. 
For the meaning of the type of a description u in relation with the ordinal 
v 
of {ru,ru} in the Wadge well-ordering, see Louveau [32]. 
4. 2. 4 DEFINITION: If u is a description of type I, then we associate a 
description u with u, as follows: 
(a) If u = c1-n-Q_, say n = n0+1, then u = Q if n0 = O, 
(b) If u = s-rn-( uo,Q>. say 
(c) If u = s;rn-( uo 'ul ) • and 
(d) If u = cs-n-( u0 ,u 1 ). then 
n 
and u = s-1-no-2. otherwise. 
-
n0+1, then u u0 if n0 = o, 
and u s-2-no-uo otherwise. 
t (u1) = I, then u s-rn-( u0 , u 1 ). 
u = s-s-n-( u0 ,u1 ). 
Parts (c) and (d) are in fact induction steps. Note that in all cases, either 
u = 0 or u(O) ~ s, and ru c ru' so that in (c) and (d), we have ru1 < 
fuo• and u1 = 0 or u1(0) ~ s; hence, u is well-defined in (c) and (d). 
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The main result in the first part of Louveau's paper is, that the Borel 
Wadge classes in w w are exactly 
I, and t(u) E: 
{1,2}}, 
where we let rt denote the classes 
u 
r defined in 
u 
w 
w instead of 
Using the fact that the Wadge-ordering well-orders the Wadge classes, it is 
not hard to deduce the above from the following statements: 
(A) If u(O) = 1 and 
r in w such that w 
(B) If u(O) = 1 and 
t 
w} qwmce (fllu: n < 
Borel Wadge class r 
(C) If u(O) > 1 or 
quence t ( fua: a < w1} 
t(u) = I, then A(rt) is the unique Borel Wadge class 
u 
r!<r<rt. 
u u 
t(u) = 2, then there exists a strictly increasing se-
of described classes such that A(ft) is the unique 
w t t u in w such that rllu < r < ru for aU n < w. 
t(u) = 3, then there exists a strictly increasing se-
of described classes such that A(f:) U{r~0 : a < w1}. 
The statement (C) is proved in Louveau's lemmas 1.14, 1.19, 1.24, 1.25, and 
1.28; analyzing the proofs of these lemmas, it can be seen that they go 
through for the Cantor set, and thus we find that statement (C) holds for 
the Cantor set as well. 
Statements (A) and (B) are deduced by Louveau from his lemmas l.ll(b) and 
l.23(b), respectively (note: the last one, as well as 1.23(a), is stated in-
correctly: for U{ r u,: u' E: Qu}, read U{ r Su (n) : n < w}); he appeals to "the 
game theoretical characterization of the Wadge ordering", but does not give 
any details. Since it is for (B) that the situation in the Cantor set is go-
ing to be different, we will give the correct statement of the lemma l.23(b) 
of Louveau, show how to prove (B) from it, and then indicate what has to be 
changed in order to describe the situation for the Cantor set; this will al-
so give the reader an impression of how to work with the original definition 
of the Wadge classes. The deduction of (A) from Louveau's lemma 1.ll(b) is 
similar, and both this lemma and this deduction go through for the Cantor 
set. 
4.2.5 LEMMA ([32], lemma l.23(b)): Let u be a description with u(O) = 1 
d () h t o"" t an tu = 2. Ten A(fu) = PU(~ 1 ,un=O run) for some strictly increasing 
t 
sequence ( run: n < w} of described classes. 
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Remark: This leDD11a also holds for the Cantor set (so without the t), with 
the same proof. 
t Proof of (B): Let ( r Un: n < w) be as in the lenmla. Since this sequence is 
strictly increasing, we may assume that {{0},{ww}} < r~0 , and hence if r~n 
[En]' then 0 #En# ww, for each n < w. Fix n < w, and put Bn = {nAx: 
x E En}. Define w0 : ww + ww by ~0 (x) = nAx; then En= w01[Bn]' so En 
sw Bn. Also, define ~ 1 : ww + ww by ~ 1 (nAx) = x, ~ 1 (mAx) =pi En if m 
# n; then B = ~-1 1 [E ], so Bn sw En' whence B = E and rt = [B ]. n n n w n Un n 
oo I co t Put B = Un=O Bn, and r Un=O run· 
CLAIM: [BJ= PU(L~,r'). 
w w -I t Indeed, if f: w + w is continuous, then f [Bn] E run for each 
n < w, so if we put U = {nAx: x E ww}, then f-l[B] = U00 (f- 1[u ] 
n ~o n 
n rl[Bn]) EPU(L~,r'), i.e. [BJ c PU(L~,r'). 
Conversely, let A E PU(L01,r'), say A= UCO o<A n c ), where {C : n= n n n 
n < w} partitions ww. For each n < w, let k(n) < w be such that 
t w w -I[ ] An E ruk(n)' and let fn: w + w be continuous such that fn Bk(n) 
=An; since Bk(n)oo~ Un' we may assume th~~ fn(x) 0 k(n) for each 
x E ww. Put f = u o<f IC); then A= f [BJ. For if x EA, say n= n n 
x E Ann Cn' then f(x) = fn(x) E Bk(n) c B; and if f(x) E B, say 
f(x) E Bk, then x E en for some n < w with k(n) = k, and thus 
-I -I 
x E f [Bk( )] n c = f [Bk( )J n c =A n c c A. n n n n n n n 
Thus, we have shown that A(rt) is a Wadge class, and clearly rt < A(rt) t t U Un U 
< ru, since ru is non-self-dual. 
To complete the proof of (B), note that if r is a Borel Wadge class such 
that rt < r <rt for all n, then r c A(rt), and also ~{rtu) = PU(L01,r) n u u 
c PU(L~,r). Now if r = [E], and A= u:=O(An n Cn) E PU(L~,r), where {Cn: 
n < w} partitions ww, and each An E r, then taking gn: ww + ww such that 
A = g- 1[E], and defining g: ww + ww by g = Uco 0 (g IC), we see that A 
n -I n t A(rt) n= n n 
= g [EJ E r, so A(r ) c r; Thus, ~ r. 
u u D 
It is iDD11ediately clear that the above proof cannot be copied for the Cantor 
set; indeed, being compact, 2w cannot be partitioned into infinitely many 
non-empty open sets. 
So let ( r Un: n < w) be the strictly increasing sequence of described clas-
ses obtained from the analogue to lenmla 4.2.5 for 2w. Then each A E A(ru) 
- 0 00 
- PU(L 1,un=O rlln) can be written as Un<k(An n Cn) for some k < w, and 
thus A E PU(L~,rum) for some m < w. So we find that 
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t>(r) 0 co run) 
co PU(L~ ,run) co = PU(Ll ,un=O = u n=O u n=O run' 
co 
the last equality by an argument as in the proof of (B). Clearly, u n=O run 
for if [A] co is not a Wadge class, = u n=O run• then A E rUu for some n, 
and hence [A] c run ~ run+! c [A]. 
So for the Cantor set, we obtain the following theorem as the equivalent of 
statements (A), (B), and (C). 
4. 2. 6 THEOREM: (a) If u(O) = I and t(u) = I, then li(r) is the unique 
BoPel Wadge class r such that r- < r < r u u 
(b) If u(O) = I and t(u) = 2, then thePe exists a stPictly incPeasing se-
quence (run: n < W} of ckscPibed classes such that 
co 
t>(ru) = Un=O run· 
(c) If u(O) > I OP t(u) = 3, then thePe exists a stPictly incpeasing se-
quence ( ruC/.: Cl. < w1} of descPibed classes such that A(ru) = U{rua.: a. < w1}. 
From this, we easily obtain: 
4.2. 7 THEOREM: The co Uection of BoPe l Wadge classes in 2w is {r : u u E D} 
u {~ : 
u 
U E D} u {li(r): u E D, u(O) = I, and t(u) = I}. 
Thus, if we compare the pattern of the Borel Wadge classes in 2W with that 
of ww as described in the first remark following theorem 4.1.9, then we 
see that the only difference is that in the Borel Wadge ordering on 2w, the 
limit stages of cofinality w are occupied by non-self-dual pairs. Indeed, 
statement (A) and theorem 4.2.6(a) are similar, and so are statement (C) and 
theorem 4.2.6(c); since they cover the successor case and the cofinality w1 
case, respectively no difference occurs at those levels. Theorem 4.2.6(b) 
says that the would-be self-dual class t>(ru) at a limit stage of cofinali-
ty w is not a Wadge class, and hence its place is occupied by the non-self-
v dual pair {r ,r }. 
u u 
Remark: Since removing the ordinals of cofinality w from a limit ordinal 
does not change the order-type, the order-type of the Borel Wadge oredering 
on 2w is still E~ 1 (see the second remark following theorem 4.1.9). 
We now derive some properties of the classes defined in definition 4.2.2. 
We start with a theorem concerning the classes Da.(L~). It is used extensive-
ly in Louveau's paper, but no proof seems to be available in the literature. 
Since we need this result for lemma 4.2.15, we include a proof here; it was 
suggested to us by A. Louveau. 
Recall the definition of the reduction property from I.II. 
4.2.8 THEOREM: For each a,~ E [l,w1), the reduction property hoZds for 
Da(~p. 
Before proving the theorem, we state two lemmas: 
4.2.9 LEMMA: If AO c A1, BO c BI are ~ 0-sets ~ in 2w , then there exist 
~ 0-sets ~ Aj,Bj such that AO c Aj c Al' BO c Bj c B1, and Aj \Ao, Bi \Bo 
reduce Al \AO,BI \BO. 
Proof: Let A1,B 1 reduce A1,B 1 (see I.II), and put Aj 
A1, and B j B0 u (B 1 n A0) u B 1. 
4.2.10 LEMMA: Let A0 c A1 be ~~-sets in 2w, and Zet BE Dn(~~) for 
some n E N. Then (A1 \A0) \B = Dm ((Ck: k < m }) for some even m E N, and 
some increasing sequence (ck: k < m} of ~~-sets in 2w such that c0 = 
A0 and ck-I= A1• 
Proof: Clearly, it suffices to prove the lemma for n = 2. So let B0 c B1 
be ~~-sets in 2w; then (A1\A0)\(B 1\B0) = (A1 n B0)\A0 u A1\(A0 u B1) = 
(Ao u (Al n Bo))\Ao u Al\(AI n (Ao u BI)). So take co= Ao, cl Ao u (Al 
n Bo), c2 Al n (Ao u BI), and C3 =Al; then (A1\Aa)\(Bl\Bo) D4({~: 
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D 
k < 4 }) • D 
Proof of theorem 4.2.8: Let A,B E Da(~~), say A= Da({As: s <a)), B 
Da((Bs: s <a}) for certain increasing sequences (As: s <a}, (Bs: s <a} 
of ~ 0-sets in 2w. ~ 
Case I: a= n EN is even. This is easily proved by successive applications 
of lelIHlla 4.2.9. 
Case 2: a = n E N is odd. By case I, we can reduce Dn-I ((~+I: k < n-1 }) , 
Dn_ 1((Bk+l: k < n-1}) by A= Dn-l((~+I: k < n-1}), B = Dn_ 1((Bk+I: k < n-1}). 
By the reduction property for ~~-sets, let A0,B0 reduce A0 ,B0; for 0 < 
m < n, put A~ = Am u A0 u B0, B~ = Bm u A0 u B0. Then (A~: m < n}, ( B~: 
m < n} are increasing, and 
A' D ({A': m < n }) AQ u A\CAQ u B0), n m 
B' D ({BI: m < n }) B' u B\(A0 u BO) n m 0 
reduce A,B. 
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Case 3: a = 8+n, where 8 < w1 is a limit, and n < w. We will prove the 
case where a is odd, the other case is similar. 
For even 
be a bijection. Also, put 
A= U{A8 \(U 8 A ):m even ~ +m y< +m y < n} A\(U 8 A), y< y 
B U{B8 \(U 8+ B ):m even < n} B\ U 8 B ). +m y< m y y< y 
For each even i'.; < 8, define 
C' i'.; c1; \ (~ u U{D : y y even < 8, lji(y) <lji(i'.;)}), 
D' Di'.; \(A u U{C : y even < 8, 1jJ( y) ::; 1jJ ( i'.;) } ) • i'.; y 
By lemma 4.2.10, there exist even k(i'.;) ,.l(i'.;) E N, and increasing 
(El;: m < k(i'.;)), (Fi'.;: m < .l(i'.;)} of ~O-sets 
m m s 
C' Dk(i'.;) ((El;: i'.; 
D.l(i'.;) (( F!: D' i'.; 
where furthermore El; 0 
Bi'.;. 
m < k(i'.;) }) ' 
m < f.(1;) }) ' 
in 2w, such that 
sequences 
Fix y < 8 satisfying [y = 0 or lim(y)], and t < w. Then there are 
unique n < w and i < k(y+2n) such that 
t (~m<n k(y+2m)) + i - I 
(note that i ~ I if n = O!). Now put 
A' = Ey+2n 
y+t i ' 
i.e. A' A~+I A' A' A' y y+k(y)-2 y+k(y)-1 y+k(y)+k(y+2)-2 
-
Ey 
I 
Ey 
2 
Ey 
k(y)-1 
Ey+2 
0 
Ey+2 
k(y+2)-1 
-
Ey Ey A Ay+I Ay+2 I 2 y 
Then (A~: i'.; < 8} is an increasing sequence of ~0-sets s ' and 
A' U{C~: i'.; even< 8} = U{A'\(U A'): i'.; even< 8}. 
.., i'.; y<i'.; y 
Similarly, define an increasing sequence (B~: 1; < 8} such that 
B' = U{D~: i'.; even< 8} = U{B'\(U B'): i'.; even< 8} • 
.., i'.; y<i'.; y 
Note that ui'.;<8 A~ = ui'.;<8 Ai'.;, and ui'.;<8 ~~ = ui'.;<8 Bi'.;. Clearly, A' n (B' u B) 
= 0 = B' n (A' u A), and A' u Au B' u B =Au B. 
By lemma 4.2.9, we can reduce A,B by Dn+l((Ek: k < n+l}),Dn+l((Fk: k < 
n+l }) such that E0 = Ui'.;< 8 Ai'.;, FO = Ui'.;< 8 Bi'.;. Hence, if we put 
AS+m =Em+!' BS+m = Fm+l 
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for all m < n, then D ((A': i:; <a)) ,D ((B': i:; <a)) 
a i:; a i:; 
reduce A,B. D 
The other lemmas that we derive in this section are concerned with closure 
properties of the classes ru. We first list some results from Louveau [32] 
that also hold for 2w, with the same proof. 
4.2.11 LEMMA: Let u € D, with u(O) = s. 
(a)([32], lemma 1.4 and its proof) SU(Lg,ru) = ru, and if n < s, then 
SU(LO t ) = t . 
n' u u 
(b)([32], lemma 1.4) r and t are closed under union and intersection 
u u 
with a L\g-set. 
(c)([32], proof of lemma 1.4) If u(I) 4, then r is closed under union 
u 
with a Lg-set. 
(d)([32], lemma 1.26, and proof of lemma 1.4) If t(u) = 3, then ru 
Lg-set and under intersection with a t are closed under union with a u 
set. 
(e)([32], corollary I.6) If u = 
c E Lg and B E ruI such that 
C\A are in Bisep(Dn(Lg),ru0). 
(f)([32], lemma I.II) If t(u) = 
definition 4.2.4. 
Crn~( u0 , uI ) , and A € r u' then there exist 
A = (A n C) u (B\C), and both A n C and 
I, then r 
u 
U as in 
0 00 (g)([32J, lemma 1.23) If t(u) = 2, then ru = SU(Ls,Un=O rUn) for some 
strictly increasing sequence ( run: n < w) of described classes with un (0) 
2 s for all n < w. 
The following lemmas are of a similar nature. We note here that, since the 
homogeneous zero-dimensional absolute Borel sets of ambiguous class 2 were 
characterized in the preceding chapters, it would suffice now to consider 
Wadge classes ru with L\~ c ru in order to obtain the complete picture. 
However, for the discussion in section 4.6, it will be convenient to have 
the results of this section for classes ru containing L\(Dw(Lg)). 
4.2.12 LEMMA: If ~ = L\(D (L2°)) c r, and u(O) 2 2, then r is closed w u u 
under intersection with a ng-set and under union with a Lg-set; hence so 
is t . 
u 
Proof: First note that, by lemma 3.5.I, Dw(L~) is closed under intersection 
with a ng-set; and if A= Dw((Ai:;: i:; < w)) € Dw(L~), and F is a-compact, 
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then A u F = D ({ A' : i;; < w)) , where 
w i;; 
< w. So the lemma holds if r or t 
u u 
AO = A0 , and 
is Dw(L~). 
A' 
i;; As u F if 0 < z;; 
If the lemma is false, then there is a minimal class r 
u 
By lemma 4.2.ll(d), the lemma holds if t(u) = 3, and by 
for which it fails. 
lemma 4.2.ll(b) also 
if u(O) ~ 3; so we have u(O) = 2 and t(u) E {1,2}. 
Case I: t(u) = I. By lemma 4.2.ll(f), r = Bisep(L2°,r-). Suppose that ~ 4 ~~~ u u 
ru; then ru c ~. so ~ c ru = Bisep(L~,ru) c Bisep(L~,~) c SU(L~,Dw(L~)) = 
Dw(L~) by lemma 4.2. ll(a), and hence, since ru is non-self-dual, Dw(L~) E 
{r ,r }, contradicting the above remark. Thus, r-u cl, and from definition u u 
4.2.4 it is easily seen that u(O) ~ 2, since u = 0 would imply r 
u 
D 1 (L~) pl. Since ru Bisep(L~,ru) ~ ru u tu, we have ru < ru' so by mini-
v 
mality of ru' ru and ru have the desribed closure properties. Now let A 
E ru'vsay A= (A0 n c0 ) u (A1 n c 1), where c0 ,c 1 are disjoint L~-sets, 
AO E fu' and Al E fu, If F E 0~, then AO n F E tu' Al n F E fu' so A n F 
= (A0 n F n c0 ) u (A1 n F n c 1) E ru. If GE L~, let c0,cj reduce c0 u G, 
c 1 u G. Then A u G ((A0 u G) n c0) u ((A1 u G) n Cj ) E ru since A0 u G 
E ru' Al u G E ru. 
- 0 00 Case 2: t(u) 2. By lemma 4.2.Il(g), ru - SU(L2,un=O run) for some strict-
ly increasing sequence (rliu: n < w) of described classes with un(O) ~ 2 
for all n < w. If each run c l, then as in case I we obtain a contradiction; 
thus we conclude that ~ c ruk for some k, and hence l c r~ for all m 
~ k. Since um(O) ~ 2 and rlim < ru' each rum with m ~ k 
A = U00 (A 
has the descri-
bed closure properties. Now let A E 
c are pairwise disjoint LO-sets n 2 ' 
r 
u' 
say 
and A 
n 
n=O n n Cn)' where the 
m(n) < w; of E rum~n) for some 
course, we may assume that m(n) ~ k. As in case I, if 
E rlim(n)' so An F u:=o(An n F n en) E ru; and if 
reduces (Cn u G: n < w), then Au G = u:=O((An u G) 
F E II~, then A n F n 
G E L~, and < c*: n n < w) 
n C~) E r D u 
4.2.13 LEMMA: If u(O) ~ 3, or u(O) 2 and t(u) 3, then r is closed 
u 
under union with a II~-set. 
Proof: If the lemma fails, then there is a minimal r for which it does. 
u 
Since the lemma is true if u(O) ~ 3 by lemma 4.2.ll(b), we have u(O) = 2 
and t(u) = 3. Let F E II~. 
2. If A E ru, say A 
r = Sep(D (L2D),r ) for some u* E D with u*(O) > U n U* V 
(A0 n c) u (A1 \C), then A0 u F E r u*, A1 u F E r u* 
Case I: u(I) = 2, so 
by lemma 4.2.ll(b), so A u F = ((Ao u F) n C) u (Al u F)\C E ru. 
Case 2: u(I) = 3, so ru = Bisep(Dn(L~),ru0 ,ru 1 ) for some u0 ,u1 E D with 
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ru1 < rll(J' u0 (0) > 2, and u 1(0) > 2 or (u 1(0) = 2 and t(u 1) = 3). If A 
E ru' say A= (A0 n c0 ) u (A1 n c 1) u B\(c0 u c 1), then A0 u F E fuo• A1 u 
FE ruo by le1Illlla 4.2.ll(b); also, B u FE ru1 by le1Illlla 4.2.ll(b) if ul(O) 
> 2, and by minimality of ru if u1(0) = 2 (note that ru 1 < ruo c ru). 
So Au F = ((Ao u F) n Co) u ((Al u F) n Cl) u (B u F)\(Co u Cl) E ru. 
Case 3: u(I) 5, so ru = SDn((L~,ru0 >,ru 1 ) for some u0 ,u1 E D with ru1 
< rUO, u0 (0) 2, u0 (1) = 4, and u1(0) > 2 or (u 1(0) = 2 and t(u 1) = 3). 
Let A E r , say A = U,.. (A \(U 0 ,.. C0 )) u B\(U C,..). Since 2w\F E L2°, and u s<n I'; µ<s µ l';<n "' 
w 
u0 (0) = 2, by le1Illlla 4.2.ll(a) we have Ar; n (2 \F) E ruo• and it is easily 
verified that we can choose Cl'; n (2w\F) as envelop of Ar; n (2w\F); also 
B u F E ru 1 as in case 2. So 
A u F = ul';<n((AI'; n (2w\F))\US<r;<cs n (2w\F))) u (B u F)\Ul';<n(CI'; n (2w\F)) 
E f , 
u 
4.2.14 COROLLARY: 
= ¥ . 
u 
If u(O) ~ 3, or u(O) 
Proof: If A E SU(L~,tu)' say 
w w co (2 \An)) u 2 \(Un=O Cn). Now 
= ru by lemma 4.2.ll(a), and 
v 4.2.13, whence A E fu, 
2 and t(u) 
D 
3, then 
w co 
2 \A= Un=O(Cn n 
(2w\A )) E SU(L20,r ) 
n u 
2w\A E f by le1Illlla 
u 
D 
For the final lemmas of this section, it will be convenient to introduce the 
following notation: if X c 2w, then ru(X) is the class of all subsets of 
X that are formed by applying the corresponding operations to the correspon-
ding subsets of X. For example, Lg(x) consists of all Lg-sets in X, 
Dn(L~)(X) is the class D~(Lg) of definition 3.1.l(b), Sep(Dn(L~),ru*)(X) 
= Sep(D (Lg)(X),r (X)), etc .• 
n <, U* 
4.2.15 LEMMA: If x c 2W, and Ac X, then A E r u (X) if and only if A 
A n X for some A E r . similarly for ¥ u' u 
Proof: The "if" part is clear (use induction), and it is also elementary to 
show that if the le1Illlla holds for r u, then it also. holds for tu. The "only 
if" is trivial for r = D (Lo)= Lo(2w)· and if A= D ((A: r; < n)) for 
u I E; E; ' n I'; 
some increasing sequence (Ar;: r; < n) of Lg-sets in X, say Ar; BI'; n X, 
where B is Lg in 2w, then A= D ((B': r; < n)) n X, where B' = U B 
r; "' n r; r; y~r; Y 
If the lemma holds for ru*' and A E fu(X), where ru = Sep(Dn(Lg),fu*), 
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say A= (A0 n C) ~ (A1\C), t~en there exist 
E ru* such that c n x = c, A0 n x = A0 , and 
C) u (A1\C) E ru, and An X =A. 
If the lennna holds for fuo and ru1, and A E ru(X), where ru Bisep(Dn(Lg), 
ru0 ,ru1), say A= (A0 n c0) u (A1 n C!) u B\(c0 u c 1), th~n there exist c0 , 
cl E Dn<:g), Ao E ruo~ Al E fuo• and B E ful such that co n x =Co, cl n 
X = c 1, A0 n X = A0 , A1 n X = A1, and B n X =B. By theorem 4.2.8, there are 
c0,ci E Dn(~g) reducing CO,cl. Then A (Ao n Co) u (Al n Cj) u B\(Co u Cj) 
·-
0 00 
E ru' and A n X = A. The case ru = SU(L~,Un=O fun) is proved similarly, 
using the reduction property for infinite sequences of Lg-sets (see I.II). 
Finally, let A E ru(X), where ru = SDn((Lg,ru0 >,ru 1), say A =~Us<n(As\ 
(UB<s CB)) u B\(Us<n~Cs). Let As E ruo• BE ru1 be such that As~ x =As, 
B n X = B, and let Cs be the envelop of As. Put A~ = As u UB<s CB' and 
C~ = u 8~s c 8. By lennna 4.2.ll(c), we have A~ E fuo• and in fact, arguing as 
in the proof of lennna 4.2.12, case 2, it can be shown that we can choose C' s 
A n X as its envelop. Thus, A= U (A'\(U 8 c8')) u B\(U C') E ru' and s<n s <s s<n s 
= A. D 
4.2.16 LEMMA: If ~(Dw(L~)) c ru, and u(O) 2 2, and if B c 2w, A E ru, B 
~A, then BE fu; similarly for f, and hence for ~(f ). u u 
Proof: Let 
in 2W with 
f: A~ B. By Lavrentieff's theorem, there exist 
Ac G, B c H, and a homeomorphism f: G + H 
n°-sets 2 
extending 
G,H 
f. 
Since A E ru' also A E ru(G) by lennna 4.2.15, and hence BE ru(H). Again 
by lennna 4.2.15, there exists BE fu with B n H =B. Since HE TI~, by 
lennna 4.2.12 we have B n HE ru, i.e. BE ru. The proof for ru is analo-
gous. 
4.2.17 LEMMA: If ~(Dw(L~)) c ru, and u(O) 2 2, then ru is reasonably 
closed; similarly for r . u 
D 
Proof: Being a Wadge class, r l.S continuously closed. Let <j>: 2w\(Qo u QI) u 
+ 2w be as in definition 4.1.10, and put p = 2w\(Qo u QI). If A E r u' then 
cp-1 [A] -I clearly E r (P) . Hence for some A E r , we have cp [A] = A n P. 
Since E TI~, -I u lennna 4 . 2. I 2, 
u -I 
p cp [AJ E r by and hence cp [A] U Q0 E r by 
u u 
lennna 4.2.12 since QO E L~· The proof for r is the same. 0 u 
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4.3 Existence of homogeneous Borel sets 
Since we want to describe topological types rather than subsets of 2w, we 
use the following topological properties instead of membership of r or r : 
u u 
4.3.1 DEFINITION: 
(a) X has property 
(b) X has property 
Let 
p 
~u 
u 
u E D, and let x be a zero-dimensional 
if and only if each copy of x in 2W 
if and only if each copy of x in 2W 
space. 
is in r 
u 
is in 't 
u 
Remark: By lemma 4.2.16, if ~(Dw(~g)) c ru' and u(O) ~ 2, then X is Pu 
(resp, ~U) if and only if some copy of X in 2W is in fU (resp. tu). 
4.3.2 DEFINITION: Let U E D, and let x be a zero-dimensional space. 
(a) X E yo if and only if x is Pu, nowhere ~ , and first category. u u 
(b) X E yl if and only if x is Pu, nowhere ~ , and Baire. u u 
(c) X E zo if and only if x is ~ , nowhere Pu, and first category. u ( (d) X E z1 if and only if x is nowhere Pu, and Baire. u u' 
4.3.3 LEMMA: Let U E D, ~(Dw(~g)) c ru, u(O) ~ 2, and Zet x be a zero-
dimensional space. 
(a) X is Pu, nowhere ~ if and only if some copy of x in 2W is every-u 
where properly r . 
u 
(b) x is ~ , nowhere p if and only if some copy of x in 2W is every-
u u v 
where properly r . 
u 
Proof: We prove (a); (b) is similar. Let X be P and nowhere~, and let 
u u 
Y be a dense copy of X in 2w (such a copy exists, since any isolated 
point of X would be in r 
u 
when "embedded" in 
nition, and hence U n Y E ru for each open U 
2w). Then y E ru by defi-
in 2w, by lemma 4.2.ll(b). 
Now let U be any non-empty open subset of 2w, and 
r ; then by the remark following definition 4.3.1, x 
u 
open subset which is ~ , a contradiction. 
u 
suppose that U n Y E 
contains a non-empty 
Conversely, suppose that Y is a copy of X in 2w which is everywhere 
properly fU. Then some copy of X in 2W 
is a non-empty open subset of X which is 
Y for some non-empty open subset V of 
diction. 
is ru, so 
~ , then 
u 
2w, whence 
X is Pu; and if U 
U corresponds to V n 
V n Y E t , a contra-
U 
D 
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We will now show exactly which of the classes yo Y1 zo Z1 with u(O) 2 2 
u'u'u'u' 
and A(Dw(~g)) c ru' are non-empty, and we prove that the non-empty ones con-
tain exactly one topological type, which is homogeneous. 
4.3.4 LEMMA: 
and only if 
Let u E D, A(D (~ 20)) c r , and u(O) 2 2. Then w u 
Z1 f 0, and Y1 f 0 if and only if zo f 0. u u u 
yo f 0 
u if 
Proof: Since A(Dw(~g)) c r u' both r and r contain all compact subsets u u 
of 2w; hence if a subset x of 2W is everywhere properly r or every-
u 
where properly r ' then x is dense and co-dense in 2w. Thus, by 1.12.3, u 
x is first category if and only if 2w\X is Baire. So by lemma 4.3.3, it 
suffices to show that X c 2w is everywhere properly ru if and only if 
2W\X is everywhere properly f ; for then, if YE yo, and Y is a copy of 
u u 
y in 2w which is everywhere properly r ' then 2w\Y E Z1 , etc .• 
u u 
So let x be everywhere properly r . Since x E r ' 2w\X E r ' and hence u u u 
for each open subset U of 2w, we have Un (2w\X) E f by lemma 4.2.ll(b), 
u 
since u(O) 2 2. Now let U be any non-empty open subset of 2w, and suppose 
that v = u n (2w\X) Er . Then 2w\V Er 'and again by lemma 4.2.ll(b), al-
u u 
so u n (2w\V) = u n x E r ' a contradiction. The converse is established in 
u 
a similar way. D 
4.3.5 LEMMA: If A(D (~20)) c r , and u(O) 2 2, then yo and zl are non-w u u u 
empty. 
Proof: By lemma 4.3.4, it suffices to show that 
is non-self-dual, there is a subset Z of 2w 
yo is non-empty. Since 
u 
such that Z E f \f • Let 
u u 
0 = U{U: U is open in Z, and U E f }. 
u 
r 
u 
Then for some 
be open in 
E ru with Un open in 
Un n Z = Un' and let 
{Un:n<w).Then VnnZ= 
u 
n 
with 
Z, we have 
{Vn:n<w) 
V n U n Z 
0 u:=O Un. Let Un 
be open subsets of 
reducing 
vn E ~~. we have 
= ru by 
n n 
v n z E r 
n u 
Vn n Un, and since 
by lemma 4.2.1 l(b). 
lemma 4.2.ll(a). Put Z = Z\0; 
Un E ru, u(O) 2 2, and 
So 0: u:=o(Vn n Z) E 
ru. Since Z = Z\(U:=O Vn)' and 2w\(U:=O Vn) 
by lemma 4.2.ll(b). We claim that no non-empty 
then Z is non-empty since 
SU(~~ ,r) 
z '-
E Il~ c Ag, we have z E ru 
open subset U of Z is in ru. Indeed, if U E ru' then choose U open 
in 2w with u n z = U; then 
U n Z 
ru by lemma 4.2.ll(a), so Un Z c O, contradicting 0 f Uc 
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(U n Z)\O. 
Now let Z' be a densely embedded copy of Z in 2w (which exists since Z 
contains no isolated points), and put Y = 2w\Z'. Also, let Q be a counta-
ble dense subset of 2w, let h: 2w x 2w + 2w be a homeomorphism, and put 
yO = h[Q xY]. 
u 
We claim that yO € yo. 
u u 
First note that Z' € ¥ by lennna 4.2.16, whence Y € r • Hence Q xy = 
u u 
U Q({q} xY n {q} x2w) € SU(~2o,r) = r, and thus u n yO € r for each qE U U U U 
open subset U of 2w, by lemmas 4.2.ll(a) and 4.2.16. Now let U be any 
non-empty open subset of 2w, and suppose that U n Y~ € ¥u. If u0 ,u1 are 
non-empty open subsets of 2w such that h[U0 x u 1 J c U, then also h[U0 x u1 J 
n Y~ € ¥u by lemma 4.2.ll(b), and hence (u0 xu1) n (QxY) = V € ¥u by lem-
ma 4.2.16. Let q € u0 n Q, then ({q} x2w) n V = {q} x (Y n u1) € ¥u by lem-
ma 4.2.ll(b), and hence Y n u1 € ¥u by lemma 4.2.16. But now u1 n 2w\(Y~n 
u1) = u1 n Z' is a non-empty open subset of Z' which is in ru. Hence Z 
also contains such a subspace, and we have a contradiction. So yO is every-
u 
where properly ru, and first category, so yO € yo using lennna 4.3.3. D 
u u 
If we try to prove that zo and Y1 are non-empty by replacing r in 
u u u 
the above argument by ¥u' then we see that we need that SU(~~.¥u) ¥u 
holds; as we shall see in lemma 4.3.7, this is not always the case. However, 
from corollary 4.2.14, we see that the following holds: 
4.3.6 LEMMA: If A(D (~20)) c r , and u(O) ~ 3 or (u(O) w u 2 and t(u) 
3), then zo and Y1 are non-empty. 
u u 
In fact, if 
4.3.7 LEMMA: 
and zo = ~. 
u 
Z 1 € Z 1 then Q x Z 1 € Z O • 
u u' u u 
If A(D <~2°)) c r , u(O) 
w u 
2, and t(u) € {1,2}, then yl 
u 
yl = ~. We will show that 
u 
D 
Proof: By lemma 4.3.4, it suffices to show that 
if X C 2W is everywhere properly rU, then X is first category. First take 
0 <XJ t(u) = 2. By lemma 4.2.ll(g), ru = SU(~2 ,un=O run) for some increasing se-
quence <run: n < w) of described classes with un(O) ~ 2 for all n < w. 
Write X =Um 0 (A n e ), and let e =Um O en, with en€ no. then if A € n= n n n m= m m 1' n 
rUk' also e: n X = e~ n An€ ruk since ~(O) ~ 2 and e: €A~, using 
lemma 4.2.ll(b). If U is non-empty and open in X, say U =Un X, with U 
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open in 2w and if U c Cn n A , then 
' m n 
since ruk < ru' a contradiction. So 
~ n 
u = u n cm n An E rUk; thus u E 
Cn is closed and nowhere dense in 
m 
r 
u 
x, 
oo oo n 
whence X = Un=OUm=O(Cm n X) is first category. If t(u) = 1, then note that 
since A(D (k 20)) c r , we have u(O) ~ w u 2. Since 
by lemma 
4.2.ll(f), we can argue as above. D 
4.3.8 THEOREM: Let 
each of yo yI zo zl 
u' u' u' u 
A(Dw(k~)) c ru, and u(O) ~ 2. Then up to homeomorphism, 
contains at most one space, and if it exists, then this 
space is strongly homogeneous, whence homogeneous. 
Proof: If X,Y E yo, then there are copies X,Y of X,Y, respectively, in 
u 
2w such that X,Y are everywhere properly ru. By lemma 4.2.17, ru is rea-
sonably closed, whence by theorem 4.1.11, there is a homeomorphism h: 2w + 
2w such that h[X] = Y, i.e. X F<l Y. For the other classes, the proof is 
similar. For the second part of the lemma, it now suffices to show that if 
X E yo (resp. yI zo zl) and U is a non-empty clopen subset of X, then 
u u' u' u ' 
u E yo (resp. Y1 zo Z1). Again, we only give the argument for yo. So let 
u u' u' u u 
X be a subset of 2w which is everywhere properly ru' and first category, 
and let U be non-empty and open in X. Embed U as a dense subset A of 
2w; this is possible since U contains no isolated points. Let V be a non-
empty open subset of 2w; then V n A F<l W for some open subset W of U. 
Since u is open in X, so is W, and hence w = w n X for some non-empty 
open subset w of 2w. Since x is everywhere properly r u' we have W E 
r \t 
u' 
and thus v n A E r \t by lemma 4.2.16. So A is everywhere proper-
u u u 
ly ru, hence by theorem 4.3.3, U E yo since u is clearly first category.D u 
Remark: From the proof of lemma 4.3.7 it follows that if 
u(O) = 2, and t(u) E {1,2}, then the unique element of 
in fact characterized by being zero-dimensional, P , and u 
~,and nowhere P ). 
u u 
Finally, from the proof of theorem 4.3.8, we see that 
A(D (k2°)) c r , w u 
yo ( resp. Z 1) is 
u u 
nowhere ~ (resp. 
u 
4.3.9 THEOREM: If ~(D (k 20)) c r, u(O) ~ 2, and X E yo u Y1 u zo u zl w u u u u u' 
then the Cantor set is homogeneous with respect to dense copies of X. D 
4.4 The main theorem, part 2 
This section will provide the justification for the use of the hypothesis 
"u(O) ~ 2" in many of the lennnas of the preceding sections: we will show 
that, if X is a homogeneous Borel set in 2w with X i A(Dw(E~)), then 
[X] € {r ,¥ } for some u € D with u(O) ~ 2. Together with the results 
u u 
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of section 4.3, this will easily yield th~ main theorem of this chapter, com-
pleting the classification of all homogeneous zero-dimensional absolute Borel 
sets according to topological type. 
4.4.1 LEMMA: Let u € D, A(D (E20)) c r, and u(O) = I. If X € r u ¥ is w u u u 
non-empty, then X aontains a non-empty atopen subset u suah that U € 
r u ¥ foP some desaPibed aZass r with r < r • 
v v v v u 
Proof:~: t(u) =I. By lemma 4.2.ll(f), r = Bisep(E01,r-), and since u u 
A(Dw(E~)) c ru' we have u(O) ~ I. If X € ru' say X = (Aa n c0) u (A1 n c1), 
then there are clopen subsets Cn of 2w, for each n € {0,1} and m < w, 
m 
such that Cn = u:=O c:. Since X = u:=O(A0 n C~) u u:=O(A1 n C~) f 0, also 
A n en f 0 for some n € {0,1}, m < w. But A n en= X n en since c0 n n m n m m 
c1 = 0, so Ann c: is clopen in X; and by lennna 4.2.ll(b), Ann c: € ru 
u ¥-. Since r = Bisep(E01,r-) ~ r- u ¥-,we have r- < r . u u u u u u u 
If X € ¥u, say 2w\X = <Aa n c0) u (A1 n c1), then X = (c0 n 2w\A0) u (c 1 
w w w 
n 2 \A1) u 2 \(C0 u c1). If some Cn n 2 \Au f 0, then proceed as above; 
otherwise, X = 2w\(C0 u c1) € Il~ = ¥1- 1- 1- 0 < ru. 
Case 2: t(u) = 2. By lennna 4.2.ll(g), r =-SU(E01,u00 0 ru) for some strict-~~~ u n= n 
ly increasing sequence <run: n < w) of described classes with un(O) ~I 
for each n < w. If X € ru, say X = u:=o(An n Cn), then we can write en 
= U00 Cn for certain clopen subsets en of 2w, and proceed as in case I. 
m=O m m 
Similarly if X € ¥ . 
u 
1-2-n-u* for some u* € D with u*(O) >I; then r = Sep(D (E01), u n Case 3: u 
ru*). If X € ru' then X = (A0 n C) u (A1\c) for some 
A1 € ru*· Let c = Dn((Cr;: r; < n)). 
C € D (E01), AO€¥ , n U* 
(i) If Cr; n X = 0 for all r; < n, then X = A1\(Ur;<n Cr;). Since A1 € ru*' 
and 2w\(Ul;<n Cl;) € Il~ c A~, we have X € ru* by lemma 4.2.ll(b), and ru* 
< r since r u ¥ c r • 
U U* U* U 
(ii) Let a < n be minimal with C n X f 0. If a and n are both even 
a 
or both odd, then Ca\(US<a c13) c 2w\C, so Can X =Can A1\c. Since Can 
2w\C € A2°, we have C n X € r as above, and C n X is a non-empty open a u* a 
subset of X; if U is clopen in 2w with 0 f U n X c C n X, then U n X 
a 
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Er by lemma 4.2.ll(b), so Un X is the required clopen subset of X. U* 
If a is even and n 
Ca n X = Ca n C n A0 E 
above. 
is odd or conversely, then 
r . 
u*' 
we find the required clopen subset of x as 
If X E ru' then 2w\X = (A0 n C) u (A1\C), so X = ((2w\A0) n C) u (2w\A1)\C. 
w ~ w ~ Put A0 = 2 \A0 E ru*' A1 = 2 \A1 E l'u*' and argue as above. 
Case 4: u = 1-3-n"(u0 ,u 1 ), where ful < ruo• u0 (0) >I, and u 1(0) 2 I; then 
ru = Bisep(Dn(~~),ru0 ,ru 1 ). If X E ru' then by lemma 4.2.ll(e), we can write 
X = (X n C) u B\C for some C E ~~. BE ru 1 such that X n C E Bisep(Dn(~~), 
fuo) rv' where v = 1-3-n\uo,Q.>· Clearly, rv c ru' and if y E rv' say 
2w\Y (A0 n c0) u (A1 n c1), then 
Y = ((2w\A1) n c1) u ((2w\A0) n c0) u 2w\(C0 u c1) 
w E fU, because 2 E fUI since u 1(0) ~ I; so r c r , whence r < r . v u v u 
Now if X n C # 0, and U is a clopen subset of 2w such that 0 # U n X c 
C n X, then U n X E rv and we are done. Otherwise, X = B\C; but B E ruo• 
2w\C EA~, and uo(O) ~ 2, so B\C E ruo by lemma 4.2.Jl(b). Hence x E fuo 
< r . 
u 
If X Er , then again by lemma 4.2.ll(e), we have 2w\X = ((2w\X) n C) u B\C u 
for some C E ~~.BE ru 1 with C\(2w\X) = C n X E Bisep(Dn(~~),ru0 ). Thus, 
x = (X n C) u (2w\B)\C. Since 2w\B E rUJ < fuo• we can argue as above. 
Case 5: u 1-s-n-(u0 ,u 1), where ru1 < fuo• u 1(0) ~I, and fuo =SU(~~. 
u:=O rvn) for some strictly increasing sequence ( fvn: n < w), where (vn(O): 
n < w) is non-decreasing, and supn<w vn(O) > J. Then ru SDn((~~.ru0 >, 
ru 1). If X E ru' say X = Us<n(As\(US<s CS)) u B\(Us<n Cs)' and if we put 
C = U C, then X = (X n C) u B\C, with C E ~01 , BE ru1, and X n C E s<n s 
SDn((~~.ru0 >) = rv' where v = 1-s-n\u0 ,Q_). As in case 4, we will be done 
if we can show that rv < ru. Clearly, rv c ru' so it suffices to prove: 
CLAIM: r c r . 
v u 
Indeed, let YE rv' say 2w\Y = Us<n(Bs\(US<s D6)). Then 
Y = us<n(Bs\(US<s Ds)) u 2w\(Us<n Ds)' 
where Bs = (Ds\Bs) u US<s Ds. Now since Bs E ruo with envelop 
say B = U00 (Bs n ES) with D = U00 ES we can write s n=O n n ' s n=O n' 
u:=0((2w\B~) n E~) u US<s DS. 
Since each Bs is in some 
n 
of course we can assume that 
w s fvm < fvm+J' we have 2 \Bn E rvm+I' and 
vm+l(O) 2 2. By lemma 4.2.ll(b), also 
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w i'; (2 \Bn) u u8<i;; Di'; E rVm+I' and if we let 
US<i;; D8 : n < w}, then 
Bs = u:=0 (((2w\B~) u u8<s D8) n F~) 
(Fi;;: n < w} 
n 
reduce 
E ruo' wit~ envelop 
Bi;; c Di;; c Bi;;+I' and 
u"' Es u u 
n=O n 8<7;; 
since 2W E fUI 
D8 = U$$7;; DB = Di;;. Since clearly 
because u1(0) ~I, we have YE 
ruo· This proves the claim. 
Finally, let x E ru' say 2w\X = ((2w\X) 
and Y = (2w\X) n C E SDn((L~,ru0 >) = rv' 
(2w\B)\C. Now if X n C f ~. let U be a 
U n X f ~ and U c C; then U n X = U n C 
E r since v(O) I, by lemma 4.2.11 (b). 
n C) u B\C, with 
as above. Then X 
CEL~,BEfu1• 
(X n C) u 
clopen subset of 2w such that 
v 
n X = U n C n (2w\Y) = U n (2w\Y) 
Otherwise, x = (2w\B)\C E ruo < 
r . 
u 0 
4.4.2 LEMMA: Let u E D, A(D (L20)) c r , and u(O) ~ 2. If X is a homoge-w u 
neous subset 
E f u' then 
of 2w, and A is a non-errrpty open subset of X such that A 
X E f; similarly for r, and hence for A(f ). 
u u u 
Proof: let x E A, and for each y E X, let h : X ~ X be such that h (x) y y 
= y. Then {h [A]: y E y X} is an open covering of X, which has a countable 
subcovering {U : n < 
n 
w}. For each n < w, let vn be open in such that 
Vn n X = Un' 
n V n X = W 
n n 
u:=O (V n n Un) 
and let (Wn: n < w} reduce (Vn: n < w} Since Wn n X 
n Un' and since 
E su(L0 r ) = r I' u u 
Un E ru by lemma 4.2.16, we have X = 
by lemma 4.2.ll(a). The proof for r 
u 
is 
w 
n 
identical. 0 
4.4.3 LEMMA: Let X be a homogeneous Borel subset of 2w such that X i 
A(Dw(L2°)). Then [XJ E {r ,r} for some u ED with A(D (L2o)) c r and u u w u 
u(O) ~ 2. 
Proof: Let {r ,r } 
u u 
be a minimal non-self-dual pair in the Borel Wadge hie-
v 
rarchy such that A E ru u ru for some non-empty open subset A of X. By 
lemma 4.4.2, if A E A(Dw(L~)), then X E A(Dw(L~)) (for Dw(L~) 
v = 2AIAwAQ), a contradiction; thus, A(Dw(L~)) c ru. So if u(O) 
we can apply lemma 4.4.1 to obtain a non-empty open subset B of 
rv' where 
I, then 
A such 
that B E fv U rv for some described class fv < fu' contradicting minima-
lity of {r ,r }. So we must have u(O) ~ 2, and thus we can apply lemma 
u u 
4.4.2 again to obtain that x E r (if A E r) or x Er (if A Er), 
u u u u 
and hence clearly [X] E {r ,r }, again by minimality of {r ,r }. O 
u u u u 
JOO 
We can now state the main theorem of this chapter. 
Let DO = {u E D: A(Dw(~g)) c r u' u(O) ~ 2}, and DJ = {u E D0 : u(O) ~ 3 or 
t(u) = 3}. By lemmas 4.3.5 and 4.3.6, there are unique, homogeneous spaces 
yO 
€ 
yo zl 
€ 
z1 for each u €· DO, and yl € yl zO € zo for each u E DJ. 
u u' u u u u' u u 
Let A denote the class of all spaces that are in A(Dw(~g)) in the sense 
of definition 3.1.J(c), i.e. in the absolute sense. 
4.4.4 THEOREM: The topological types of homogeneous zero-dimensional ahso-
lute Borel sets that are not in A are precisely those of the spaces Y~, 
z~ for u E D0, and the spaces Y1 zO +'or u' u J' 
Proof: From theorem 4.3.8, we see that these spaces are homogeneous. So let 
X be a homogeneous zero-dimensional absolute Borel set which is not in A, 
and let Y be 
[Y] E { f ,r } 
u u 
the case [Y] 
a copy of X in 2w; then Yi A(Dw(~g)), so by lemma 4.4.3, 
for some u E D with A(Dw(~g)) c ru and u(O) ~ 2. Consider 
r (the other case is similar). By the remark following defi-
u 
ni tion 4. 3. J , X 
is in r ' then 
u 
~ . 
u 
z1. 
u 
By 1. 12. 1, X 
Since Y1 = f/J 
u 
is Pu; and if A is a non-empty open subset of y which 
y E r by 
u 
lemma 4.4.2, a contradiction, so 
is either first category or Baire, so 
X is nowhere 
X E yO U yl U zO U 
u u u 
zo 
u 
if by lemma 4.3.7, we are done. 
With theorems 3.4.13, 3.5.9, 3.6.2, 4.3.8, and 4.4.4, we have now obtained 
topological characterizations of all homogeneous zero-dimensional ahsolute 
Borel sets. 
D 
Remark: The homogeneous zero-dimensional elements of Ag\A have been descri-
bed twice, by theorems 3.6.2 and 4.4.4. In section 4.6, we will relate the 
two classifications. 
Remark: Since Steel's theorem always yields autohomeomorphisms of 2w, the 
methods used here can only produce spaces with respect to which the Cantor 
set is dense homogeneous (see theorem 4.3.9); thus it is clear that we can 
not extend theorem 4.4.4 to include the elements of A as well, since the 
Cantor set is not homogeneous with respect to dense copies of the spaces 
x4k and x4k+J of Chapter 3, where k < w (see theorem 4.4.8). 
Since there are only w1 Borel Wadge classes (see e.g. the second remark 
following definition 4.2.2), the above theorem, together with corollary 3.6.3, 
yields: 
JOI 
4.4.5 COROLLARY: There are pecisely w1 homogeneous zero-dimensional ahso-
lute Borel sets. D 
In fact, by analyzing Louveau's description of the Wadge classes, it is not 
hard to see that there are precisely w1 homogeneous zero-dimensional abso-
lute Borel sets of exactly ambiguous class a, for each a ~ 2. In section 
4.5, we will examine the homogeneous zero-dimensional absolute Borel sets 
that are exactly of additive or multiplicative class a, for a ~ 2. 
Another corollary to theorems 3.6.2 and 4.4.4 is the following strange cha-
racterization of C \ {p}. 
4.4.6 COROLLARY: Up to homeomorphism, C\{p} is the only non-discrete, ze-
ro-dimensional absolute Borel set which is homogeneous, but not strongly 
homogeneous. 
As an analogue to theorem 3.6.4, we have: 
4 .4. 7 THEOREM: Let A be a zero-dimensional space. 
(a) If u E D0, and A is Pu, then A can be embedded as a closed sub-
space of yo. 
u 
(b) If u E D0, and A is ~ , then A can be erribedded as a closed sub-u 
space of zl. 
u 
(c) If u E D1, and A is Pu, then A can be erribedded as a closed sub-
space of yl. 
u 
(d) If u E DI, and A is ~ , then A can be erribedded as a closed sub-u 
space of zO. 
u 
D 
Proof: (a) For each k E N, let \: be a dense copy of Y~ in {I /k} x 2w, 
and consider A as a subset of {O} x2w. We claim that, as a subset of [0,1] 
x 2w, A= Au u~=I \: f>j Y~. Indeed, since A is nowhere dense in A, A is 
nowhere ~ , and clearly A is first category. Also, if we identify ({O} u 
u 
w w ~ 0 0 {l/k: k EN}) x2 with 2, then by lemma 4.2.16, A E SU(TI 1,ru) c SU(~2 ,r) 
= r by lemma 4.2.Jl(a), so A is p. Clearly, A is closed in A. 
u u 
(b) Let \: be as in (a), and put B = ({O}x2w)\A u U~=l \:;then Bf>jY~ 
as in (a). Hence, since B is dense in X = ({O} u {l/k: k EN}) x2w, we 
have A= X\B f>j zl as in the proof of lemma 4.3.4; again, A is closed in A. 
u 
(d) is proved as (a), using corollary 4.2.14 instead of lemma 4.2.ll(a), and 
(c) follows from (d) exactly as we proved (b) from (a). D 
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Finally, from corollaries 3.2.7 and 3.2.9, and theorems 3.4.14, 3.5.10, and 
4.3.9, we can deduce: 
4.4.8 THEOREM: Let X be a homogeneous zero-dimensional absolute Borel set. 
Then the Cantor set is homogeneous with respect to dense copies of X if 
and only if C \X0 RJ C\X1 for aU dense copies x0, x1 of X in C. D 
4.5 Some applications 
The results of the preceding sections are rather abstract; in particular, the 
construction of the elements of yo Y1 zo and zl in lemmas 4.3.5 and 4.3.6 
u' u' u' u 
does not make it very clear as to what kind of space we end up with. There-
fore, we will begin this section by showing that if u = aAIAIAO for some 
a <: 3, then 
zo and Z1 
u' u 
there is a very elegant way of describing elements of yo Y1 
u' u' 
(each of these classes is non-empty since u(O) <: 3). The spaces 
that we want are obtained from the construction process for Borel sets of 
exact class, due to Sikorski [54] (see also Engelking, Holsztynski, and Si-
korski [16], and Freiwald, McDowell, and McHugh [17]), which for 2w is the 
following: 
Let p E 2w, and put M1 = {p}, A1 = 2w\M1• 
If a E [2,w1), and A8 ,M8 have been defined for 8 <a, then 
"' c n':' 0 2w RJ 2w if M ni=O A a = y+I, a y i= 
M nS<a AS c n 2w RJ 
2w if a is a limit. 
a S<a 
In both cases, put A 2w\M 
a a 
Sikorski showed that A is ko but not no in 2w and M is no but 
a a a 
, 
a a 
not ko in 2w. 
a 
For a E [2,w1), put u(a) = aAIAIAQ_; note that Y~(a) consists of all zero-
dimensional spaces that are ko, nowhere no, and first category yl con-
a a ' u(a) 
sists of all zero-dimensional spaces that are ko, nowhere no and Baire, 
a a' 
and similarly for zo z1. u, u 
4.5.1 THEOREM: Let a E [2,w1). 
(a) If 0 1 - - 0 
a u a a u a a a u a ' 
M 
a 
I +a is even, then M E Z ( ) , A E Y ( ) , A - Q x A E Y ( ) and 
= 2w\Aa E z~(a)' where Aa is densely embedded in 2w. 
(b) If 
QxM E 
a 
l+a is odd, then M E Z1( )' A E yo( )' and if a 2: 3, then M a u a a u a a 
0 - - . w - 1 w Z ( )' and A - 2 \M E Y ( )' where M is densely embedded in 2 . u a a a u a a 
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Proof: The proof is by induction on a. If a = 2, then the theorem is clear, 
since it is not hard to see that M2 ~ P and A2 ~ Q x C. So suppose that 
the theorem holds for all S < a. Assume for example that a is a limit 
(the other cases are entirely similar); then l+a =a is even, and Ma 
nS<a AS. Now A1 xA2 ~C\{p}xQxC~QxC is strongly homogeneous, and if 
S ~ 3, then AS E Y~(S) u Y~(S) is strongly homogeneous by theorem 4.3.8. 
So if U is a non-empty basic clopen subset of Ma' then 
Ma is nowhere L~. Since AS is first category if l+S 
category, so M E zo( )" It is now easily deduced that 
U ~ M i Lo· hence 
a a' 
is odd, Ma is first 
a u a 
Y~(a)' and 2W\(QxAa) E Z~(a)" 
Aa E Y~(a), Q x Aa E 
D 
Thus, the homogeneous Borel sets of exact class 2 are precisely Qw, 2w\ Qw, 
Qx(2w\Qw), and 2w\(Qx(2w\Qw)); those of exact class 3 are (2w\Qw)w = 
Z, 2w\Z, Qxz, and 2w\(Qxz), etc .. 
Note that if u = u(3) = 3-1-1-Q_, then theorem 4.4.7(d) says that any zero-
dimensional absolute F00 can be embedded as a closed subspace of Qw; this 
was proved independently also by van Douwen [9] and Junnila [24]. In fact, 
if we let Y =A (resp. A), and 
a a a 
Z = M (resp. M ) if l+a is even 
a a a 
(resp. odd), for a~ 3 (so actually Y E yO( )' Z E z0( )'both first cate-a u a a u a 
gory), then we have the 
2.4.3, and 2.4.7: 
following analogue to corollaries 2.1.3, 2.2.4, 2.3.3, 
4.5.2 THEOREM: Let x be a non-errrpty zero-dimensional space, and let a ~ 3. 
(a) If x is Lo then xxy ~y 
a' a a 
(b) If x is no then xxz ~z. 
a' a a 
Proof: Immediate from the characterizations. D 
Thus, if X is a non-empty zero-dimensional absolute F00 , then X x Qw ~Qw; 
this was first proved in van Engelen [12]. 
Remark: We could not have chosen Ya E Y~(a)' Za E Z~(a) in the above theo-
rem since XxYa,Xxza are not necessarily Baire. 
For the spaces Aa, Aa' Ma' and Ma' we now derive Hurewicz-type theorems. We 
need three lemmas; the first is due to Harrington (see the proof of lemma 3 
in Steel [56]). 
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4.5.3 LEMMA: Let r be a reasonably closed class of Borel sets in 2w; let 
A,B c 2w be such that A E r, B i ¥. Then there is a one-to-one continuous 
f: 2w + 2w such that A= f- 1[BJ. 
4.5.4 LEMMA (Kunen and Miller [26], theorem 4): Suppose A is a Borel sub-
set of a complete space x. Then for any a < w1, A is no in x if and 
Cl. 
only if for all compact zero-dimensional p c x, p n X is 110 
Cl. 
in P. 
The final lemma is a Hurewicz-type result itself, but only for zero-dimensio-
nal spaces. 
4.5.5 LEMMA: Let B be a zero-dimensional absolute Borel set, and let u 
E D be such that ~(D (~20)) c r , and u(O) ~ 2. Let Y be P, nowhere ~, w u u u 
and let z be ~ , nowhere P • 
u u 
(a) If 
(b) If 
B is not ~ , then B contains a closed copy of Y. 
u 
B is not P , then 
u 
B contains a closed copy of z. 
Proof:(a) Embed B and Y in 2w; then Bi¥ , YE r , so by lemma 4.2.17 
u u 
we can apply lemma 4.5.3 to obtain a continuous one-to-one mapping f: 2w + 
2w such that Y = f- 1[B]. Then f: 2w + f[2w] is a homeomorphism, so Y ~ 
f[Y], and f[Y] = f[2w] n B is closed in B. The proof of (b) is analogous.O 
Remark: The above proof, and the proof of the next theorem were motivated 
by a suggestion of A.W. Miller. 
4.5.6 THEOREM: Let A be a Borel subset of a compact space x, and Cl. ~ 3. 
(a) If A is not 110 
a' 
then x contains Cantor sets KO 
K0 n A~ A0_, Ko \A ~ MCI., and Kl n A~ AC!., K1\A ~Ma. 
(b) If A is not ~o 
a' 
then x contains Cantor sets KO 
Ka n A~ Ma, Ko \A ~ AC!., and Kl n A~ Ma, Kl \A~ AC!.. 
Proof: Clearly, (b) follows from (a). So suppose that A 
ma 4.5.4, X contains a compact zero-dimensional space K 
n A is not 11°. Now apply lemma 4.5.5 to B and u 
Cl. ~ 
obtain closed subsets 
as required. 
and Kl such that 
and Kl such that 
is not 11°. By lem-
a 
such that B = K 
are 
D 
The construction of the sets M and A naturally led Sikorski, in [54], 
Cl. Cl. 
to the following question (Coll. Math. problem P.215): 
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a LO-set in a space xn, but not a n°-set in x Cl. Cl n 
00 
QUESTION: Let Bn be 
( n = O , I , 2 , ••• ) • Prove or disprove that the set B = Il (which is, of n=O B n 
course, a n° -set) 
o.+ I is not a Lo -set in a+ I 
We give a partial answer to this question: 
00 
x = n n=O Xn. 
4.5.7 THEOREM: Let o. E [l,w1). In the above question, n:=o Bn is not a 
Lg+ 1-set absolutely. 
Proof: If o. =I, then Bn is not compact, so it contains a closed copy of 
w; hence B contains a closed copy of ww ~P, which is not a-compact, so 
B is not L~. If a= 2, then by theorem 3.3.1, Bn contains a closed copy 
of Q , so B contains a closed copy of Qw ~ M3 ; and if a ;o, 3, then by 
theorem 4.5.6, Bn contains a closed copy of Aa' so B contains a closed 
copy of Il00 A MN+)" In both cases, since M is not a Lo -set, n=O a u a+! a+l 
neither is B. D 
Remark: Sikorski took X 
n 
to be a metric space, not mentioning separability; 
thus, the question is also open for the non-separable case. 
4.6 The ambiguous class 2 revisited 
i Recall the definitions of the classes XS, i E {1,2}, SE [w,w1) from defini-
tion 3.5.7: if X is zero-dimensional, o. < w1 is a limit, and n E JN, then: 
X E x2 if and only if x is p Cl' and nowhere PS for s < Cl; Cl 
X E xi 
a+n if and only if x is p o.+n' nowhere Pa+n-I, and x does 
not contain any closed subsets belonging to x2 . 
a+n-1 ' 
X E x2 
o.+n if and only if x is po.+n' nowhere Po.+n-I, and every 
non-empty clopen subset of x contains a closed subset 
belonging to x2 
a+n-1 · 
In theorem 3.6.2 it was proved that the unique elements of these classes are 
precisely the homogeneous zero-dimensional absolute Borel sets in A~\A, 
where A consists of all spaces that are A(Dw(L~)) absolutely. From theo-
rem 4.4.4 it follows that each of the above classes is some 
Z1 · in this section, we establish the exact correspondence. u' 
yo yl zo or 
u' u' u' 
We first determine which u E D determine a relevant Wadge class. 
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4.6.1 LEMMA: Let u ED be sueh that A(Dw(~~)) c ru c A~, 
Then u = 2AIAnAQ. for some n E [w,w1), i.e. ru Dn(~~). 
and u(O) ~ 2. 
Proof: It is easily seen from definition 4.2.2 that if u(O) ~ 3, then r 
u 
~~; so u(O) = 2. If u(I) = 2 (resp. 3, resp. 4), then ru contains ru* 
(resp. ru0 , resp. some run), where u*(O) ~ 3 (resp. u0 (0) ~ 3, resp. un(O) 
~ 3), and thus ru ~ ~~; if u(I) 5, then ru contains ru0 =SU(~~. 
u:=O run), which contains ~~ by the previous case u(I) = 4. So u(I) =I, 
and clearly u(2) ~ w. D 
Since for each u = 2AIAnAQ. we have t(u) I 3 and u(O) i 3, we see from 
theorem 4.4.4 that the homogeneous zero-dimensional absolute Borel sets in 
A~\A are precisely 
{yo zl: u = 2AIAnA_o for some [ )} u' u n E w,w1 ; 
and by the remark following theorem 4.3.8, these spaces are characterized by 
being p and nowhere ~ ' respectively ~ and nowhere p • u u u u 
Let u(n) r1AnAQ.· 
4.6.2 THEOREM: Let a. < w1 be a limit ordinal. 
(a) For eaeh n < w, x2 
a.+2n 
yo 
u(a.+2n) and xi a.+2n+I z1 u(a.+2n)' 
(b) For eaeh n E 1N xi = 
' a.+2n 
yo 
u(a.+2n-I) and x2 a.+2n-I - z1 - u(a.+2n-I)' 
Proof: If we consider all classes as consisting of dense subsets of 2w, then 
X~+2n = ~~+2n+I and X~+2n ~~+2n-I (inductive hypotheses (3) and (9) for 
the proof of theorems 3.5.9 - 3.5.11), and Y~(l3) = ~Zi(l3) (proof of lemma 
4.3.4). So it suffices to prove only the first statement in (a) and (b). Al-
so, we need only prove one inclusion since each class contains exactly one 
topological type. 
(a) Let X E x2 . then x is Pa.+2n is Pu(a.+2n)' And if x is densely a.+2n' 
embedded in 2w then 2w\X E X1 is nowhere Pa.+2n' so 2w\X is nowhere ' a.+2n+I p so x is nowhere ~ ( 2 1, whence X E yo u(a.+2n)' u a.+ n u(a.+2n)' 
(b) Embed x E X~+2n densely in 2 ; then 2w\X E X2 is p u a.+2n-I a.+2(n-I) 
complete, say 2w\x = n13 ({ Al;;: 1;; < 13)) u G, where G is complete, and 13 = 
a.+2(n-I). Then 
x = (U{Ai';;\(U A):i';; even < 13} u 2w\(U l3 Ai;)) n 2w\G; y<i; y I;< 
thus, if w then we put Al3 = 2 , X=Dl3+l((Ai;n 2w\G: i; < 13+1 )) E D (~O) a.+2n-I 2 ' 
i.e. x is Pu(a.+2n-I)' If u is a non-empty clopen subset of 2w 
' 
and 
U n X is ~ then U\X is P say U\X u(a+2n-1)' u(a+2n-1)' 
s < a+2n-1 )): hence, 
u n x w {As\(Uy<s AY): s odd< a+2(n-1)} u 2 \Aa+2(n-l) 
w D s (( As : s < s ) ) u 2 \As' 
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where S = a+2(n-1). So Un X is PS u complete is P 2 1, a contradic-a+ n-
tion. Thus, X is nowhere~ ( 2 l)' i.e. X E yo( 2 l)" D u a+ n- u a+ n-
We finish this chapter by computing the Wadge classes of the other homogene-
ous absolute Borel sets, i.e. the spaces which were described and character-
ized in section 3.4 and Chapter 2. For this, recall the last remark following 
theorem 4.1.9, that if r c P(2w) is a continuously closed class of Borel 
sets, and A E r\r, then r = [A]. 
4.6.3 LEMMA: Let A c 2w, and n E JN. 
(a) A E i\n (.r-g) if and only if A is p2 4(n-1)+2· 
(b) A E D2n+l (~g) if and only if A is p2 4(n-I)+3" 
(c) A E 02n+l <~g) if and only if A is P4n" 
Proof: Since A E D2n(~g) if and only if A is P4 (n-I)+l' (a) is merely a 
reformulation of lemma 3.4.4(b). Similarly, (c) follows from (b) and lemma 
3.4.4(a). To prove (b), let A E D2n+l<~g), say A= D2n+l((Am: m < 2n+l )); 
then A= A0 u D2n((Am+l: m < 2n)) which is a-compact u Sn by lemma 3.1.4, 
so A is Pt(n-!)+3 . Conversely, if A is Pt(n-l)+3 is Sn u a-compact, 
then by lemma 3.1.4 we can write A= A0 u D2n((A~: m < 2n)), where A0 and 
each A~ are a-compact; if we put Am+! A~ u A0 for each m < 2n, then 
{Am: m < 2n+l) is increasing, and A = D2n+l ({Am: m < 2n+l )) . D 
4.6.4 THEOREM: Let i E {I,2}, k < w, and x c 2w. 
(a) If x E x4k+I' then [X] D2(k+l)<~g). 
(b) If x E xtk+2' then [X] D2(k+l)<~g). 
(c) If x E xtk+3' then [X] D2~k+l)+l<~g). 
(d) If X E X4 (k+I)' then [X] = D2 (k+l)+l(~g). 
Proof: (a) Clearly, X E D2(k+I)(Lg). If X E D 2 (k+l)(~g), then by lemma 4.6.3, 
X is Ptk+2 is Pt(k-l)+3 u complete; since X is nowhere Pt(k-!)+3 , X 
is Baire, contradicting lemma 3.4.7. Thus, X E D2 (k+l)(~g)\D2 (k+l)(~g), whence 
[X] = D2(k+l)(~g). 
(b) By lemma 4.6.3, X E D2 (k+l)(~g). If X E DZ(k+l)(~g), then X is strong-
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ly o-P4k' whence first category since 
lennna 3.4.7, so X i DZ(k+l)(k~), and 
The proof of (c) and (d) is similar. 
X is nowhere P4k. This contradicts 
[X] = D2(k+l)(k~). 
D 
The only thing left is to determine the Wadge classes of C, C\{p}, Q, QxC, 
and P. 
The fact that P is n~ but not k~, and Q and Q x C are k~ but not 
n~, yields the following theorem: 
4.6.5 THEOREM: Let X c 2w. 
(a) If X ~P, then [X] = n~. 
(b) If X ~ Q o:r> X ~ QxC, then [X] = k~. 
For C and C\{p}, the Wadge class turns out to depend upon the embedding 
in 2w. Note that from theorem 4.2.7 it is easily deduced that the Wadge 
hierarchy starts with 
4.6.6 THEOREM: Let C ~ X c 2w. 
(a) If X = 2w, then [X] = {2w}. 
(b) If 2W I x is eZopen in 2W , then [X] = .6.~. 
(c) If x is not open in 2w , then [X]=TI~. 
D 
Proof: (a) and (b) are trivial. If X is not open, then X E n~\k~, so [X] 
= n~. D 
4.6.7 LEMMA: Let X c 2w. Then X E D2 (k~) if and only if X\Int(X) is 
eompaet. 
Proof: Since D2 (k~) consists of all subsets of 2w that are the intersec-
tion of an open subset and a closed subset of 2W 
• n2 <k~) consists of all 
subsets of 2w that are the union of an open set and a closed set. Now if 
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X = 0 u F, with 0 open and F compact, then 0 c Int(X), so X\Int(X) is 
closed in F, whence compact. Conversely, if X\Int(X) is compact, then 
clearly X = Int(X) u (X\Int(X)) E ~2 (L~). D 
4.6.8 THEOREM: Let C \{p} R1 X c 2w. 
(a) If X is open, then [X] = L~. 
(b) If X\Int(X) is non-errrpty and corrrpact, then [X] = A(D2 (L~)). 
(c) If X\Int(X) is non-corrrpact, then [X] = n2 (L~). 
Proof:(a) Since X E L~\Il~, [X] = L~. 
(b) X E ~2 (L~) by lemma 4.6.7; also, X E n2 (L~) since X is locally com-
pact. Thus, [X] c A(D2 (L~)), and hence [X] = A(D2 (L~)) since X t L~ u Il~. 
(c) X t ~2 (L~) by lemma 4.6.7, so A(D2 (L~)) 1 [X] c n2 (L~) since X is 
locally compact; hence [X] = n2 (L~). D 
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CHAPTER 5: RIGID BOREL SETS 
The "propeller space" defined by de Groot and Wille in [19] is an example of 
a non-trivial compact rigid subset of R2 • A space with these properties 
cannot be constructed in R: indeed, note that such a space would have to 
be zero-dimensional (since one can move points around in an interval), that 
the space could contain at most one isolated point (since interchanging two 
distinct isolated points and leaving the other points in place yields a non-
trivial autohomeomorphism), and that removing this isolated point if neces-
sary, we would still have a compact rigid space (since a clopen subset of a 
rigid space is rigid). Thus, we would have a rigid compact zero-dimensional 
space without isolated points, i.e. a rigid Cantor set (theorem 2.1.1); this 
is impossible. 
On the other hand, a method is known for constructing non-trivial zero-dimen-
sional rigid spaces (see e.g. Kuratowski [27]), but this method only yields 
spaces which are not even analytic. Thus, the question arises whether it is 
possible at all to construct "nice" zero-dimensional rigid spaces, say rigid 
zero-dimensional absolute Borel sets; this question was asked by van Douwen 
in [8]. 
In this chapter, we answer van Douwen's question in the negative; also, we 
briefly comment on the question of whether rigid zero-dimensional analytic 
spaces exist. 
5.1 THEOREM: There are no non-trivial rigid zero-dimensional absolute Borel 
sets. 
Proof: If there is a non-trivial, rigid, zero-dimensional absolute Borel set, 
then by an argument as above, there is also one without isolated points. 
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Put 
and 
A1 = {Ac 2w: Ai A(Dw(~~)), A Borel, rigid, dense in itself}. 
We first show that A0 = !il; recall the definitions of P~i), X~i) from sec-
tion 3.4, and of P X2 from section 3.5. 
w' w 
Assume that for each j E {1,2}, m < w, no element of A0 is P~j). If A 
E A0 , then each non-empty clopen subset of A is in A0 , so A is nowhere 
p~j) for all j E {1,2}, m < w; on the other hand, A E A(Dw(~~)), so A is 
P . Thus A E X , whence A is homogeneous, a contradiction. 
w w 
1 · { I 2} b h h A • P( i) but no So now et i E , , n ~ -I e sue t at some X E 0 is n , 
A E A0 is p(j) < p(i), in the ordering of theorem 3.4.24; then X is no-
where p(j) f:r eachn p(j) < p(i). If n ~ 0, then by theorem 3.4.24, X E 
X(i) m m n n , so X is homogeneous by theorem 3.4.13, a contradiction, so n = -1, 
i.e. X is a-compact. By the argument in the introduction to this chapter, 
X is nowhere compact; if X is nowhere countable, then X F::! Q x C by theo-
rem 2.4.5, so again X is homogeneous, a contradiction. The last possibili-
ty is that X contains a non-empty clopen subset which is countable, but 
then by theorem 2.4.1 this subset is a copy of Q,which is not rigid either, 
and we are done. 
A1 = (il. If not, then there is a minimal pair {r J } u u We now show that 
described Wadge classes such that X E r u ¥ 
u u 
= !il, V E A1 for each non-empty clopen V in 
each rv < ru; because X i A(Dw(~~)), we have 
apply lemma 4.4.1 and obtain that u(O) ~ 2. 
for some X E A1• Since 
i r u ¥ X, and thus V 
A(D (~ 20)) c r , 
v v 
so we can 
w u 
of 
for 
Suppose that X E ru (the case X E ¥u is similar). If V is a non-empty 
clopen subset of X, then V i ¥u since by theorem 4.2.6, A(ru) is the 
union of described Wadge classes smaller than ru; thus, X is Pu, and no-
where~ (definition 4.3.1 and the remark following it). Now if X is Baire, 
u 
put y x· then y E yI. Otherwise, there are dense open subsets u of X, 
' u n 
for n < w, such that 11 00 u 
n=O n is not dense, i.e. Y c u:=o(X\Un) for some 
non-empty cl open subset y of X; then Y = u:=o(Y\Un) is first category, 
and also y is p ' nowhere ~ , so y E yo, In both cases, y is homo gene-u u u 
ous by theorem 4.3.8, a contradiction. D 
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Remark: In van Engelen, Miller, and Steel [13], using a different method, a 
generalization of the above theorem will be proved. This generalization has 
as a consequence that if all analytic games (i.e. games GX(A) with A ana-
lytic) are determined, then there are no rigid zero-dimensional analytic spa-
ces; determinacy of analytic sets can be proved granting MC (the hypothesis 
that there exists at least one measurable cardinal). On the other hand, un-
der the axiom of constructibility V = L, an analytic subset of the Cantor set 
will be constructed such that both it and its complement are rigid. 
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APPENDIX: THE COUNTABLE INFINITE PRODUCT OF RATIONALS 
As we noted in section 4.5, the case zo, u = 3-1-1-0, of theorem 4.3.8 
u -
yields that the countable infinite product of rationals Qw is the only 
zero-dimensional absolute F00 which is first category and nowhere an ab-
solute G00 . In this appendix, we will give an elementary proof of this cha-
racterization. Our first step is to provide a characterization of Qw which 
is inspired by Sierpifiski's internal topological characterization of the ab-
solute F 00 spaces ([51 ]) • Then we use techniques similar to those of sec-
tion 3.3 to get the intended result. We will also show how to deduce the 
characterizations of the three other zero-dimensional homogeneous Borel sets 
of exact class 2 from that of Qw in· an elementary way. 
For obvious reasons, we will use the term "a-complete space" for "absolute 
G00 space"'. 
A. I The first characterization of Qw 
We start with an "estimated homeomorphism extension theorem" for the Cantor 
set, which is essentially due to van Mill [39]; we include a proof. 
A.I.I THEOREM: Let g: C+ C be a homeomorphism, Zet E > O, and let A 
be aZosed and nowhere dense in C. If h0 : A+ g[A] is a homeomoPphism suah 
that d(glA,h0) < E, then there exists an autohomeomoPphism h of C suah 
that hiA = h0, and d(g,h) < E. 
Proof: Put 0 g-d(glA,h0), and let n > o be such that 
(I) for all x,y € c, if d(x,y) < n, then d(g(x),g(y)) < !iS, and 
(2) for all x,y € A, if d(x,y) < n, then d(h0 (x),h0 (y)) < !o. 
Let {U.: 
l. 
i = 0, ••• ,n} be a disjoint family of clopen subsets of c of 
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diameter less than n, with 
(2), we can find a family 
subsets of C of diameter 
Ac U~=O Ui' and Ui n A f 0 for each i. By 
{Vi: i = O, •.. ,n} of pairwise disjoint clopen 
less than !o such that Vi n g[A] = h0[ui n A]. 
n Since g[A] c Ui=O 
n 
c u c Ui=O ui, and 
Vi' we can find a clopen subset 
n g[U] c Ui=O Vi. Now put 
wi = ui n u, zi = vi n g[UJ. 
U of C such that A 
n n Then ui=O wi = u, ui=O zi = g[UJ, wi n A= ui n A, and zi n g[AJ = vi n 
g[A]. For each i, define h.: w. + Z. to be a homeomorphism extending 1 1 1 
h0 1 (Wi n A) (use corollary 3.2.3), and put 
n h = ui=O hi u g I (C \U). 
Then d(g(x),h(x)) = 0 < E if x i U. If x E Wi' then we can find a point 
a E Win A. Since diam(Wi) < n, we have d(g(x),g(a)) < !o by (1), and 
since {h(x),h(a)} c Zi, also d(h(x),h(a)) < !o. Hence, d(g(x),h(x)) ~ 
d(g(x),g(a)) + d(g(a),h(a)) + d(h(a),h(x)) < !o + d(gJA,h0) + !o = E. D 
Recall the definition of M from 1.4. 
A.1.2 DEFINITION: X is the class of all non-empty zero-dimensional spaces 
X for which there exist closed subspaces xs, for each s E M, satisfying 
(i) and 00 each x = x0, x = ui=O xsAi for s € M· s ,
(ii) for each i < w, and each s E M, x A• is nowhere dense in Xs; s 1 
(iii) if lll and x for each k then the sequence (J € lll , Pk E olk < w, 
(pk)k<w converges in x. 
A. J .3 LEMMA: Qw E X. 
Proof: Enumerate Q as {qn: n < w}, and put x0 =Qw, Xi0 ... ik 
Our aim is to prove that, up to homeomorphism, Qw is the only element of 
X. We first show that the sets X of definition A.J.2 can be chosen to be s 
disjoint. In fact, we have: 
A.J.4 LEMMA: Let X EX be embedded in C. Then the sets Xs from defini-
tion A.1.2 can be chosen to satisfy the additional property 
(iv) Xs n Xt = 0 if s,t EM, Jsl = Jtl, sf t. 
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Proof: For each s € M\{~}, let Us be a disjoint clopen covering of Xs\_ 
Ui<f(s) Xa-i; enumerate 
dexing sets. If j 1 € n-
U as {U.: j € E }, using pairwise disjoint in-
s J s 
Esln for each I s n s lsl = k, then define a clo-
nk-I ·1 .f h sed set X(s,j0 ... jk-t) Xs n n=O Ujn· The reader can eas1 y ver1 y t at 
if lsl = k, then 
(I) 
(2) 
X(s,jo. · .jk-t) 
(t,i.0 ••• ~_ 1 ) 
X = U{X(s,j): 
in X; 
n x(t,i.0 ••• ~_ 1 ) = ~ if (s,j0 ••• jk_ 1); 
and ltl = lsl; 
lsl = I, j €Es}, and X(s,j) is nowhere dense 
(3) X(s,j0 ••• jk_ 1) = U{X(t,j 0 .•. jk-tj): t = s, j €Et}, and X(t, 
j 0 ••• jk_1j) is nowhere dense in X(s,j 0 .•• jk-t). 
• w • I Furthermore, 1f a € w , Jk-t € Ecrlk for each k € N, pk € X(o k,j 0 ••• jk-l) 
for each k € N, and p0 € X, then pk € X0 lk for each k < w, and hence the 
sequence (pk)k<w converges to a point of X. It is now obvious that we can 
reindex the sets X(s, j 0 ••. jk-t) to obtain the required representation of X.D 
A. t .5 LEMMA: Let X~ Y € X be densely embedded in C. Then ther-e exists a 
homeomo7!phism h: C + C suah that h[X] = Y. 
Proof: Since X,Y € X, there exist closed non-empty subsets Xs of X, Ys 
of Y, for each s € M, staisfying properties (i), (ii), and (iii) of defi-
nition A.t.2, and (iv) of lemma A.t.4. Throughout this proof, (i), (ii), 
(iii), and (iv) will always refer to those properties. We will construct, 
for each n € N, a homeomorphism h : C + C, such that 
n 
(*) d(h ,h +I) < £ = min{2-n,3-n.min{min{d(h.(x),h.(y)): d(x,y) 
n n n 1 1 
~ 1/n}: I s i s n}}; 
(**) Vs € M: Vx € Xs: 3t € M: ltl lsl, and Vn ~ v(s): hn(x) € Yt; 
(***) Vs € M: Vy€ Ys: 3t € M: ltl lsl, and Vn ~ v(s): h~l(y) € Xt; 
Suppose this has been done; then lim h is an autohomeomorphism of C 
n-- n 
by (*) and lemma 3.2.5. We claim that h[X] = Y. Indeed, let x € X, say x 
€ ns<o Xs. By(**), for each k < w we can find t(k) € M such that lt(k)I 
= k, and such that hn(x) € Yt(k) for each n ~ v(olk); thus, if k < l, 
then hv(oll)(x) € Yt(k) n Yt(i.) c Yt(kl n Yt(i.)lk' and hence t(i.)lk = t(k) 
by (iv). So in fact, we can find T € w such that Tlk = t(k). Then 
hv(olk)(x) € YTlk; and if pk € YTlk satisfies d(hv(olk)(x),pk) < t/(k+t), 
then (pk)k<w converges in Y by (iii), and hence h(x) = li~-- hv(olk)(x) 
= li~....., pk € Y. A similar argument shows that (***) implies h- 1[Y] c X. 
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Thus, roughly speaking, if x E Xs' and v(s) = n, then hn determines the 
Yt with It! Is! which, at the end of the process, will contain h(x); 
and if y E Ys, and v(s) = n, then h:I determines the Xt with ltl = lsl 
-1 which, at the end of the process, will contain h (x). 
We will construct the homeomorphisms h 
n 
inductively, together with finite 
collections A {A : a E E }, B 
s a s s 
{B : a E E } (using pairwise disjoint 
a s 
indexing sets), each consisting of pairwise disjoint Cantor sets in C, such 
that the following hold for each n < w, and each s E M with v(s) = n: 
(I) if 
(2) if 
(3) if 
n ~ 2, then d(hn,hn_ 1) < £n_ 1; 
v(t) $ n, and a E Et' then hn[Aa] 
ltl = !sl, t f s, and v(t) $ n, then 
UBs n UBt; 
(4) X c U{UAt: It! !sl, v(t) < n} u UA ; s s 
Y c U{UBt: ltl lsl, v(t) < n} u UB, s s 
B . 
a' 
UA 
s 
(5) if a E Es' then there exist t 0 ,t 1 EM with Jt0 1 = Is! 
lt 1 I, such that Aa is a clopen subset of Xto• and Ba is 
a clopen subset of Yt 1; 
(6) if a E Es, It! = !sl, and Aa c Xt, then Aa n XtAf(s) c 
U{UAAA•: j s f(s)}; 
s J 
if a E Es' It! = Is!, and Ba c Yt, then Ban YtAf(s) c 
U{UBAA•: j s f(s)} 
s ] 
(7) if a E Es, then for some S E Es, Aa is a nowhere dense sub-
set of AS, and Ba is a nowhere dense subset of BS. 
First note that from (ii) it follows that no X or Y can contain isola-
s s 
ted points (in the relative topology), so that A~ C for any non-empty 
clopen subset A of Xs or Ys. 
Put A0 = {C} = B0. Since x0 ,Y0 are nowhere dense in C, we can define a 
homeomorphism h 1: C + C such that h 1Cx0J = Y0 ; if we put A0 = {X0}, B0 
= {Y0}, then (I) - (7) are satisfied ((5) is satisfied for s = 0 since 
X,Y are dense in C).So suppose that hm, As' and Bs' satisfying (I) - (7), 
have been constructed for m $ n, v(s) s n (~ I). 
Fix s EM with v(s) = n+I, and fix a E Es. By (5), there exist t 0 ,t 1 E 
M with lt0 1 = Is! = !t1 I, such that Aa c Xto• Ba c Yti· Put s0 = t 0Af(s), 
s 1 t 1Af(s). By (5), Ys 1\U{UBsAi: i < f(s)} is closed in Ys 1, so we can 
find a clopen V' in Ba' satisfying 
B n U{UBAA•: i < f(s)} c V' c B \(Ys 1\U{UBAA•: i < f(s)}). a s i a s i 
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Since v(s) $ n, hn[Aa] =Ba by (2), and also by (2), hn[U{UA8_i: i < f(s)}] 
U{UB8-i: i < f(s)} since v(s-i) $ n for each i < f(s). Thus, 
h [A n U{UA __ .: i < f(s)}J 
n a s 1 
B n U{UB--.: i < f(s)}, 
a s 1 
and since Xs0 \U{UA8-i: i < f(s)} is closed in Xso by (5), we can find a 
clopen u 
s,a 
in A 
a 
such that 
A n U{UA--.: i < f(s)} c U c A \(Xs0\U{UA--.: i < f(s)}), a s 1 s,a a s 1 
while moreover 
h [U ] = V c V'. 
n s,a s,a 
Since A- is disjoint, A n U{UA--.: i < f(s)} is nowhere dense in A s a s 1 a 
(7), so we may assume that A \U f i;J, and hence B \V f i;J. Let v a s,a a s,a s,a 
be a clopen disjoint covering of B \V by non-empty sets of diameter 
a s,a 
less than £ For each w € v 
s 'a.' 
put 
n 
and 
-1 -A(W,s,a) = hn [WJ n Xto-Pw' B(W,s,a) = W n Yt 1-qw· 
by 
Note that Pw (resp. qW) is well-defined since Aa 
Xto (resp. Yt 1), and up<w xt0-P (resp. uq<w Yt 1-q) 
Yt 1). Now define 
(resp. Ba) is clopen in 
is dense in Xto (resp. 
A = {A(W,s,a): W € V , a€ Es_}, Bs = {B(W,s,a): W € V , a EE_}, s s,a s,a s 
and put As= {AS: SE Es}, Bs = {BS: S € Es}, such that if AS= A(W,s,a), 
then BS = B(W,s,a). Before we define hn+l' we will show that (3) - (7) are 
satisfied for each s € M with v(s) = n+l. Fix s € M with v(s) = n+I. 
To prove (3), let ltl = lsl, t f s, and v(t) $ n+l. If sf c, then since 
v(s),v(c) $ n, we have uA8 n UAr = i;J, and hence by (7), UAs n UAt = i;J; if 
s = c, then UAt c U{UA--.: i < f(s)} c C\UA by the construction of A. s 1 s s 
Similarly, UBs n UBt = l/J. 
For (4), fix x EX ; note that x € x_. We must show that 
s s 
lsl, v(r) < n+l} u UA. First note that if x i U{UA : lrl 
s r 
x E U{UA : lr I 
r 
lsl, v(r) < n+l}, 
then x i U{UAt: ltl = lsl, v(t) < v(s)}. Indeed, if x €A for some A E 
At for some t EM with ltl = lsl, v(t) < v(s), then by (5), Ac Xto for 
some t 0 EM with Jt0 1 = ltl, and since isl = ltl and An x8 f i;J, we 
must have t 0 = s by (iv). Put q = t-f(s). Since v(q) = v(t)+f(s)+I < 
v(s)+f(s)+l v(s) = n+I, we can apply (6), and obtain that x €An X 
s 
An Xs-f(q) c U{UAq_j: j $ f(q)} c U{UAr: lrl = Is!, v(r) < n+l}, a contra-
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diction. So if x i U{UA: lrl = Is!, v(r) < n+I}, then by (4) applied to 
r 
s, we find that x E Aa for some a E Es. Using notation as in the construc-
tion of As' we find that t 0 = s, and hence t 0Af(s) = s0 = s. Since U{UAr: 
lrl =Is!, v(r) < n+I} ~ U{UAAA•: i < f(s)}, we have x EA n (xs0 \U{UAsAi: 
-I s i a 
i < f(s)}), whence x Eh [W] for some WE ~ . We claim that x E A(W, 
_ 1 n_ s,a _1 _ 
s,a); since x Ehn [W] n XtoAf(s)• it suffices to show that hn [W] n XtoAP 
= 0 if p < f(s). So take p < f(s); then v(t0Ap) $ n, so by (4) and (7), 
XtoAP c U{UAt: ltl = ltoApl, v(t) < n} u UAtoAP c U{UAt: It!= lsl, t f s} 
u U{UAAA•: i < f(s)}. Now UA n A = 0 if It!= lsl, t f s, by (3); and 
-I s i • t a 
h [W] c A \U{UAAA•: i < f(s)}. This proves the claim. The proof that n a s i y s c 
U{UB: lrl = !sl, v(r) < n+I} u UB 
r s 
is similar, so (4) holds. (5) is tri-
vial, and so is (7). It remains so check (6); we will only do so for the 
first part. 
Let a E EAs' and suppose that t EM is such that ltl = !sl, and A c X. 
a t 
Then A n U{UAAA•: j < f(s)} c U =A \U{h- 1[W]: WE V } c A \(X Af( )\ a s J s,a a n s,a a t s 
U{UAAA•: j < f(s)}, where U and V are as in the construction of s J s,a s,a 
A. If p ~ f(s), then v(sAp) $ n, so by (6), A n xtA c U{UAAA•: j $ p} s a p s J 
c U{UAAA•: j < f(s)}, whence h-l[W] n X A = h- 1[W] n A n X A c h- 1[W] n 
s J n. _1 t p n a t p n 
A n U{UAAA•: j < f(s)} = 0. So if hn [W] n xtAf(s) f 0, then A(W,s,a) = 
al ~ J h~ [W] n XtAf(s)" Now let x E Aa n (XtAf(s)\U{UAsAj: j < f(s)}); then x E 
I -h~ [W] n xtAf(s) for some w E vs,a' and hence x E A(W,s,a) E As. This 
completes the proof of (6). 
We will now define h 1 satisfying (I) and (2). 
n+ -I 
Since A(W,s,a) ~ B(W,s,a) ~ h [W] ~ W ~ C for each W E V , each s E 
n s,a 
M with v(s) = n+l, and each a E Es' and since A(W,s,a) (resp. B(W,s,a)) 
is closed and nowhere dense in h-l[W] (resp. W), there exist homeomorphisms 
-1 n . g(W,s,a): h [W] + W such that g(W,s,a)[A(W,s,a)] = B(W,s,a). Since n v 
is a disjoint clopen covering of B \V , we can define a homeomorphism a s,a 
g · A \U + B \V by s,a· a s,a a s,a 
g = U{g(W,s,a): WE V }. 
s,a s,a 
s,a 
Note that d(g ,h !(A \U )) < 
s,a n a s,a 
£ 
n 
since diam(W) < £ for each W E V 
n s,a 
Now put I.= {s EM: v(s) = n+l, 
J 
f(s) = j}, for each j $ n. Using induction 
on j, we will define for each s E I., and each 
J 
a E Es, a homeomorphism 
(I) 
(II) 
(III) 
hs,al(Aa\Us,a) = gs,a; 
if l $ j' t E I,e.' 8 E 
d(h ,h IA ) < £ • 
s,a n a n 
A0 c A , then h !A0 = h 0 ; µ a s,a µ t,µ 
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h 
s '0. 
can be constructed. Let s0 E M be the sequence Suppose that the 
(n+I), and let o.0 be the unique element of Es = E0; then J\io = C = Bo.0 , 
so hso,o.o is an autohomeomorphism of C. We claim that hn+l = hso,o.o is 
as required. Indeed, by (III), hn+J clearly satisfies (I). To prove (2), 
let t EM with v(t) s n+I, and let y E Et. If v(t) = n+I, then Ay 
A(W,t,S) for some SE Et, and some WE Vt,S" Hence AY c AS\ut,S c AS, so 
applying (II) (for l = f(t), j = n, o. = o.0 , and s = s0), we find that 
hn+l[Ay] = (hso,o.olAS)[Ay] = ht,S[Ay]' and by (I), ht,S[Ay] = gt,S[Ay] = 
B(W,t,S) =B. If v(t) s n, then t s for some s EM with v(s) = n+I; y 
hence by (II) (for l = f(s), j n, t s, s = y, 0. = 0.0' s = so), we find 
that h +l[A ] = h [A ] = B . n y s,y y y 
The homeomorphisms h are constructed as follows. 
s '0. 
For s E I0 , o. E EAs' define h by 
s '0. 
Since g [A \U ] = h [A \U ], and 
s,o. o. s,o. n o. s,o. hn[Ao.] = Bo., hs,o. maps Ao. onto 
B , and h is a homeomorphism since 
0. s,o. 
U is clopen in Ao.. Clearly, 
s '0. 
(I) and (III) are satisfied. For (II), note that from (3) and (7) it follows 
that 
v(s) 
AS c Ao. for some S E Et, t E I 0 , can only occur if s s t; since 
v(t) and f(s) = f(t), we have v(s) v(t), and hence s = t, so 
s = t. Then o. = S, and we are done. 
Now suppose that ht,S has been defined for 
(I), (II), and (III) are satisfied, and fix 
j 
t E ul=O Il, S E Et' such that 
SEJ. 1,o.E J+ 
= j+I, put sl sAlAj-l. Then sl E Ij-l~ and j-l $ j, so 
has been defined for each y E E5l. Let E5l = {y E E5l: Ay 
B c B } . Then y 0. 
EA. For 
s 
hsl,y: 
c A } 
0. 
E5l} -+ U{By: y E E5l} 
l < f (s) 
A -+ B y y 
{y E E5l: 
gl = U{hsl,y: y E E5l}: U{Ay: y E 
is a well-defined homeomorphism since A5l 
disjoint sets; and 
and B5l consist of pairwise 
g = ui=o gl: U{A/ y E E5l, l $ j} -+ U{B/ y E ESl' l $ j} 
is a well-defined homeomorphism since by (3), UA5l n UA5l' = 0 = UB5l n UB5l' 
if l F l'. Let 
A n U{UAAA•: i 
0. s l. 
(resp. D1 !':$ C) 
d(g,h ID0 ) < £ n n 
g: u -+ v 
s,o. s,o. 
D0 denote the domain, and D1 the range of g. Then D0 c 
< f(s)} c u 'DI c B n U{UBAA•: i < f(s)} c v 'Do!':$ c s,o. 0. s l. s,o. 
is nowhere dense in U !':$ C (resp. V !':$ C) by (7), and 
s,o. s,o. 
by (III). So by theorem A.I.I, there exists a homeomorphism 
such that glD0 = g, and d(g,h Ju ) < £ • Define n s,o. n h s ,o. 
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hs,a. lus,a. = g; 
h i(A\U )=gs,a.· s ,a. Cl. s ,a. 
Then hs,a. satisfies (I) and (III). If ls j+l, t E I1 , SE Ee, and AS c 
Aa., then by (3) and (7), s sf. If s = f, then s = t, a.= S, and we are 
done. If s < f, then for some k S j, we have s < sk Sf. By (7), there 
exist y E Esk' o E Es, such that AS c AY c A0. Since As consists of pair-
wise disjoint sets, we have o = a.. Hence, h IA 0 = (h IA ) IA 0 = (glA ) IA 0 s,a. µ s,a. y µ y µ 
= (gklAY)IAS = hsk,ylAS. Since (II) holds for j = f(sk)' hsk•YIAS ht,S' 
and we are done. 
This completes the inductive construction of the homeomorphisms h , and 
s,a. 
hence of the autohomeomorphisms hn 
ma, we must show that the conditions 
of C. To complete the proof of the lem-
( *), (**), and (***) at the begin of 
this proof, follow from (1) - (7). Now(*) is clear from (I), and since(***) 
is similar to (**), we will only prove (**). So let s E M, and X EX By 
s 
(4)' x E A for some Cl. E Et I' for some t' E M with It' I = Is I , v(t') $ Cl. 
v(s). Hence by (2), hn(x) E B for each n 2: v(t'), in particular for each 
Cl. 
n 2: v(s). By (S), B c yt for some t E M with It I = It I I ' so It I = Is I , Cl. 
and hn(x) E yt for each n 2: v(s). D 
A.1.6 THEOREM: Up to homeomorphism, Qw is the unique element of X. 
Proof: Qw E X by lemma A. 1. 3; and if X E X, then X contains no isolated 
points, so X can be densely embedded in C. Now apply lemma A.1.5. D 
A.1.7 COROLLARY: The Cantor set is homogeneous with respect to dense copies 
of Qw. D 
In [34], Luzin "effectively" described an absolute F00 which is not an ab-
solute G00 , viz. the subspace of w w consisting of all sequences of ele-
ments of w which converge to infinity. As a corollary to our first charac-
terization, we show that in fact this space is homeomorphic to Qw. 
Proof: Note that X consists of those sequences which, for each n < w, 
take the value n at only finitely many coordinates. Let 
an enumeration of the collection of finite subsets of w. 
{E.: i < w} be 
]_ 
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For s,t e: M, if Is I It I ~ I, s (io, ••• ,ik)' put 
X(s, t) = {a (x ) e: X: t < a, and for each n !> k, xm = n if 
mm 
and only if m e: E· in }. 
Then X(s,t) is closed in x. If we also put X(!j,!j) = x, then it is easily 
seen that, for each s0 ,t0 e: M with ls0 1 = lt0 1, 
X(s0 ,t0) = U{X(s,t): s,t e: M, s = s0 , t = t 0}, 
and that X(s,t)· is nowhere dense in X(s0 ,t0) if s 
if a,T e: ww, and pk = (p~). e: X(alk,Tfk) for each 
s0 , t = t 0 . Finally, 
k k < w, then pi = 
k+1 1 i<w 
pi if i < k, so (pk)k converges to a point of X. D 
A.2 The second characterization of Qw 
Throughout this section, X0 denotes the class of all zero-dimensional abso-
lute F00 spaces which are nowhere a-complete, and of the first category. 
Using theorem A. I .6, we will show that, up to homeomorphism, Qw is the 
unique element of X0, yielding the result we desire. 
A.2.1 LEMMA: If X is an analytic space which is not a-complete, then X 
contains a closed nowhere a-complete subspace Y which is nowhere dense in x. 
Proof: First note that any non-a-complete space A contains a nowhere a-
complete closed subspace B, viz. B = A\U{U: U is an open a-complete subset 
of A}. So we may assume that X is nowhere a-complete. If X is Baire, 
then by 1.12.2, X contains a dense complete subset G. Since G is an abso-
lute G0, we can write X\G "' with in Ui=O Fi' F. closed x. Then for some l. 
j, F. is not a-complete. By the above remark, F. contains a closed nowhere 
J J 
a-complete subspace Y; then y is as required. If x is not Baire, then 
there exist a non-empty open set U, and closed nowhere dense sets A. in 
X, such that "' Uc Ui=O Ai. Since u is an 
a-complete, u contains a subset F which 
X. Then F = U~ 0 (A. n F), and hence some i= l. 
if Y is nowhere a-complete and closed in 
l. 
F in X, and since u is not 
a 
is not a-complete, and closed in 
A. n F is not 
J 
A. n F, then 
J 
a-complete; again, 
Y is as required.O 
The following lemma is the key to our second characterization; the proof is 
similar to that of lemmas 3.3.4 and 3.3.5. 
A.2.2 LEMMA: Let A be a Borel set in C which is not a-complete, and let 
F be a a-compact space such that A c F c C. Then A contains a closed no-
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where dense subset Y which is nowhere a-complete a:nd first category, such 
that Clc(Y) c F. 
Proof: We let denote closure in C. Since F\A is Borel in C, there exists 
a continuous surjection cji: P + F\A. Let 
W = {x E P: there exists a neighborhood v 
x 
of x 
F, such that a-compact subset Ex of 
and E n A is a-complete}. 
x 
Then w is open in P, so there exist countably many open v. 1 
in 00 $[V.] a-compact E. F, such that W = Ui=O Vi' c Ei' and 1 1 
00 
a-complete. Suppose that F\A c E = Ui=O Ei; then A = (E n A) 
in P, and a 
cji[V ] c E , 
x x 
in P, and 
E. n A is 1 
u (F\E) is 
a-complete, a contradiction. So G = P\cp- 1[E\A] is non-empty, and a Go in 
P, whence complete. If u is a non-empty open subset of G, say u = U' n 
with U' open in P, then cj>[U'] = cj>[U] u cj>[U' \U] c (cj>[U] n F) u E, which 
is a a-compact subset of F. Since U' i W, ((cj>[U] n F) u E) n A is not a-
complete; but E n A is a-complete, so cj>[U] n A is not a-complete. 
Now write F = U~ 0 F1., with F. compact, and let {B.: i < w} be a basis 1= 1 1 
G, 
for the topology of A. We will construct compact sets Ks' open subsets Us 
of C, open subsets Ws of G, and points xi E Bi' for each s E M and 
each i < w, such that the following hold: 
We use 
(!) K =KnAc~c U; 
s s s s 
(2) for each n < w: UsAn n Ks = 0; 
(3) for each n,m < w: U A n U A 0 if n I m; 
s n s m 
(4) for each n < w: ClG(W - ) c W ; 
s n s 
(5) for each n < w: U - c U ; 
s n s 
(6) diam(Ws) $ 2-lsl (here, the diameter is taken with respect to 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(lO) 
( 11) 
(12) 
(13) 
a complete metric for G); 
diam(U) $ 2-v(s); 
s 1-v(s-n) for each n < w: d(Ks,Ks_n) $ 2 ; 
Ks n A is nowhere a-complete, and nowhere dense in cj>[Ws] n A; 
Ks is nowhere dense in Ks U u:=O Ks-n; 
K is contained in some F.; 
s J 
Zi = U{Ks: lsl $ i} is compact, and Zi n A is nowhere dense 
in A; 
for each j $ i: x. 
'-
z .• 
J 1 
induction on Is I and i. First, put = G, = c. Then n A w0 u0 cj>[W0] 
= u:=o (cp[W0J n A n Fi) is not a-complete, so some cjl[W0] n A n F. is not 
J 
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a-complete. By leunna A.2.1, ~[Wn] n An F. contains a nowhere a-complete, 
YI J -
closed nowhere dense subset H0; put K0 = H0. Since H0 is nowhere dense 
in A, B0 t H0, say x0 e B0 \H0. Then (I), (9), and (11) - (13) are satis-
fied, and so are (6) and (7) since all metrics are assumed to be bounded by 
I. Next, suppose that Ks, Us' Ws' and xi have been defined for Is! s k, 
is k, in accordance with conditions (1) - (13). Fix s e M with lsl = k. 
From (1) and (9), it is not hard to see that K is nowhere dense in 
s 
~[W ], so by 
s 
lelll1lla 3.3.3 there exists a countable discrete subset D 
s 
{y A : n < w} of 
s n ~[Ws]\Ks' such that Ds = Ds u Ks' and d(ysAn'Ks) s 
K u 
s 
n < w. Now let UsAn be an open neighborhood of ysAn 
such that U A c U , U A n K = 0, U A n U A = 0 if n ~ m, and diam 
s n s s n s s n s m 
2-v(sAn) for each 
(U A) s 2-v(sAn), for each n,m < w. Since y A e ~[W ], y A = ~(x A) 
s n s n s s n s n 
for some x A E W ; hence there is an open neighborhood W A of x A in 
s n s 1 s n s n 
G such that ClG(W A ) c W , diam(W A ) s 2-lsl- , and ~[WA ] c U A • 
s n s s n s n s n 
Then ~[WsAn] n A is not a-complete, so as above, ~[WsAn] n A contains a 
nowhere a-complete, closed nowhere dense subset H'A 
s n 
which is contained 
in some Fj; let HsAn be a non-empty clopen subset of H~An which is dis-
joint from {x.: j s k}, and put KA =HA • Then (1) - (7), (9), and (II) J s n s n 
are satisfied; furthermore, (8), (10), and the first part of (12) are proved 
as in leunna 3.3.4. To prove the second part of (12), suppose that V is a 
non-empty open subset of A which is contained in ~+l" Since ~ n A is 
closed and nowhere dense in A, V\~ is a non-empty open subset of A, con-
tained in Ulsl= k+l Ks. So for some s e M with Is! = k+l, (V\Zk) n Ks ~ 
0; however, by (1), (3), and (5), (V\~) n Ks = (V\Zk) n Us' contradicting 
the fact that K n A = H 
s s 
is nowhere dense in A. Hence (12) holds. In 
particular, Bk+l t Zk+I n A, so we can find a point ~+I e Bk+l\~+I; then 
(13) is also satisfied. This completes the induction. 
Now put Y = U~ 0 (z. n A); we claim that Y is as required. First, that i.= l. 
Y\(U~=O Zi) c ~[PJ = F\A 
so Y c u7 O Z. u (F\A) = 
i.= l. 
is shown exactly as in the proof of leunna 3.3.4; 
UseM Ks u (F\A) c F by (11), and Y n A= Y. By 
(13), B. t Y for each J' J . < w, so Y is closed and nowhere dense in A. Now 
Y is clearly nowhere a-complete, and each K n A is nowhere dense in Y 
s 
by (I) and (10), so Y is first category. D 
A.2.3 LEMMA: Let X e X0 , Zet F be a a-aompaat spaae suah that X c F c C, 
and Zet e > O. Then there exist aZosed nowhere dense subsets X. of X 
l. 
suah that 
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(i) x = u:=o xi; 
(ii) Xi E X0 for each i < w; 
(iii) Clc(Xi) c F; 
(iv) diam(Xi) < £. 
"' Again, in c. with Proof: let denote closure If F = Ui=O Fi' F. compact, ]. 
"' "' with in and X = Ui=O Yi, Y. closed and nowhere dense X, then x = Ui=O ]. 
"' u°: 0 (Y. n F.)' i.e. we can write X = Ui=O Ai, where A. is closed and no-J= 1 J ]. 
where dense in x, and A. c F; of course, we may assume that each A. is 
1 1 
non-empty. Fix i < w, and let v be a covering of x\A. by non-empty dis-
]. 
joint clopen subsets of x, such that diam(D) < d(D,A.) for each D E v. 
1 
Since D n X is non-empty, it is not a-complete, and since D n X c F c C, 
we can apply lemma A.2.2 to obtain, for each D E V, a closed nowhere dense 
subset E(D) of D n X which is nowhere a-complete and first category, such 
that E(D) c F. Put Bi= Aiu UDEV E(D). Since X\(Ai u UDEVE(D)) = UDEV(D\ 
E(D)) is open in X, we have Bi =Ai u UDEVE(D) c F, and Bi is closed in 
X. From the diameter condition on the elements of V it follows that A. 
1 
is nowhere dense in Bi; thus, since each E(D) is first category, Bi is 
first category. Also, if U is a non-empty open subset of Bi' then Un 
E(D) f 0 for some D E V, so U is not a-complete, i.e. Bi is nowhere a-
complete, whence Bi E X0. Finally, Bi is nowhere dense in X: if V is 
non-empty and open in X, and V c Bi' then V n D V n E(D) f 0 for some 
D E V, contradicting the fact that E(D) is nowhere dense in X. Now let 
Ui be a clopen covering of Bi by non-empty sets of diameter less than £, 
and enumerate u:=o Ui as {Xi: i < w}; then the sets Xi are as required.O 
To keep everything elementary, we here also give a new proof of the fact 
that Qw is not a-complete. 
A.2.4 LEMMA: Qw E X0 • 
Proof: Being a countable product of a-compacta, Qw is an absolute Fae' 
and clearly it is first category. Since every non-empty open subset of Qw 
contains a closed copy of Qw, it suffices to prove that Qw is not a-com-
plete. Suppose that {A.: i < w} 
1 
is a family of complete subsets of Qw. 
Since Qw is not Baire, A0 is not dense in Qw, so there exists a non-
empty basic open subset U of Qw such that U n A0 = 0. Let n0 E lN, 
(q0 , ••• ,qn0_ 1) E Qno be such that x0 = (q0 ,. .,qn0_ 1) xQxQx ••• cu. Since 
A1 n x0 is closed in A1, it is complete, and since x0 Ri Qw is not Baire, 
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b f . ( ) Qn 1-no h h X as a ove we can ind n0 < n 1 < w, qno• •• ,qni-1 E , sue t at 1 
{q0 , ... ,qn1-1) xQxQx ••• cQw\(A0 u A1). Proceeding in this way, we find a 
Q w 00 Qw point {qi)i<w E \(Ui=O Ai); so is not a-complete. 0 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this appendix. 
A.2.5 THEOREM: Up to Jwmeomorphism, Qw is the unique element of X0 . 
Proof: By lemma A.2.4, Qw E X0 • So suppose x E XO; embed x in c, and let 
00 
{Fk: k < w} be a family of a-compact subsets of c such that X = nk=O Fk' 
and FO = c. We will construct closed subspaces x of x, for each s E M, s 
satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of definition A. I .2, as well as 
(*) for each S E M, xs E XO; 
-I (**) for each S E M, diam(Xs) < (isl+I) ; 
(***) for each S E M, Clc(xs) c FI s I . 
The construction is a triviality: put x0 = X, and if Xs has been defined 
for all s EM with is! ~ k, then we obtain the sets X by applying 
-I s l. 
x 
s lemma A.2.3 to Xs c Flsl+I c C, £ = (isl+2) . We claim that the sets 
also satisfy condition (iii) of definition A.1.2. Indeed, let a E ww. Since 
XcrlO J x011 J x012 J ••• is a decreasing 
0, say x E n~=O xcrlk" By (***), x E n~=O 
if U is any open neighborhood of x in 
sequence of compacta, n~=O Xcrik f 
Fk = x. Thus, x E n~=O xcrlk' and 
X, then by (**), Xcrln c U for 
for each k < w, then pk E U for each some n < w. Hence, if 
k ~ n, so (pk)k converges to x. 0 
From this characterization of Qw we can, by elementary methods, obtain cha-
racterizations of the other homogeneous zero-dimensional absolute Borel sets 
of exact class two. Let X1 be the class of all zero-dimensional nowhere cr-
complete absolute F00 spaces that are Baire, and let W0 (resp. W1) denote 
the class of all zero-dimensional a-complete spaces that are first category 
(resp. Baire), and nowhere an absolute F00 • By 1.12.3, it is clear that if 
X is dense and co-dense in C, then X E X0 (resp. X1) if and only if C\X 
E W1 (resp. W0 ). 
A.2.6 THEOREM: Let Qw be densely embedded in C. Then up to homeomorphism, 
C \Qw is the only element of W1; furthermore, C is homogeneous with respect 
to dense copies of C \Qw. 
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Proof: By the above remark, C \Qw E W1 ; and if A,B E W1 are densely embed-
ded in C, then by the same remark and theorem A.2.5, C\A RJ Qw RJ C\B, so by 
corollary A.1.7, there is an autohomeomorphism h of C such that h[C\A] 
= C \B, whence h[A] = B. 0 
We will just write C\Qw for the unique element of W1• 
A. 2. 7 THEOREM: (a) Up to homeomorphism, Q x (C \Qw) is the unique element of W0 . 
(b) Let Q x (C \Qw) be densely embedded in C. Then up to homeomorphism, 
C \ (Q x (C \Qw)) is the unique element of X1 • 
Proof:(a) It is clear that Q x (C \Qw) E W0 • So suppose that 
X = U~=O Xi' with X. closed and nowhere dense in X. Fix ]. 
X E W0 , say 
i < w, and let 
V be a covering of X\X. ]. by non-empty clopen disjoint subsets of x such 
that diam(D) < d(D,Xi) for each D E V. If we embed D densely in C, then 
since D is er-complete and not an absolute F ere, C \D is an absolute F ere 
which is not er-complete. By lemma A.2.2, C \ D contains a closed nowhere 
dense subset Y such that Y E X0 , i.e. Y RJ Qw; then E(D) = Y\Y RJ C \Qw. 
Note that E(D) is closed and nowhere dense in D. Put Ai= Xi u UDEV E(D); 
then Ai is closed and nowhere dense in X, and it is easily seen that Ai 
E W1, i.e. A. RJ C\Qw. So by theorem 3.2.4, u".' O A. = X RJ Qx (C\Qw). ]. i= ]. 
(b) By theorems A.2.6 and 3.2.8, C is homogeneous with respect to dense co-
pies of Q x (C \Qw); now proceed as in the proof of theorem A. 2 .6. 0 
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SPECIAL SYMBOLS 
c 1, 11 ¥ 77 
Q 1, 17 ~(r) 77 
p 1, 16 [A] 78 
s 3,28 < (Wadge classes) 78 
T 3,28 Sep(Dn (l:~) ,r) 81 
M 6 Bisep(Dn(E~),r,r') 81 
lsl 6 SU(l;~ ,r) 81 
v(s) 6 PU(l;~, r) 81 
s-i 6 SD n (( 1;~ 'SU (1;~ 'r) ) 'r I ) 81 
f(s) 6 Bisep(Dn (1;~) ,r) 82 
slk 6 SDn (( E~, SU(l;~ ,r))) 82 
s 6 D 82 
s (sequences) 6 r 82 
u 
1;0 8 t(u) 83 
a 
no 8 ii 83 
a 
~o 8 ru(X) 91 
a 
Dn(( Ai;;: i;; < n)) 23 Pu 93 
D~(1;2) 23 }Su 93 
Dn (Eg) 23 yi 93 u 
Sn 27 zi 93 u 
p(i) 
n 28 
x~i) 28 
Pa 29 
xi 
a 29 
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